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This wind-tunnel investigation obtained aerodynamic load distributions,
 
at transonic speeds, on both the canard and wing surfaces of a model that is
 
geometrically identical to one used in several force and moment tests. The
 
investigation included detailed component and configuration arrangement
 
studies to provide insight into the various aerodynamic interference effects.
 
In addition to the detailed pressure measurements, the pressures have been
 
integrated to illustrate the effects of Mach number, canard location, and 
canard-wing interference on various aerodynamic parameters. The present
 
investigation was conducted in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel. 
The Mach numbers ranged from 0.70 to 1.20 for data taken from 00 to 




Past investigations (refs. 1-12) indicate that proper use of canard 
surfaces on maneuvering aircraft can offer several attractive features 
such as potentially higher trimnmed-lift capability, improved pitching 
moment characteristics and reduced trimmed drag. In addition, the geometric 
characteristics of close-coupled canard-wing configurations offer a 
potential for improved longitudinal progression of cross sectional area. 
This improvement could result in reduced wave drag at low supersonic 
speeds. The close-coupled geometry also allows removal of the horizontal 
control surfaces from the large wing downwash and jet exhaust. 
Flow visualization and analytical studies (ref. 13, 14 and 15) show 
that with the occurrende of a wing leading edge vortex, the canard produces 
a complex flow field on the wing surface resulting in favorable interference 
effects. These effects have been discussed in several papers (ref. 4, 5 and 




Until recently, very little experimental information was available
 
with regard to the load distributions on the canard and wing surfaces for the
 
close-coupled canard-wing configurations. The tabulated pressure data presented
 
in this paper permits a more detailed study of the canard/wing flow field and
 
load distribution. An analysis of selected porzions of the data is presented
 
in reference 17. It is a continuation of the work described in reference 4.
 
A preliminary analysis of this data can also be found in reference 18.
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Symbols 
The International System of Units is used for the physical -quantities
 




A aspect ratio, b2/S
 
b wing span, cm.
 
c local chord length, cm.
 
C wing mean geometric chord, cm.
 
Cav average length of root chord and tip chord on canard or wing, em.
 







CONTIG 	 configuration number
 




canard reference area (exposed area), cm2
Sc 
x, x 	 longitudinal distance measured from wing or canard leading edge, cm
 
X longitudinal distance of center of pressure measured from wing or 
canard leading edge-fuselage intersection, cm. 
Xlongitudinal distance measured from wing leading edge-fuselage
 
intersection, cm. 
Y' °lateral distance measured from wing or canard-fuselage intersection, cm. 
Y lateral distance of center of pressure measured from wing or canard­
fuselage intersection, cm.
 






a angle of attack, deg. 
A canard leading edge sweep, deg. 
A 
w 
wing leading edge sweep angle, deg. 
Model Description
 
A drawing of the model used in this wind tunnel investigation is 
presented in figure 1. The model was designed so that various wing and canard 
planforms could be attached to the common fuselage and positional relationships 
of the lifting surfaces (wings and canards) varied. The wings and canards were 
instrumented with pressure orifices; the upper surface orifices were located 
on one lifting surface (wing or canard) with the lower surface orifices located 
on the lifting surface on the other side of the model. Tables I and II give
 
the orifice locations for the wing and canard respectively. Pressure data 
from the wings and canards could not be obtained simultaneously because of 
space restrictions in the model; thus, when both the canards and wings were on
 
the model at the same time, either the wings or canards were uninstrumented. 
Figure 2 is a photograph showing the model and the instrumented and 
uninstrumented canards and wings. Table III presents the pertinent geometric
 
parameters associated with this model.
 
The 600 swept, untwisted, wing had uncambered circular-arc airfoil 
sections. The maximum thickness distribution varied linearly from 6 percent 
of the chord at the root (the root in this paper is the wing-fuselage intersection) 
to 4 percent of the chord at the tip. 
The canard had a leading-edge sweep angle of 51.7 and an exposed area 
of 28.0 percent of the wing reference area. The canard was untwisted and 
had uncambered circular-arc airfoil sections. The maximum thickness distribution 
varied linearly from 6 percent of the chord at the root (canard-fuselage 
intersection) to 4 percent at the tip.
 
4 
The canard was tested in the wing chord plane (z/c = 0.0) and in 
positions 18.5 percent of the wing mean geometric chord above and below 
the wing chord plane (z/c = 0.185 and -0.185). To obtain the configuration 
with the canard located below the wing chord plane, the model with the 
canard in the high position was rolled 1800 on the sting.
 
Apparatus, Tests, and Corrections
 
This investigation was conducted in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure 
tunnel which is a continuous-flow facility. .Tests were made at Mach 
numbers of 0.70, 0.90, 0.95, 1.03 and 1.20 corresponding to Reynolds 
6 6 
numbers, based on wing mean geometric chord of 1.35 x 10 , 1.52 x 10
 
1.54 x l06, 1.58 x 106 and 1.61 x 106 respectively. Because flow separation 
is induced at the sharp leading edges of the canard and wing, the Reynolds 
number effect should be small. Tests were made at angles of attack from 
approximately 00 to 160 at 00 sideslip. Angles of attack have been 
corrected for effects of sting deflection due to aerodynamic load. All 
tests were made with boundary-layer transition fixed on the model by means 
of a narrow strip of carborundum grit placed on the body, wings, and canards 
using the methods outlined in reference 16.
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Presentation of Data
 
The data presented herein, in tabular form, is a complete set of
 
pressure data supporting references 17 and 18. The data include surface 
pressure coefficients, spanload distributions, sectional centers of
 
pressure and centers of pressure for both the wing and canard. For a 
discussion of the data presented, refer to reference 17. 
A listing of the configurations that were tested is presented in Table 
IV. The configuration number associated with each geometry is used as
 
identification for the tabulated pressure coefficient data.
 
Table V provides a smmary of the tabulated pressure coefficient data 
to aid in locating specific cases. Table VI contains pressure coefficient 
data. This set of data is identified by configuration number, Mach number 
and angle of attack. The astericks appearing for some of the orifice 
locations indicate bad pressure ports so, for these locations, the data 
was not tabulated. 
Spanload distributions for the wing and canard are tabulated in 
tables VII and VIII respectively. The data is arranged by angle of attack
 
for each of the five Mach numbers. These distributions were obtained by 
integrating the sectional pressure distributions which resulted in 
sectional normal force coefficients based on local chord. These values 
were then normalized with respect to the average local chord: 
Tables IX and X present sectional centers of pressure for the wing 
and canard respectively. These values were determined by finding the 




Table XI and XII are tabulations of the centers of pressure for the 
wing and canard. They were found by determining the centroid of the 
spanload distribution. 
For a discussion of the data and comparative plots refer to reference 17.
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TABLE I.- WING PRESSURE ORIFICE LOCATIONS 
SPAN STATION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(upper and lower surfaces) y = 2.54 y = 5.08 y = 7.62 y = 10.16 y = 12.70 y = 15.24 y = 17.78 y = 20.32 
.0125 .0125 .0125 .0125 
.0250 .0250 .0250 .0250 .0250 .0250 .0250 
.0500 .0500 .0500 .0500 .0500 .0500 .0500 .0500 
.1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 
.1500 .1500 .1500 .1500 .1500 .1500 .1500 .1500 
x .2250 .2250 .2250 .2250 .2250 .2250 .2250 .2250 
c .3000 .3000 .3000 .3000 .3000 .3000 .3000 .3000 
(upper and lower surfaces) .4500 .4500 .4500 .4500 .4500 .4500 .4500 .450 
.6ooo .6ooo .6ooo .6ooo .6ooo .6ooo .6ooo .6ooo 
.7500 .7500 .7500 .7500 .7500 .7500 .7500 .7500 
.9000 .9000 .9000 .9000 .9000 .9000 .9000 .9000 
.9500 .9500 .9500 .9500 .9500 .9500 
C 27.09 24.38 21.67 18.97 16.26 13.56 10.84 8.13 
SPAN STATION 1 














TABLE II.- CANARD PRESSURE ORIFICE LOCATIONS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
y = 3.81 y = 5.08 y = 6.35 y = 7.62 y = 8.89 y = 10.16 y = 11.43 y = 12.90 
.0250 .0250 .0250 .0250 
.0500 .0500 .0500 .0509 .0500 .0500 .0500 
.1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 
.1500 .1500 .1500 .1500 .1500 .1500 .1500, .1500 
.2250 .2250 .2250 .2250 .2250 .2250 .2250 .2250 
.3000 .3000 .3000 .3000 .3000 .3000 .3000 .3000 
.4500 .4500 .4500 .h500 .4500 .4500 .h500 .4500 
.6000 .6000 .6000 .6000 .6000 .6000 .6000 .6000 
.7500 .7500 .7500 .7500 .7500 .7500 .7500 .7500 
.9000 .9000 .9000 .9000 .9000 .9000 .9000 .9000 
.9500 .9500 .9500 .9500 .9500 
.9750 .9750 _ 
13.85 12.50 11.15 9.79 8.44 7.08 5.73 4.38 
TABLE III.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Body: 
Length, cm ..... . 96.52 
Wing 
A (b2IS) ..... . .... . . .... . . . 2.5 
b/2, cm . .... . . . ... .. . . . 25.4 
A.,, deg......... .... .. . . 60 
C, cm . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 23.31 
Airfoil section....... .......... ........... Circular arc 
2S (area extended to plane of symmetry), cm ............ 1032.2 
Root chord, cm .... .............. ............. 29.80 
Tip chord, cm ...... ........... ............. 6.77 
Maximum thickness, percent chord, at -






A (b2 /Sc)......... .......... ............... 4.12
 
A, deg ...................... ............. .51.7
 
c, cm. ............... ......... 14.83
 
Airfoil section........ .................. Circular arc
 
2. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Sc (exposed area), cm • . . 288.73 
b/2, cm.................... ........... ... 17.25 
Root chord, cm .................. ......... ... 17.92 
Tip chord, cm..................... ............ 359 
Maximum thickness, percent chord, at -










TABLE IV.- CONFIGURATTON DEFINITION 
CONFIGURATION CANARD WING z/c INSTRUMENTED 
off on 0.0 wing 
on on 0.0 wing 
off on 0.185 wing 
on on 0. 85 wing 
on on -o.185 wing 
off on -0.185 wing 
on off 0.0 canard 





TABLE V.- CONFIGURATION ANGLES OF ATTACK FOR TABULATED DATA 
CONFIGURATION MACH NO. ANGLES OF ATTACK (DEG.) 
1 .70 -.03 4.05 8.15 12.27 16.37 
2 .70 .00 4.19 8.40 12.63 16.84 
3 .70 .01 4.08 8.19 12.30 16.43 
4 .70 .00 4.22 8.44 12.67 16.94 
5 .70 .00 4.21 8.38 12.55 16.68 
6 .70 .00 4.10 8.18 12.31 16.42 
7 .70 .00 -- 8.37 12.51 16.64 
8 .70 .05 -- 8.47 12.68 16.91 
1 .90 -.02 4.09 8.21 12.35 16.49 
2 .90 -.01 4.27 8.55 12.83 17.14 
3 .90 .01 4.12 8.24 12.39 16.55 
4 .90 .01 4.32 8.62 12.91 17.25 
5 .90 -.01 4.28 8.49 12.73 16.89 
6 .90 -.01 4.12 8.23 12.38 16.53 
7 .90 .01 -- 8.53 12.71 16.9o 
8 .90 .06 -- 8.64 12.90 17.21 
1 -95 -.03 4.09 8.19 12.33 16.49 
2 .95 .00 4.30 8.59 12.89 17.20 
3 .95 .01 4.12 8.25 12.39 16.53 
4 .95 .02 4.33 8.66 12.97 17.36 
5 .95 -.02 4.29 8.53 12.73 16.97 
6 .95 .01 4.12 8.24 12.38 16.53 
7 .95 .00 -- 8.60 12.82 16.99 
8 :95 -.01 -- 8.59 12.88 17.22 
1 1.03 -.02 4.07 8.19 12.33 16.48 
2 1.03 .01 4.30 8.65 13.00 17.30 
3 1.03 .00 4.12 8.26 12.38 16.51 
4 1.03 .01 4.34 8.70 13.o7 17.41 
5 1.03 .01 4.33 8.60 12.86 17.09 
6 1.03 .00 4.11 8.23 12.35 16.51 
7 1.03 .01 -- 8.65 12.94 17.07 
8 1.03 -.01 -- 8.65 13.00 17.30 
1 1.20 -.03 4.o8 8.19 12.33 16.48 
2 1.20 .01 4.34 8.68 13.01 17.32 
3 1.20 .00 4.13 8.24 12.38 16.54 
4 1.20 .01 4.36 8.70 13.06 17.40 
5 1.20 -.01 4.33 8.64 12.88 17.16 
6 1.20 .00 4.10 8.22 12.35 16.52 
7 1.20 .01 -- 8.65 12.91 17.12 
8 1.20 -.01 -- 8.67 13-01 17.33 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA
 




CONFIG------ configuration number (see table IV) 
MACH -r---- - mach number 
ALPHA------- angle of attack, deg. 
X/C ------ chordwise distance from leading edge 
of instrumented surface divided by 
local chord length 
CP ------ pressure coefficient 




TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(a)Mach -0.70 














































































































































































•1000 -. 0937 -. L143 -. 0909 _ .0813 -. 1c6G o a -. 0767 -. 0960 
.45C0 -. i174 -.1?62 -. ,1142 -. 1211 -. 0978 .IC92 'j -. 0868 * * 
.6000 -.1206 -.1184 -.1097 -.1129 -.C982 -.10T4 -.0743 -. Ca1e 











.0131 .0103 .0333 .C264 
I­
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TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(a)Continued 
CONFIG MACH ALPHA 
± , 70 12.27 
CP CP . . CP CP CP CP CP CP-
UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER " - UPPER LOWEP UPPER LOWER 
SURFACE SURFACE .... SUPFACE SURFACE .. .. SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 
X/C STATION STATION " - STATION STATION
 
- 2 3 4
 
.0125 -1.3134 .3859 -i.±607 .2747 -1.0898 .2259 -1.0052 .1712
 
.0250 -1.3431 .4237-....... -1-.945S-... .3417 -1.1045 .3016 -10190 .,2756
 
.0500 -1.516 .4C14 - -1.1836 " .3640 -1.1086 .3348 -1.0217 .3166
 
.10c0 -1.4670 .3813 -1.2681 -" .3467 -1.1241 .3248 -±.0258 .3143
 
.1500 -1.1936 .3467- " -1.3C33" .3171 - -1.1442 .3C06 -1.C565 '.2943
 
.2250 - -.4040 .3C06 ... -- 1.6325-- .2710 ... -1.2759 .2614 -- 1.0601 .25C5
 
.3000 -. 3249 .2532 -1.0263 .2309 -1.5731 .2218 -1.l41 .220C
 
.4500 .1762 -.2796 15B4 -1.0263 .1475 -1.4679 .1479
 
.6000 -.3030 .111 -.2449 .0964 -.2499 .0618 -1.0629 .1928
 
.7530 -.2202 .0636 - -.1672 .3476 -.1022 .0467 -.5352 .,558

.9000 -.G643 .0244 -.0268 .0362 0110 .0563 -.0163 .0540
 
.9500 ........-. O "0317 -... 0471 .. ,567 .. 0693 ,G873 .0521 ,C786
 
STATION STATION STATION STATION
 
- 6 7 8 
.0125
 
.0250 -.9223 .2414 -.7855 .2267 -.5618 .2267
 
.0500 -.9237 .2918 -.7q47 .2790 -.5526 .26a0 -.3138 .2528
 
.1000 -.9274 .2978 -.7704 .2f18 -.5366 .2909 -.3005 .2373
 
.1500 -. q416 .2794 -.7530 .2790 -.5128 .257C3*# .2G56
 
.2250 -9507 - - .245--....... ---.. 7398 - -... 1932 ------ -.4822 -" .2226 -.2/53 .1538­
. 000- ,0255 ,2070 " -.7357 *4*#*#* -.4538 .1859 -.2479 .1G11
 
.45G. -. 9763 .1456 -. 6583 .1359 -. 4167 .1194 -. 2465 4
 
.5000 -1.2815 .0869 -.5554 .0672 -.3513 .0C99 -.2506 -.0841
 
.75C0 -1.0610 .0416 " " -.6990" "" -.0±12" .... .3±33 -. 1C56 -. 2621 -. 1482
 
.9000 -.5082 .0025 -.7416 -.1409. -.4C44 -.2554 -.2648 -.1986
 
;9500-.-.3426 . . -;0254 -,---"- ,- ... ............
 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(a)Continued 
MACH 	 ALPHACONFIG 6.377u
I 
C. CP 	 CP --- CPCC P .......... .. 	CP CP P 

UPPER LOWERUPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER - - UPPER - LOWEP 
SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE - SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 
STATION 	 STATION
X/C STATION 	 STATION 

- 2 	 3 4 
.0125 -1.6816 .3823 - -1.4666 .2296 -1.3468 i5q4 -1.1881 .10C5 




• 5uo -1.9784 .4663 -1.4666 .3983 -1.3596 

-1.3568 .3691 -1.1533 .3504





.1500 -1.8453 .4389 -1.5887 .3846 	 -1.4332 

"­
.2250 -.q672 - .3396 .. .-1.6171 ....-.3450 -1.3692 .3299 -±.3l9 .3162 
.30'0 -.S830 .34r9 -1 .8c37 .3112 -1.3189 .2952 -.9814 .2752 
.4500 .2579 -. 6A32 .2314 -1.6376 .2104 -. 80q0 .1963 




-.2062 .0754 -.5199 C0545 

-.1706 .0061 -.3566 -.0235 -.5716 -.C866

.7500 -.2537 ,1C14 

.a000 -.1462 .0285 
.9500 -.G882 .0G75----------- -.0959 - -.0135 -.2455 "-.0509 -.5015 -.15c1 -
STATION 	 STATION
STATION 	 STATION 

5 6 	 7 8 
.0175 
.0250 -.A83 .2148 -.7075 1970 -.5510 .1832 00 
.2550 -. 8837 .2969 -.7002 .2740 -.5423 .2382 -. 3734 .2272 - ­
-.5295 .2868 'd 0 -..371 .2263
.C13 -,P558 .3299 	 -.6878 .2960 

-" -.6759 .2965 -.5133 .2621 	 .2048
.1500 -.7995 .3176 

" 	
.2112 . . -.4951 .2369 0 -.3597 . ....
 S.2255 - -. 7867 .2896 ..-. 6599 
-.4946 .1951 t -. 3427 .1057"" -.6471 ' *** ­.3060 -. 7665 .2524 

-.4677 .1268 	 -. 3427 ******* 
-. 6274 .1506

.45C0 -.7524 .1699 

.0C25 	 -. 3198 -.C786

.60CO -. 7698 .0892 	 -. 5675 .0507 -.426G 

-.3885 -.1116 	 -.3cJ6 -. 135C

-.7075 -.C163 	 -.5C20 - -.0621 
-.4947 -.2161 -.3679 -,2156 -. 2741 -.1793'
.75C; 

.90o -. 6155 -.1606 

.95C3 -.E064 -- -.2509 	 -.4928 - -2954-..... 
















































































































































































































































































































-.0402 - .060 
-Z64 t532, .0687 O0Z49 
-.0673-.0144----- 58 067 
-.0125 .%±13 -.1246 -. 032 
*' -.0571 .1645 -. 0700 
-.1650 -.0828 .1778 -.0851 
-.1448 -.0 24 
-.08±0 
-.a498 -. 0378 
-. 0242 -. 0186 










-. 1044 .0194 
-.1388 - -. 2C67 
-.18±3 -. G077 
-.1893 -.0631 
-. L792 -.0819 
-. 1264 -. C70C 






-. 1251 .C967 
-.1347 C55L 
-. 1521 .C427 
-.180 " .0D99 
-. 1943 -.0094 
-.2b30 -.C465 
-.1778 -.C640 
-.1274 -. 0594 


















-. 526R .1832 
-. 5640 -1519 
-.4050 .1207 
-. Iq13 .0839 
*0-.?L28 - .0443 
-.22A8 .0122
-. 054288 . 
. -.1692 -.5491 
-. 1036 -. l494 
-. 0G58 -. 0039 




-. 53a6 iS924, 
-. 5856 .142 
-.6221 .1096 
. ..4601 ... P150.. 
-. ,233*fl#.*.
.. -.22E73 -.3159 
-. 1325 -. 0412 
-. 0742 " -" -.0462 
.0279 " .0062 


































































































































































































































.2167 " -.7609 
.1878 - -.7915 
- .1464 -. 8181 
11±9 -- -.9580 
.0535 -. q635 
,0±26 -. 1234 
-.0163 -.0724 
-.0607 .0196 

























































































































































































.1992O-. It A.R2q2±9 
.2.0-ql4 .' f 
- .q45' .2R,79 




-. 5425 .:o4. 
- .33±11 - 0^4l7 
-. 1842 -. 3325. 






























































































-. 3846 .0782 
-.2±2l .0185 
--. 1275 .0C29 ......... 








-. 5333 .2670 
-. 5?96 .2670 
-. 5749 .2620 
-. 59g9 .2428 
-. 5946 .lqOa 
-. 5701 ,1306 
-. 4C29 .060 9 
- -.212l -.0034 













-. 7410 .1913 
-.62C7 .0923 
-. 46C6 .0476 
-.2927 
-.0441 















-. 6527 .C257 





































































TABLE V1.-TEST DATA 
(a)Continued 
CONFIG MACH ALPHA 
.70 .01 
Cp CP CP CP CP CP CP OP 
UPPEP LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER 
SURFACE SURFACE-SURFACE.. SURFACE-....... .. SURFACE SURFACE - - - SURFACE SURFACE__ 
Y/C STATION STATION STATION STATION 
1 2 3 4 
.0125 .0842 .1199 .0825 .0829 .0662 .o888 .0895 .0354 
.2250 .05,3 .0979 .. 537 . .0705 . .0518 .0513 .0333 .01S 
.0500 .0463 .U600 .0314 .0381 .0268 .0203 .0091 .0116 
.l00 .3333 .0271 .0031 .OL52 -.0095 -. 0185 -.0132 -. 0378 
.1500 -. 3041 -. 0016 -. 0201 -. 0350 -.0398 -.0493 -.G545 -.c51s 
.2250 -. 0331 -.0364 -.0467 -. 0630 -.0683 -.0758 -. 0747 -.0914 
.3000 -. q467 -. 06L2 -.0756 -. 0896 -.0948 -.1043 -.0971 -. 1088 
.4500 ** -.1033 -.1141 -.1258 - .... -.1205 - -.1354 -.1223 -. 1327 
.6000 -.1397 -.1309 -.1315 -. 1409 -.1292 -. 1295 -.1237 -.1281 
.7503 -.115 -.1171 -. 1109 -.1166 -.0994 -.1061 -.0948 -. C974 
• 0co -. 0366, -.,401 -. 0215 -. 0217 -.0095 -. 0094 -. 0025 -.C021 
.9500 .0184 .&262 .C374 .0404 .0477 .0495 .0493 .0512 
STATION STATION STATION STATION 
5 6 7 8 
.0125 
.0250 .0435 .190 .0499 .0131 . . .0 45 - ,0043 
.05c0 .0467 -. 0048 -. 0035 -. 3126 .0154 -.0085 cGSl .0043 
.&G6O -. 0232 -.0347 -. 0265 -. 0535 -.02o9 -.0361. -0150 -.04L7 
1500 -. 0540 -. 0563 -.047 -. J618 -.0432 -.0696 *' -.0700 
2250 -. 0838 -.0953 -.0728 -. 0838 -.0673 -.0815 - -. 0627 -. 935 
SG0 0 -.1639 -.1123 -.0966 ****** -.091l -.1086 -. 0861 -.1031 
.45C) -. 1220 - 1-.1261...........-.149- -. 1242 -.1053 -. 1109 -. 0961. 
.6ooO -.1±91 -.1z15 -.1140 -.1l37 -. 1612 -.10o -a .08 -.o.0821... 
.7500 -. 0856 -.0912 -. 0787 -. 0847 -.0677 -,08Ul -.G370 -.0494 
.9G00 .0034 .0034 .0034 .0066 .0090 '.0080 .0306 .0259 
.9500 .0527 .0526 .0481 .0544 '. 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(a)Continued 
ALPHACONFIG 	 HACH 
.70 	 12.303 
CP 	 OP CPCP CP CP CP 	 CP 
LOWER 	 UPPER LOWE-R
UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER 	 UPPER 

SURFACE SURFACE 	 SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE...
 
STATION
X/C STATION STATION 	 STATION 

41 2 	 3 
.2176 -1.0385 .1637

.±25 -1.3977 .373C 	 -1.2108 .2679 -1.1113 

.29 b 	 -±.G4C3 .2688
 
.0250 -1.4289 .4091 -1.2z38 .3419 -1.1122 

.0500 -i.6nG .3958 -1.1906 .3593 -1.1173 








.15CC -1.1228 .3446 -1.2960 .3C81 -1.1512 

.2250 -.3927 .2944 -1.4413 .2715 -1.1860 
 .2556 -1.0527 .2501
 
.30c0 
 -.3139 .2533 -1.0815 .2295 -1.3849 .2186 -1.0733 .2L58
 
** * .1770 -.3116 .1541 -1.1099 .1436 -1.3872 .1482
.4500 

.60CO -.3047 .1048 -.2475 .0925 
 -.3332 .0577 -1.1187 .0883
 
.7500 -.2305 .0559 -.1686 
 .0440 -.1368 .044C -.5884 .0463 




.9500 -.0062 .0276 .0449 .0523 	 .0630 .0792 

STATION 	 STATION
STATION 	 STATION 

5 6 	 7 8 
.0125
 
-. 7927 .2184 	 -.5570 .2262t;253 -.9459 .2354 
.2606

.0500 -.3431 .2960 ------ -. 7854 .2813 	 -.5506 .2671 -. 3144 
-. 7712 	 .2905 -. 5405 .2896 -.3G94 .2312
.1000 -. 9385 .3015 
.2064

.150C -.9330 .2795 -.754b .2753 	 -.5185 .2611 
-.2892 .1527

.2250 -. 9443 .2409 -.7391 .1862 	 -.4947 .2257 
,Oco -.9197 .2165 -.7354 	 -.4777 1353 -.2643 .1022
 
-. 6749 	 .1375 -. 4410 .1169 -. 2585 *** 
.0700 .. 380C .0126 -.263a -.0875-' 
.4500 -. 9482 .1495 
. 6000 -1.2403 .0870 	 -. 5832 
-.73L3 -.0108 	 -.3355 -.1027 -.2709 -. 1500.75CC -1.1036 .0379 

-.8147 -. 1500 	 -.4075 -.26L6 -. 2681 -. 1973.90c0 -. 5804 -. 0C21 
.9500 -.3906 -.0319 -.806b -.2662 
C­


































































































































































































































































TABLE Vl.- TEST DATA 
(a)Continued 
COMIFIG MACH ALPHA 
4 .70 -.00 
('P CP CP CP OP CP CP OP 
UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER 
SUPFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE. SURFACE 
X/C STATION STATION STATION STATION 
1 2 3 4 
.,0125 .0870 .1524 .C777 ,lu4l .3745 .0323 .JTb3 .0672 



















.1500 .0.77 .0089 -.al76 -. 0253 -.0359 -. 0404 -. 0469 -. 0.60 
.2250 -. 0194 -.0767 -.C482 -. 0578 -.0688 -.0725 -.ClSd -.048 
.3000 -.0373 -.05(4 -.0711 -. 0843 -.0917 -. 1004 -.G9c7 -.. 081 
.45L0 ''= -.1026 -.1104 -. 1264 -. 1177 -.1337 -. 120 -.1287 
.•CO -.1324 -.1264 -.1252 -.1333 -.1287 -.12bG -. 122d -.1287 
.75C0 -.1159 , -.1205 -.1C68 -. 1141 -.0976 -.1036 -.044 -.0944 
.900O -.0427 -. c427 -.0199 - .0208 -.0107 -. 98 III G034 -.0053 
G5 .IO.0175 .0230 .0388 .0421 .0453 .0494 .0312 .0529 
STATION STATION STATION STATION 
5 6 7 8 
.C125 
.0250 39 8 .0328 0462 .0209 .0368 .0149 















-C j 9 
*#'* 
-.0474 





















. 5C .. . -. 1192 -.l2b2 -.112I -. 1193 -.1023 -. 1042 -.0811 



















.9500 .0545 .0548 .0522 .0594 
5p 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(a)Continued 
CONFIG MACH ALPHA 
4 
. 70 4.22 

















Ut STATION STATION STATION STATION 
































































































.9500 .0133 .125 .0309 .0330 .0388 .0426 0448 .8433 
STArION STATION STATION STATrON 
5 6 7 8 
.P125 
.0250 -.4490 .1963 




































































































































































































































STATION STATION STATION STATION 
5 6 7 8 
.Ci25 
• "250 ...-.7013 .2256 -. 6867 .2325 -. 5943 .2375 























































































TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(a)Continued 
. . CONFIG 
4 












































































































































































































































































































































-.6684 .29 8 
-.4280 .2576 
































































































































































TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(a)Continued 
.CONFG .. .. .MACH ALPHA 
.70 -. 00
 
CP rP . .. CP CP CP (- CP 
IPPFP LOVFP IPPFR IOWFP IIPPFP LOWFP UPPEP LOWER 
LUPFArF SIIPFACF SLPPACE SPlFAPF SUPFACF SUFACE SUPFACE qUPFACE 
STAT7ON - . . STATTON STATION STATION 
1 3 4 
.01P5 .]4l A0pn7 .1176 .06c)( .101) Oq~q3 .0Q0? DS~88 
*fl?c0 .1164 *f(IqA Oq-44 . 04Q1l .07P9 .03Mq A953? .0170 
.0007 .OmCA .OAPS .o031 O3QQ .0161 .n??] .O0)q 
.n n000n .0147 .0180 .004n -°.00 -.0A0 -.0163 -. 0210 
.150A .01 AA .00107 -. 01 S2 -. 014P -. P355 -. 0444 .0'3 .072 
,?25n -.0105 -.0n1 -.0497 -. 0517 -.060 -. 07q5 -.0772 -. 07AP 
.3000 -. -.A407 -.0736 -.0797 -.n074 S. flOPS -.0488I -.10300ce 

:4S00 .0 C60, ****** -_ .. -.1167 -. 82? .IQ~ -.124 -.1?1*19q -. 1228i 
.6000 -. 2A -. 117? - 304 -.1?46 -.1l? -. l?q2 1?4S -. 1?73 
*7,00 -.1167' -.118 -.115 -. 1076 -.1020 -. 1017 -. npS -. 0966 
"000 .0 47 -.03P0 -.0?45 -. 0210 -.(117 -. 0113 -.(062 -. 000 
*9500 01P9 .0203 .0372 .0361 .0473 .0444 0SDA ;0449
 
STATION STATYON STATION STATION
 
9 6 7 





.n00 .0 -.017- . .0140 -.0177 .01S4 -.0030 0 .0416 -. nnl 
.1000 -. 0209 -0'? -. 0273 -. 04Rn -.01?? -. 0521 0 -.0172 -. 038S 
IS0-.0441 -. a(64 -. 4r3 -.fl66A -. 04q3 -.040 o120 
.??mn -. 07q6 -°pnn -. 0619 -.on6] -.0705 -.0~3R ::(-7]9 -.076 
I.06 n -04)(7n;-106 -.047 

-. 0()76 -. Io~n *04*4144 SO n
,5o -. 1160 -.1?FA -. 1077 -. 1214 ..O067 :lip? ****00* -. o7S 
.°000n.. 6 -. 1 lQ - -. 1016 -. 1131 -.0994 -. I0nR -. n7S6 -. 0A38 
,710 -,83 -,0n7 " -.0806 -07P - -.0719 -.0714. -.0430 -.0361 
.0126 .0117 .. .0;182 n-434 9500 .006? .0c07'- - .09r, .046 


















































.0071 . po0 
-.flK4 .ID 7 " 
1gn-oo f0-.93 
-*0-.P6A 03 .n1? 
-. 11'~4 nn(,p 
-
-.1ril ****4*1* 
-. 171 -. 07:0 
-. 1534' -*P?6 
-0546 -. ?)- ......... 
0171 n207 . 
STATION 
? 
-. 209? .2117 
-. OPg2 .167A 
- 6- .lP.01 ? 
-.06S6 .070A 
.04-7 
.I10 1 . 0069 
- .1474 -.Or0 
*.lRn4 -. -. 6PS 
-. IPO -.OA7? 
-.1929 -.0767 
.­ 0322 -. 0053 






-.0A19 . 1 7 
-.lnnO .0 13T 
-.1200 .0258 
-. 11,70 -.f1194 
-.1719 -. 04;14 
-. ;>04 6 -. 07r8 
.17SA 
-. W1R6 
-. 1424 -.06R9 








-. 1474 .01795 
-.jp95 -. n177 
-.?0P7 -.0420 
- . ?;,9 -. V407 
-. 1973 -. 07?6 




















-. l ,1 




























-A77 -. 38---------0A0 






































TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(a)Continued 




































































n .... .. 








0.7 n c) 
9.. 4) 
. I1A 

























-. 11 ? 
-.13 













































. . . . . . 



















































































-. 3 ,p 
:L,3749; 
-43775 




TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(a)Continued 




___ _ "_ p . . ...... ... . 
CP cp CP CP- - cP (P
UPPFP LOWFP . . .. -tPPFR' " LOWER ..... 
- tIPpFR I OwF R 
S-PFACC S,,QFAC ". SU E... -RFACF .... tIPrACF S(IPFACE 

X. STATION. . STATION STATION 

1 3c. 2 -"" 1 
.0290 
-,;q .oqi0 
__ .o~foq - - -- -. 0 PT4
.0)2%Aot-. -. 2>7 
-. 71 *0 g P0107 

.0500 -.04?R .(17(,q 

-.0098 .oqQ7 




-- I r A-.lp 47 n7

.?250 
-.13014 ,n43n ...­ ,60__-.00Q0 
-.5r69 *I?A? 

.3000 -.1q0 ,A407 _ -...
 3? .0 04 
-. 94P? , S78 

.4ci0A -. 30o0 ******* 





.7 O0 -265 -.301;
*0477----------
_z.?3Q6 ASQ7 -.2139 .0500





-.. .. STATION 
 - TATION STATION:z"~ ---
-- -7 
.0125 .... . . . . . . .. . . ..-. . .. ..
 
AP.050 -.- ?_ I3ap *?0 
 -QiSQ_ 1- oP13 






.1000 -I. 4 .?71 
-.q049 .303f . -6,027 .?7S0 

.1S00 
-1.630 .,49S -. *?3---------.qa81A__ ,Ooe6 Pql 
.2815c 
. p?20 -1.261? -. ;27P2 ... .
 -.7713 " ,266. 
-,9nc4 .7424 
Ann---I10 .3P'4 pl14q -- --- --- 04fl**** 
- .29 -. 96A8 .205;
.4qO0 ~ 1.2201 .1641 ' -.')017n ... 74p9 1M _ -.517A .1?1-46
-437
. .03n6
7OO "" "" -on-.401-4 - 4 





-. '04 ,4 .­ 131
n A90-------14A 070 
-. -. I 05 -S -.5100 ?11-.2409 


















-. 8990 .?084 
-*57q4 .1536





-. ,$Q6 0346 








-. 1396 *0*00* 
-. 355 .1733" 




-. ;519 -.1182 ­
-.1746
 
TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(a)Continued 





















































































































































































































































































" .1066 .04 67 .. 
.0664 . .A074 
.0344 0, 06l 
.00r7 -.0?2 
-.0?77 -n3Q.. 
-.0407 -M3' C 
- .0QQ? -***** 
- 71 129i 
-.1147 "-,15-
"- .04?_ .--03P4 




.081c s- 031. 
,O_ I0P -- npn7 
.016? -.0123 
-.02P04 -.0143 
-. 04); -. n6pp 
-. 0 Ap?" -. 088P 

































































































-,I P . . ..­
-. -.l?6 . 





-. 27 - 04CA 
-. 044F -.07?3 
-. 0700 -. 0,;6 
.**,* -. jp1-11 -. IA 
063 -. 1?1-
-.0824 ....-.014 
.0076 .. 0034 











































TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(a)Continued 
.. 
 IAAC " ALPHA 
. ... 70 4.10 
rP cp CP - CP CP CP rP
UPPFP LnWEP 

- .. UPPFP LOWFP IIPPFR LOWFP UPPER LOWER
qIIPFACF SIRFArr - _ - PFACE.__ SIIPFACF SUPFACF SUR{FACE SURFACE SIJFACE 
x/c qTATION
1 .."2£_L " 7- TATION STATION3 STATION4
 
'.0125O .... .40,'S1 
_P-- ......- .. 7 *'0?3 - " ..... .-. 4E61 - R 
-,4~A ?8 13 
,- °.3Q39 ]? ... -11 -. 4 ".... - ? P -. fie;-. ° - - ...... h Q0 . - 4736 
. A0 -, ? - 22 ..... . . -, 1 " . .... -. 4 
-. 





.9 h -. 114A ,l17l 
-- ')RAP-- .3 07 OqA4497 
... _ 
.1 -. 4773 .092 2 . .

,Q f)0 - °PP4P - Pl)?7 .. . . . ..,47 " . O? .O .??F7,0 7 ,0 
pq 0 0. 30 ... . - . 1 4 13 0 .... ..... 7 D 0 9.4q000 -. 254.~ i. P 0. 3 37 4R-. . 761*2 A .0174 
OlO -. 2115 *0?97 - - - .? 0p3 
. 6000 -. 1I P?. 4 . .9P .. - .n 4n -. 1V9 ,.OA 3- - .13 . Ct433 
*7Cflf 
-. 1S34 -.o'(4 
1 
-.19,79 - -. 061A 
-. 377M °.o 3 
-*1p74 -. 044
 
.9000 .. ? -.




.9500 - 01Q4 I7-01- -. .. .0407 oq*l() 7P019q .04r9 -.!7?4 D2 ? 
;TATT0N 'STATION 
- --­ qTATION STATION 
'A7 8 
. 02c( 
-.4J'?A .. 200f) ;4) .69Pq
.0~O-.487? 
­
-. 97 1?PA07 -. 47p5 .12 
-.3P3 .?1231no- .4906 . )qP7 
-. 4'Q?7 -- .1447 
-. 4(&A9 .1407 0 ) -. 3743 .1,76lsOn 
-... 51.7 *-4916 
- .1111 
-. 467; 
-. e4? -.40o6 





.431 ~***4 0341 









--. 4~3 .046A- _ --. 1;77- -.0,174----------.3909 -01-.6 -0530
 
.750a -. 10? -. -. 02 310 ',it? -. 64 -. 51

-. 1614 -. 0?87-.7A 
.0 0
.000c - -.04 3 -~ .079 opip -. 0048 0~145 -. 2412 -. 056T 








































































-. 8277 .31WMl -_q 
-. 860? ..... 1,0I 
-­ _ 6- r,4 pAAOn 
1..- 142S_' -P301 
-. 494q .. 1739 




_- -O36 A f0)99 
........ 044q .oli37 -
.7V97 P 7A3 
-.79q7 - ?Q78 
-. O3 " ?F6? 




-. 14C4 _.0643 
-. OAP016 
-.t3S .. 001 





















































.-.p . . . .9 1 - ...?l 
p4f7?----- -. ~q19 p.26q 
.?' 1 .. -,6 .241? 
TP .. . -.(,P6? -. 178 
.17;)? AOgsRf A160l 
.131 -* .141q 
6.10 qAP____ -780 . 6 
A -.016 ... 6 
.016 . . 7830 1.01(3 









































TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(a)Continued 
ALPHAACHCO$F Tr. 	 12. 1A .. . . . . . . .*70 

cP




UPPER LOWEPIIPOFP i OWFtIlPPFP LOWEP UPPFP LOWFR 











.012; -1.3376 .410? 	 -I.?IQ4 .InM7 -1.1420 
-. ??)? - - .4QP -- -1.11pi *3n6? -1.0629 16;
.(?	I 1.34AA .427P ­
h .. -*3A?7 - .41. . -. 2P16 
 .170l 	 -1.1479 .1141 -1,o6 1A I30p
 
,70 -. 4934 .6n14"- -1.3170 .37c - -2. I A 	 .1313 -I.o 0 .3019 
*044 -1.07P8 P,09
.Io00 -2.0372 .*q96 -1.3477 .343 -1.1P5 
.2250o -. 37?P .31-0 -1.R"1?4 P?70q .6PAP66 -1.1030n0
 
.;)?17 -1.17SO .;117r8
3An00 - 2604pcq -1.(0265 *23R4 --. rP7A 

... .161. -1.n034 *jS6 -1.4632 .1479
4.4500 .-.*1 -* 4 **5* 
l4P- .()OPP 	 -.??79 ,0908 -1.0c49 .0903

.6100 -.3 9"5 .11,A 	 -.
 
.0629




-1*0000 .067-; .0q 	 031 
.081 	 .0429 .0798






-. TAT 10h 
6 	 785 
-- 149 *240A 
-. P -. A055 ___p 
­
.012D 	 - ­
~n ?n4 	 .??q46 

- -, 3 	 -.- 71 . *-[ -. O9-13,700 -R1061 ,nf2 	 -,7941 
.?6 	 -A.560) -,759 -. 3?r56 .4-35
.I n0n3 |QJ 043 .... .. 7017 
-p -.- 7 ?,4 	 -. 16 **** 
-_ PI
_. ~-j-1n *p504 -­
;,, , -Q(OP .2904-------------.-- 41378339.2A?6 
-.9100 :l1'4 C' .2q07 .0927
.1000 -.Q"qp 	 ***11? .2067 i **oo*** . n021
.450n0 -1.1079 o 1=11 -.6963 .14OS -4706 	 .1111 
Elit- -.2769 -.0823 
. Anna -1.3?q4 - nP044 -. 6?9l .0706 -*93QCR 	 .0200 
--. 4A44 .0911I 	 A1 -1373
.7r00I -1 .06A4 n04P------------.PP16 -. 0026 
A00 -. 516o nog99 -.0,2 -. 1173 -. 455;0 -. 579 -. I4 :.19A3 
*9500 -. -. 320r -*0316q 	 85 -. 2631 







































































...413 _ ......... 
-1.53" .3679 
-l .3oP --. 4P46 
LZ.674P -.41 9 
-1. A39 .3Q6 
-1.74P - V371 
-1.73r1 .9767 
-. 6601 .lq*"---------1.6q3l 
-. 91? - .1600 
-A1A" - .no06. 
.rA7 " .013W7 





































































































,6= 0 . 
-. 741;1 
.- 72P l 
pgf(C)****







-. 36P3 .1023 
.0127 _ -
.600A -. A07cq ..... _oq3l -.ROf4 .077 -. 4408r .0103 -.3?56 -.07?7 
.7;00 -*7..4 -. O'1 _ -. ?71 0-."A58 -.4018 -. 97g -. 3022 -. 1200 
.9000 -.6364 -. 1971 -,S138 ---­ ?1?; -.3A11 -.2144 -. 2751 -. 174S5 
.* . _.,-. 5077 _ 643 -.__5073 ---. 3120 - -


































































































































































































- .0494----------,,1. ,. 



































.0030 -. 0503 
-. 0486 -. 0733 
-. 0707 -. 1032 
-.1010 -. 1317 
-. 1312 -. 1400 
-.1533 -. 1491 
-.1381 -. -. 1390 
-.1046 - -. 1041 



















TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 







































































-. 1650 .1559 
-. 2420 .0678 
-.2232 .0075 
-.1733 -.0263 






































































































































































































































































-. 8823 .3255 































-. 7236 .0349 
-.5948 -. 0373 
-4655 -. 1015 






-. 5652 .3485 
-. ,5529 .3108 
-.5363 .1477 
-.5212 .1891 
-.4967 ****** - -
" -4726 -.0200 
-. 4588 -. 1262 
-.4359 -.2337 































-.1794 .. -.0341 ­
















-. 7524 .2782 

-. 7359 .2157 

-. 7120 .1169 

-. 6547 .0227 

-.5799 -. 0600 

*-.5056 -. 1551 








-. 4900 .3609 
-. 4854 .3237 
-. 4772 .2782 " 
-. 4689 . .2097 
-.4629 .1523 
- 454 _ .0438 
-.4359 -.0572 

























-. 4499 -,0250 
-.2894 -,05b5 
-.2064 -. 0469 




















-.4863 -. 2089 










-. 3772 -. 1804 









































































































































































































- -. 3265 



















. -. 5551 





















































































































































































































































































































CONFIG PACH ALPHA 
8 oTO 8.47 
CP CP CP CP CP CP 
UPPUP LOWtR UPPER LOWER UPPER LCWEA 
SURFACF SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 
X/C STATION STATION STATION 
1 2 3 
.0750 -1.1908 .4770 -1.0832 .4482 -1.0319 .44C5 
,.0500 -1.1900 .4204 -1.0"1 .4090 -1.0205 .4012 
.1000 .oo... .3570 -1.2370 .33b3 -1.0489 .3392 
.1'0 -1.01P7 .2927 -1.3903 .2P26 -1.1532 .2e12 
.220 -. 172A .2370 -1.1139 .2215 -1.2631 .2155 
.3000 -. P731 .1790 -. 1875 .1649 -1.1290 .1699 
.4500 -. 3040 .0965 -.2332 .0873 -.1064 .067P 
.6000 -. 2b93 .0344 -.2172 .0340 -. 1234 .0267 
.7500 -.1811 .0102 -. b23 .0098 -.1266 -.0016 
*;OGO -. 0277 .0531 -. 0364 .0466 -.0596 .0362 
." 00 .0569 .0664 .0369 .0905 .0137 .0727 
.4750 .1182 .1366 .1038 .1302 .0680 .1111 
STATION STATION STATION 
4 5 6 
.Obo -. 9"42 .4190 *00*0*0 .4P?13 















.p250 -1.1070 .216b -.9090 .2196 -.6P55 .2163 
.3000 -1.1441 .1704 -.9b95 .1631 -. 6718 .1572 
.4500 -.8bAO .0b32 -. 9438 .0819 -.6686 .071a 
.6000 -.0950 .0?48 -. 6750 .0204 oC2 .0002 
./boo -. 039o -. 0039 -. j878 -. 0250 -. 4716 -. 0544 
.4000 -.0643 .0125 -.2527 -. 0411 -. 4171 -. 1122 
.5 00 -. 0309 .0454 -. 2138 '40360 -. 3851 -. 1507 
.9750 
STATION STATION STATION 
7 8 9 
.0?50 
.0500 -.5481 .3737 -.4061 .3549 
.1000 -. 5220 .31711 - .3956 .2999 -.3159 .2425 
.1500 -.5147 .2636 -. 3864 .2402 -.3063 .1819 
.?250 -.4735 .1149 -.3745 .1810 -.2985 .1094 
.3000 -. 4620 .1457 -.3677 .1204 -.2857 .0401 
.4500 -. 4464 **4* -.3594 .0259 -.2811 -. 0493 
.6000 -. 4593 -. 0186 -.3521 -. 0590 -.2696 -. 1044 
.7500 -. 4313. -. 0911 -.3342 -. 1333 -.2609 -. 14E7 
.9000 -.3970 -.1718 -,.3127 -.1874 -.2582 -.1700 
.9500 
.9750 






















































































































































































































































































.050 -1.6157 .5P65 

.0500 -1.5461 .5979 

.1000 b6*****.5 42 

.1500 -1.52?7 .5190 
.2250 -1.4133 .4492 
.3000 -1.2756 .3P62 
.4500 -.9350 .2817 
.6000 -.bbl2 .1745 
.7500 -.5212 *0q 5 1 

.*OOO -,.999 .0198 

.9500 -.2914 -. 0240 




.0250 -.9712 .4510 
.0900. -.954? .4293 
.1000 -.9?26 .4702 
.1500 -.9171 .4378 
.2250 -. 9039 .3848 
.3000 -.8901 .3319 
.4'00 -.87?3 .2270 
.6000 -.8311 .1239 

.7500 -.7674 .0125 

.9000 -.7102 -.1472 











.0500 -.7266 .3967 

.1000 -. 712? .3953 
.1500 -.7090 .3715 

.2250 -.6993 .2054 

.3000 -.6828 .2664 

.4500 -.6728 0..* .. 

.6000 -.6577 .0360 

.7500 -.6297 -. 0952 


































































































-. 9519 .2425 
-.P695 .1421 
-. 7752 .0445 
-.6718 -.0922 










-. 7? T .1806 
.. 0... .07 5 
-.6755 -.0539 













-.5715 -. 121E 




TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(b)Mach - 0.90 Zp 




X/C .. STATION 





2... . . . _ _.... 
CP 
SURFACE SURFACE 








_o.0125 .1264- .1203 
.0250 . ... . u9 8 4 .1102 
....C ...... ,037 .. 065 
_ _.CC .0783 ­ 0__339 
.1500 .01G3 .05C6 
" .225C -.0348 -.033U 
.300, -.0590 -.0654 
...•4500.... .. {*; -- 14 
--- - -00b-,f 5 9gT -. 1713 
50'.750- - -.1730 --­ 1740 
...900 A,0654--- .06? 
"-,9500 ... 096 .014 i. 4 
.1001 .79o .0600 .061 .0660 
.0691 .0672 .0431..... ,0420 _ .o99 
.0585 0427 0192_ .017 .0011 
.0055 ,0043 -.0223 -.0333 -.0290 
-.0247 -.0313 -.C499 -.0623 -.0671 
-.0732 -. 0657 -,0907 _--.09C3 -.1069 
-.0941 -.101± -,1214 -.1271 -. 1339 
-,1493 -.1622 -.1666 -,1784__------. 696 
-. 1846 -. 1912 -.1804 -.1733 16391706 
1-.565 ..-. 1679 _-T__332_-.-,_386 -:1214 
.- 260 - 63 ._0-;068 -.oG04 0045 













. ... . .- STATION 
5 


















G139 " .0068 
- 0129---.0334 
-.0510 -.0855 
-.0811-- - c I. 
-­ 1155 -137 .. 
-3CCu 1357 .1571 
-.16C -.1669 .. 
-. 1458 - - I23 
,5983 -1 003 
" ulOs .0112 
.. 00660 .-.0625 
.. 
. 
,0193 "- -,26 
::-,0210 - 0446" 
-0612 ----.3770 
-. 740 - -.0963 
104 - - 1--0895 
- 1 333 
" --  #4fl --
-- - - 144613t42 -. 1382 __1175 






,0440 -. 0220 . 
.0631 -. 0386 
-. 046 -. 1557 
-.0645 - -.0892 
-1081 
..-09 . -.1287 . 
-1236 . -. 13C0 
- -.160 





.u122-' -. 07 
-. 0294 -. 0544 
4* * -. 828 
-. 0,44 -. IC 71 
1026 -. 1267 
-.1097 ** ** 
-.0854 -,-.078 
-. 0244 -. 0405 
.0501 .0439 
__________ 




. 1FI G 4.09­
-
7p _ __ p op 
.. .......... . UPPER LOWER UPPE _... LOWER. .... UPPER LOWER .... . UPPER LOWER 
. . .. .UC SFEUASURFACE SURFACESURFACE SFAC SURSURFAC.URFACE SURFACE 






--- __ - I.. . .. . .-TTION I.4 
____ 
±2 4-
.C±25 -.3563 .3a38 -. 944 .27±5 .43 .268 -. 95 . Z460
 
•- 5.35 3 .2685 -.3958 .2466 -,4382 .2366 -.4935 .. 14
 
0 _.4______!__5_ .1tG 
.05c g_____16;~h 4P44L .47 .5.1257 59 a04 
855 
.5 
________ -. 1086 .1697 -.$681 _ 1532 -. 4895 .1331 -. sts7
.1500 -. 1103 .134± -. 1716 ,idZ -. 3867 .0964 -.5158 . C907 
.2- 50 -. 4 7- -6-- -.x67 -0625 --. ,53 - 564 __ .0336 ... 
.3000 -. 1/± 04± -. 20 .0201 .22;.2.8745-23462 -. 0566




-. 842 -.0930 
-.2374 - -. 0819
.7500 . -. 25t ---1005 -. 2114 - 1 -1753- -.0849 
-.1629 - .067479000 -. -573 a0115 -. 0294 -. 02±9 0006 .0011 _- .0124 ­
.0554 .5574 TO7I .C06179 
.9500 ___- 0 2 00-33196 .09 
ATIC STATION STATIO.
 
.....-- - -TI-'-S 7 

....-..... . ... . . 
.6 _ . 
..
 




.025G -. 5415 . 2116' .2145 -5 6&44 
,O02U -1.106 __79.232 13
.030c -.- 956_ -.1 -.5705 -TO1 5 z-.? g5 




.10 -. 82 028 - -. 3 
.2250 --568b -_ 3513 --.5043 55701 ­
-. 5627 .0345 -.3496 D44




.600G -. 1984 -. 056f1-27 
-. 34.42 _ -. 0476 __
.7500 -. 5 -. 0 513 -. 126-.0409 -. 0568 -. 0459 
.029± - *Vi -. 2625 -. 65_S.oo~r009 6.082787.950 e- z o05 
TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
.... .... 	 . . CONFIO 1ACH -- ALPHA .. . .. . 
. . . . . . 1.. 	 _,__ - . ... - .. . . .	 9 0 __ _ _ _ _ 
CP P 	 IP­
. ­.CP . ... .-C.. . . P 
UPPER ----- _ UPE LONER UPPER LONER UPPER LOWER 
SURFACE SURRACE .SURFACE SURFACESURFACE SURFACE 	 SURFACE SURFACE 

STATION . .	 .- STATION
 
- .. .	 . . STC ST4TION --
-. 7112 .2 	 43 _ :-___..73 5 B_ n2903-74 .247C
-------- 712 6 .3c)49 
-. 7769 .772
0250 .7456 .3811 -. 7284 .3B27 - 7356 .3965 
7783 Z7 9
.0500 	 -. 8747 .3374 7365 .3132 -7581___ .2957 -. 
-. 7 7 __ 2503 - .7914 .2366 
.... - . .	 -. 81u6 .-2960 -. 8376 .2614 
-5.01372 -. 2547? .2 5.282 ____ -. 
8 4k4 .2±17 _-.8282 .11060 
39 -- ,771 	 97 - . -.- 1653 -. 8872 ,129
. 2250 . . 168 .2 05 0--7? 
-. 22i8 ,1388 	 - 9074 . ...1i 23 --......... -. 9320 .1206
.300 .	 -. 2653 - 1670 
4.5 	 .0 8 -. 32C6 .0611- -. 5D90 .054 -°9202 .G55100 4 
,6c* -3455--_ .0232 4.4072 _ -*3g6 -. E35 -. 707 .4G7.050 

-. 9 -. 0-.664 	 2.4044COIO
,7500 -. 4069 ,--1.0199 -. J296 ±3 192 

S900 0816 -. 0252 
 -. 0203.f ,l03---- 005589 .058 ri574 
.0816 .0972 .11 5 
__-.9500 .. 86 0054 .0592 .U450 	 .0796 
STATION - _________ _ __ST'ATION 	 __STATION 
.. . C -_ 	 - . .STATION.. . .... . .... -.. . .. . . .. 
. 0250 . . ... 7 - 5-	 -. 8b35 - 2399 -. 6508 2457 - - --­, ... 

.2665 -,897-f .?80 -2 6391 - .258S5-3819 	 .2677.0500 -f8170 
- -. 3711 .23558 . .. 284m72V-8 --- ,2545 
.150C . .. -. 9 -6t .1957 8602 --- Z-546F .191c6
.100u ... .. . 8. 
2338 .2159 
.-- -. 3Is4 .1426
.225C 	 -. 8572 .1524 827? .1301 .5482 al5Z-
- * * * * 

-. .516 2 . 1450 	 -. 3124 .(8b2
.300 . .	 -. 9125 .1173 7951 
-450 . ... -8761 . 0629 -_7681 .08 41 -. 4747 -.. 09V -.. 
.6000 -. A63 .742r02 .C4 4 --. 4 -43 .J260 -. 2710E -. 0588 
.7 00 -. -,655 - .0193 . 74.0423/ . 2±6 -. 5680 .. 24b -1517 
.9GG0 -. 1981 .073 -6238 - 0c& - .5965-.--±f --_ -. 30 -. 2270 
5 5 73 -	 ____
-. 9500 0ag18o J.±5 	 a____ 
%0 
TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 	 . 
(b)Continued 
CON FIG ACK 
1 .. ..... ... .. . . . . . ... . . .. 6.49.. 
S ..	 ALPHA 
.P CP 	 CP CP CP CP CP CP
 
UPPER " COWER UPPER LO4ER UPPER _ LOWER UPPER LOWER 
SURFACE SURF&CE SURFACE"'_ SURFACE SURFACE_ SURFACE - "SURFACE SURFACE 
-/C .. STATION .... STfON -	 " lAbN . STATION'
.TI. -- ___...1:  	 2 _. _ __ .. ___3Z 4 
.0125 -35 -1-' 4± ____ 	 .27 .2631 .17 .1804 
_.OZS0 
 -. 2532 .531 	 -i.1824U4±74 -±.588 .3465 -1.1750 .2860 
.050c 	 -1.4± 3 .5212 -1,1302 .443 -1.1746 .3945 -1,1753 .3542 
-1.3937 .. .510 a -1.339- .4379 .3972 .3626-.1467-18?5 

_ 15 0 -1.4170 47Z+2 -1.3422 4137 -±.1s8 .3777 -1.1837 .35±2 
.2250 -. 01625 _.4194 -1.3066 . 3767 -1.3229 .3444 -1.1551 .3169 
.30af -. 6084 ......3780 -1.3479 .3337 -1.2967 .3034 -1.0870 .2826 
4450 60 _ ** ' .2 8f+3 -1.04a6 .2470 -1 .150T _ 1a 92 -9 444 .2046 
.600 -.5568 .1912 724r .1640 -1.1130 U.1025 -.8177 .1146 
.7560 -. 3570 .1099 -. 1956 .30 590__ -82 G238 
.9oc -. 2249 .0043 -. 3?50 - 273 -. 5535 -. 539 - -- 6762- -. 1±06 
c950c -. 1767---.'04,34 	 -. 2306 -. 0687 -.4726 -. 1126 -. 6501 -L.1814 
STATION 	 'STA-TLON STATrON STATION
 
.. 5 6 	 a 
" t5", .... . . 6. 18
.-	 6 ?Z 20 -.537w 19 --,..90 -­
1CO. -. 8892 . .3450 -.676L -3052 539±-_--.-41 ------. -.4339 .221t 
.1500- -.A35---.3S2 -.840F;n--___08 -.5452 .... . .2041
.2250 ... 6012 .2964 	 -.637'3 .2055 -- -. 5486----2376 --. 4450 
-. 450L 	 .. 11fl, 443' .4S5 .. ... 347 *.118 .. .-.. ... .156± " -. 50'. "-*.131 	 -...4Tl,"660 5..... 	 #tV,,tS 
.76115-- 7 b 	
- 9.6000 - t192 -- -- 3~ 	 .$5.'aO -- .0.L97 -. t 
-75CO -. 7118 -, i . .. .. 59?L -. 0°i17 	 -.4760 -. 6T -. 3 6 .146 
- 00 V ;6612 -- ; ±r-. 563?-. 1979 -. 453± "--.2682 - -.3694 -.30s9 
























































-. 0122 -.0128 
-. 0457 -. 0514 
*' -1i40 
-. 099±1 -. 1620 
-. 1624 -. 1668 





5 _ _ _ 
-- .0254 







-. 1428 -. 1484 























-0±32 -. 0±59 
-.0565 -.0524 

-I083 -. 0876 
-. 1424 -. 1522 

-175fT -. 184 

-. 1465 -. 1617 







-Eu125 -. 0461. 
-. 0565 - 073E 
.d711-.0S42
-. 10±8 -. 1088 
.- "-.10661225---

-;141k -. ±5? 
-. ± & -. 1382 






















-. 0464 __-.0413 
-.0836 -.0822 

-. j9 -,1194__ 

-. 1586 -. t712 
-. 1684 -17±9 
-. k228 -3-












-. 0352 -. 0593 
-t 579-.0969
-. 0802 -. 1074 
-. 1 237 
-;i94 - a128i 

-,1.74 -. 1274 






















-. 1778 .... 
-. 1715 
6 -. L70 
.0052 _ -. 0C44 





-. 0227 --. 657 
. -.0894
 
-___ -, .135.U?95 
-.2.039.__ -. 1284 
.1089 
-.G863 --- -­8 .0844 
0244 --.-. 0383 
.0489 - .0478 
-- -








... . . .-



















.G50 . 0916 .260 

-1120 -. .7 3C1;-71i-0 1.048 :1a208 .0 20 . 1581 -.1333 .036766
.... .323

.1u68 0569 _ -. 785 
. 051-5
iao 2 ?1... .. . .-,1678 02i6
-.1018 ­
.00 . G671 -0565 . 02 9
.15ce 
-.2 71 - Ci 5
-.13457 - 30 

. 
-,j0 292 -.± 02____31_ 
. 6 .S~ --
. . - 0464 ....  .0457±05-
-''Z48 .Z8 -O3
 
t__iG5_ 1333 -.-. -.0356
.3a66 
-. £_0 -_ 621 -.1055 -.238147 
a 3.25236000 -G1637 7-1069 
-. 1617 -.C751

-. 1644-- -. 0917











.9100 . .. _0751 -.0568 

. 30 .04Z5








- S-TAT ION-STAT10N _______S ­
.









-___.5977 _ ,17 _______ -. 5910 •1±9b2 
57° - !i- -.4361 .;596 
--- 0500 -. 554--" .1274 
_ _ 
-. 031 - .633 
. - -. 2219 0325 . . . -. 614610bC 

0586 .. ... .
 6478 -- ' J878 -. 5869 L.Li 
-. ,S05461 




-. 45 c 
.23 95 ~.5 663 . 8 5 
.300 _ -.3112 -. .0 95 44 11 - 0.f058 -- -- -.4Z83 " ** -­4500 -27401"" -.0522 --2253 - .-. -647...
-;1-93q -.0525 -..2788 0362
-37 ..-. a681 -. 594-,O5&g - -. 0630 . ...-73&7e -.
 
. 756C 236 a 59 -.056173 

...600 
.. . . . .-
0721 '--.0617 - G2.?-7 
- lirli -,.56(33 
_ 
338a.47
.0530 "l2680,8 0 . .... . . .. . .D06 012 ....... . 829 .. . G488 ]..
.9002v5CC .. 04q3 -- .0261S-. .
 
_ 




-- . 06__ -- : . 3.. 
a 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
MACH ALPHA.-CONFIG ...... 
... ___... o_90 _ __ __ .. _... .. 8.55 -. .. .. . . . .
 
C CP C P ... P 
.. ... .. . .. .CP. . . . CP CP CP LOOER _UPPER LOWER UPPER UP-  UPPER LOWR 
SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE -
SURFACE SURFACE 

STATION STATION .. STATION
-STATION
.. X/C S3 _____________ 
.1410 .2423 -. . 3047 .1513 -. 6177 -- .1793 
---. 25. . -.0772 .2062 -.149
2 1560 -. 35±3 .1489 _ -6738 - 2076 
.0500 .DOC'. .1526 -. 038 .318____ -. i8C3 _ -. 1385. -. 7864 .2106 
... .1oo -. D153 .1220-----------... -.0565 __82 ..- -. i661 .13G7 -.675s .1840 
.... . -3 -. 0471 -- 0981. -. 0964 .03±9 -. 2164 .1216 . -. 3824 .1668 
,25- -. 0V66 - .6721 -.1542 u407u4 -.2739 .1024 - -.3939 .1223 
. . ..-. 3239 C.778 -. 4240 .098±
.3000 -- -. 1?55 - .0542 .20 83 .0606 

.4 5 0 G .020 5 ... . .. ... -. .. . 2 2 6 ..... .
'311 1 . ...... 4 0 07 . .3 07 - .4 6 5 2 . 0 4 0 4 
-.3973 -. 0179 -. 4355 -. 02 b -3351 -. 0014
.60G0 -. 2631 -0181 

.75C0 -. 3713 -. 0c599 -. 2749 -- 0473-..... -. 2394 - -. G392 -. .. . -. 2279 -. 0318
 
- -. 9000 . .0,) -. 0J589 -. G653 -. a247 --. 0609. -. 0172 -. 0575 -. U189
 
.- 0 -. 0210 -o.0041------------. *o4 ___ .0077 .. . .. 0Q 2...... .0 -. 0153 .0024
 
. .. . . . .. . .... . .. . . . ... .
.. . . ... ST A T ION .. .T . . .. .... . AT.. 
. ... .STATION STATI ONSTATION STA..... . ... 
5 6 7 8 
-.....

-. 7478- - -2260  
- . . 7921. . 0250 -.. . .2236 - -. 861± .Z Z 
- .- -. 5135 --. 25997533 2Z447 
.1000 -. 9264 .2135 -.8879 .2158 -. 7458- .2447 -. 5053 .2321 
•.0500 -. 8473 .2294 887g ,2379 
*

.15C0 -.9521 .180 -8737 ±1976 _7__2__3_ -72208 -2037 .**76 
-145717 1108 -4566
.225G -1.237 .1416 -.8977 .1250 -. 77 
-. 9 CG iT* .7228 .1325 .4235 .0945
"-- .300 -.8872 .1050 2
 
-.77T3 G827 -.4016 ***** * 
-1.03131 .0671 

.600C -.2195 !0098 -.57051 .0166 -.9690 0139 -.3254 -.0535
 
.450C -.3653 .0488 

..... .7500 -. 1225 -. 0237 -.14781 -.0196 - -.8710 -. 31?. a . -. 1003.595 
.0 a0a -. 0129 -. 0159 .0214 -. 6047 -. 3978-.0342 -. 2598 -. 11 
9500 ,0224- .3064 .0489 ,0231 
________ 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
-IPC_. ... . . .
 









UPPER LONER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER 
-- - -- SURFACE_-SURFACE SURFACC SRFACSURFACE -SURFACE SURF .SURFACE 
_.-_-STATI ON - S ON 	 STATION STATION 
-.3930 .1733 	 -.6121 .190 5 - - 7514 .1709
 
-.6767 - .2400 -.7805 .2457
 
....0125 .... .- - 62 

.0250 . . 969 . 1U37 	 -.4255 . gb 

-,5347 .2093 	 -.7O85 _ .2bb .. .......-.B3D9 .2852
 a-C a -. 2202- - 1598. 

.1- C . . ... -.1275 1604 -. 139 .2±371. -.7917 .2602 -. 5,36 
 .2768
 
2128 ____.2107 	 -.5857 .. .2491 -. 9205 .2666 
-" .1500 -.1032- '1648 

-.5086 - .2221 -1. 0477 .2272

-- .2250 . . -. 1474 . 06 .. 196. 

-.5154 .1911 -. 94U5 .1969

.3000 . . 1958 .1638 -.3406 .1783 
4 3 .1298 -,5661 -.5242 .063?.1264 	 -.7335 ,1304
 
.450 C441.*1 . 133 	 ._70 -.s999 .0421 
___ 60 0 ___ - -57' _0 ___ _.5___ 
___ 0 7--	 -- - G4__201 ______ .57Z 42 9346a0 - S57 C *-032 	 -. 514.T 
-. 3507- .0141" -"-35% 	 H94

.750 -.4907 - .0337 .. 4342 .2192 
.9000 . . 1762 .... 01(12 -o144' -0196 ___ ___-. t9s -.o c -.16 E -0433 




. .--.6. ..8 5 

.. - .. 	 STATION 





.2010 .7341 	 .2451 -3566 .. .2603 ..





.2790 	 -.3404 .2332 
- .1*bO -. 9413 -. 2820 	 -. 9819 .... 263 - -. 6780 
.2281
 
.150C .... -.q693- - 2603 -.9633 .2579 -.b371 .2549 

.2250 -1,0018 . 2257 .. 93t8 - .1783 ".6121 .22, 8 .313 .1834
 
.32n ;--1,0583 .1949 . . -. 882 '' ' ..........-.5823-.. .1902 -.302 .1346 
.16-541 4 5 .13Z2 32_.4b'd .*"**.
.49CC '-1.1703- .28 ____-76 
- .0529 .062. 	 -5308 - .0319 .3526 - -. 0735"".61200 -. 5499 -- -. 0695 ­
-. 5065 .0010 . 9741 -.G159 ........ -.4855 -- -.0735 	 -.2866 -.1630
.7500 

8 2 3 -.- .i... 	 . . .
 
-




TABLE V.-TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
ALPHAMACHCONFIG





.. ... ...... 
CP . .. CP 
UPPER ___.LOWER UPPER LOWERUPPER LOWER 
.. UPPER ..-. LOWER 
SURFACE SURFAC-E --SURFACE .
SURFACE SURFAGE SURFACE SURFAC SURFACE 
SA__....TAT...TATIO  . STATION








.0±25 -. 7089 
-. 8199 - .2409
-,736. 222-.7369 .24226

.0250 .. .,7q3 2V 32 

-.7521 .2614 -. 7447 .2991------------.8371 .3056




























-.8591 . .2789 -L.OO 
•.3.0 -03$2d ,2540 -......... , o" -2708 

-







-. 9b0C .1262 
-.6859 .... •1494 -0 ,_ 





.753 .6204 .0585 -.7929 

.750C . -154- i026 ... -.7G15 

-.3002 -.0148 -.3916 -.0398 -.5847 -. 0787
 °3788"-- .0047




.950C- . 3 -.0351_ - -. 2043 -. 052304 7 












-- 02 __ --_216_ _ .2094 -701 .1675 
-. 382L .2290
-. 5626 .2415
-1.0414 2500050C -.9287 .2869 -.3752 _ .2371
--. 





.3150 -f.;37f .2940 1.5447 2764 
-,9449 .2145 -.5255--- .2612 -.3519 1905
.1500 -.9854 

.2:50 -1,0127 _ .2886 1 
- % 2253 .. .. .33 0 .14±b0b9 ....4 - .0-814Z
-3900 -1.0364 ....2635 

-. 4579 .1610 . .... ..",3195_­
.1942 
-.0856
.4500 -9672 -7021 .1796 
-.4073 .0440 8.2491 







.7500 .8490 .0179 -.6683 3 7901 a 6 17 -. 174796 -. -. 20 -.-.- -.4201-_ -.2418 -.24G1 -.2225




.•9500 -. 7629 '-2033 -. 7365 
TABLE V.-TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
-----..-- F-I.------MAC- #ACH ALPHACONFG-
......... P C P.. ... cp CP - - -CP ... CP - CP
 
_--UPPER-- LOWER UPPER- LO'4ER UPPER --. LOWER -UPPER -.- LOWER ­
.. .. RFArE- -SURFACE SURF.ACE- SURFAC - SURFACE- -SURFACE ---- SURACE SURFACE -

/C T A.S..T... STATION STATION .. 
.0125 .0996.- 147A 0525. 
 ±I69 ... 08±5 . G760 ... . . 6£6-- .0496 
.025c . ....... .0692-- 0S5? .0497 0592-- .O±7 ---. ..025? ..... 
..... 088B.. .. ..568 -oZ7'... .545..-- ..... - -.0030 -­0198 -0013 

.1.0 0664 .0±85Gigs.. 16O--. 3 . .- ..o006 . ... ... . -026 -. 0439 
.. . 4500- - .,0086....i.-..022 
- lO25-------.O 60 -.045.--r.0496 -0G03 -- -.4688
.2250 .. --.0123 - -. O ±89... . .. - . -54 -- ----. 0841- - -.0840 . 0993 -.1148 .- ­
.3000 ----
_--028*...09-38 - r_.3L52- -.-. 1239 -----. 128?7 ------ 142$ --­
.4500 - -1 -1141 ...-. 1492 -. V539 _ _ -.1584N -.1765 ... -... 1651 -.1752 . 
.6C0O -. -. 1523 .. -.- 17±- . 7------. 1846. . -.i?90 --. 16 . . -o5i - -.1654 
.7500------....1$9 - 1708 ....... 1543.. 1634 . 13 .--. 1 3 . . . .j.1j79 .*jj4 . 
.95n0 f17 01 5 fll4...57J -05 .0639 -. . 0651 069flgi ­




.02O0 - O?.. . .... O ~ ...oQoo _ ______ -,0332 ... 0O078 ... .... 
S .... .0180__ .0233 . ... 0±7.--.0399- - - .0078---. 0372 .0061 .601Z-. 
,1000 . .0524- . ,531 -,60530..-0151 
-,0490.---056± 
__ -,028? - -,524 ­
.2 50 ..... ±112a-.-- 124 . ____ _-~3 2~_-15 ... ~ -. 08T8..,_ .±0 - .-.0848 ---.1072 . 
300 -. 1395--.-.1464 - ±iZ36 Y.i .. 6 04612 -.4 . 4 1234 
a4500 -. 1 70t?' -. 44 
-19...~lr± ~ ~ i4111~3 **#** 
.60O .... -, 159 . 1481 1 --. 315 . -. ii55.-.234 .....-... .0.8 44 -.0849 . 
.7500 -...-. 0959 __ .098 _ -6.06 
__..o757 
-. G243 -. G375 
__.9040- 04&--OJ 
-u1l-7% aQL±L.2_ -Dzqa~aaa 054L. "14­
_ _ ___ 
__ 
--- 
TABLE V1.- TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
__.ALPHA- . ..... .. . . .. ...CONFIG --__ 2 A0_ 
-- ,90 -- - 4.1±2-.. ... . . . .... . . 
.. ... . .. - 3.- -.. 
- CP .--. CP

.Cp----- CP-0 CP . . ..Cp CP CP --
.....-UPPER -- LOWER UPPEk- _ LOWER UPP---PP- LOWER - UPPER LOWER ­... 

SURFACE- -SURFACE - -SURFACE-- SURFACE ........ SURFACE SURFACE- ­
--- SURFACE--SURFACE 

. .. . .. . STATION
STATION .
 
- STATION -STATION _ _- .... .....
- X/C ... ...... . --2------_ 
2458 -­067 -. 407..2198 .. 4±5± .2653 .-.. 4677 ...0125 ----. 4u144 ---. 
---.4212---- .2388 - ---. 47E2 -....-. 2250 
-.0250 - --. 4421-- .27a4 --. 4225-- -.2549 --. 4310--- .197±- -. 4819-......±930-....­
- .9500 ........ 4232--....2203------- 4364 -.- 2±02 

3--- .......... -.-----.4974 - .1274

.10GO .. .... . 725 . 796 - - -5 
.4353 .---------- .SO8& -----. 891-­..... 0941 





. 4499 ...- 9.... 

.2250 -. 1277------091± --- 1374--... zq ...... 
- .0050 . . . ..-3368 -- .0013150- - .208--..--.2144

---.3000 . ... 1385 .. 052 -- .-

-- -. 05700168 -,253Z----.0455---------,06±? .
.4500 --.--­




-.168t- -.0847 . . ...... ... 8i533
2D49 039--

- -- - ..2 84G---o0±,.-1-
- .7500 
-- nfl -- - -G1- ---=.030---17 
-. 9000 ---- -0 3----t-.0S43 




TA ION, ____STATION- STATION 
....... - NSTATION _.S 6 Z 




.5820.-- 22i ;.5543-.2266 
 ....

.0250 ----. 545--2151 
5-5685 _.1843 .5608.-.. 998-------- - -. 4578 .---2370 
- .0500 -. 5422 ----. 1738 
-. 540a__.i332 r.5685-....1660 -.-- _____ _-4541 --. 1616-- ­
.100C -- 5604---°1235 
-- ---
.------ . 12 6 -_ 




-----.­t.49 22_Jt**** - 03-4 
.--. 3000 -.50C0 ... 002? 
.5017- 0010 -... . .3640 .**
 
-- .4500 ......-. 278'9-----.04±2 .-.429t-----.0237 
-. 0423 ___ .-. - -. 3565 
.-




- ... fl500 ---r 0,.4 --- _. -. 3437 -. -°f524. -.o 453-----
.7500 . .... 75----- 0490-i--
- ---
- 6 mo.57 ­
-°_2__

- .9000 . ----- O& i .027J.- 3- Z56.--. 




- .-9500 .. 1 - - -, 6 .0529------- 73.7. 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
....1 _ - _- --2 2 -- -. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -MAC . -. 
__ ...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... 
.. .. .. . . . .3 _ _ 90 
 6
 
.. ... . CP - CP .. . .. . . P . ... GP-- CP .. . CP . .. .. . . .CP - _CP . .. 
- -- u.Pf c:ERR-LO. - N UPPER .... LOWER- -UPPER. . LO ER .. . .. P ER - .- L OWE£ . ... 
-- SURFACE SURFACE ---- SURFACE - SURFACE-- ---- SURFACE - SURFACE ....... SURFACE SURFACE.... 
-.X/C .... . . STATION . . .. ... . . STAT-ION __-- STATION- ... ..... . ... STATION 
.0125 . 95 ..... 5 - 3 27 ... .. . .-. 7019 -- .291i - ... -. 7390 24 99 ... .-. 7iO2......J - . ..... --. .. 

.02 50 .. . - . 8 129 . M. ... .. . . . .. . .- . 7 5 6 3 - .3 377 .__ _ _ .-. 13 .-- 0 77 .-... . . - .7 53 6 - ... 279 8 .. . 
36f .... .... -. .. - .2775.0500 . ... 9±15 .. .,5 1 .. . . . -. 7529- .. 76 7229 .2949 .. .. -. 7583 - .... 
- ioga - -. 9047 _- 2993 -. 8376 2751 --. 7576 .253t -.....-. . ... -° 4i 2381 --­
1500 .. 26C .... ........-. .±763-..-- -. 95 3 6.... 2Z91 .8369 2169 -. 0 89 2035*•. 2Z ..... -...18 -------206 5 
- .7971=-- ... .I1Z G -. . -. ... --. 928 f0- . .. ..-1655- . . ... ... .-.875± . ...1 5±3 . . 
... --- . ... . ..---.-. . .i194 ....300 - -.. .34-. 1 41 - -.203 9 - ± 75 - 9 72-- .1227 . 9212 -- ­
... ** -__ E..4560 - . * . .90 1 -- .3072 - of632 _ .544 . . .04 87 . .. ... -. 9236 6545 
.60 0 0 - . 3 3 08 _ - 0 2 4 - .4 0 0 6 .0 0 60 3 t--_-.0 1 7 2- ---. . . . . .. . . 1.07.. ...  
.... 750 0 . . 3 . - .33 7 5. _ 03 1 7 . -. 1. -. 0 2 12 - - _. . . - . 2 75 5 - .0 004.. . ... .- 98 -. 01 95 2 6 7- ­
061Z 59 - .a 7 .0 i06 05 65G.-
.... 9500 _ -DlLori . 0a6 * 0 555- 41 110 .. 07.71- --.. OZi- . .. 1.48 ... ±1 3 - --D. 1....... 

- STATION-- - _ STATION -.... STATION - - - - - - - - - STATION - -­


















..- -. 3684 .2665 -
.1000- -. 8322 - .23 6.. -. 8636 . 2239 __ _ -. 6064 .2519 -. 3535 - .2340 
......i50 - . f - 2087_ .5777 . ...*'.... 5..... .8 
.225r - 57'8 .1525 . . -. 8096 - . 1 95 ....-. 5449 .1796 . . . ...- -. 3e[4 .1427 
* 
5CC 




-. 8 513 
- . 7 6 1 6 
---
-
1 I Q 
.0619 
. 0 2 6 0 
- - - -
.. . . . . 
. .. . .. .. . 
- 7tl 46 
-
- . 76 1 0 --
. 
v ..., v 
0 5 __ 












_ -.Z ga 
- . 2 ,3 4 
* 
"' 
- .0 9 20 
* -7500 . .. -. 8685 - -. 0193 - - - - - - -. 7434 -- .fl 65 .. -. 4973 -. 056 8 -. ?40L -. 1562 
.9000-- . -- .2 5 L. 07D03 -- -. Z226-. -.. 027 r.58Z 7- ..-ttZ± .. ...... .217i.-- 2201... . 




TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
LPHA-- . . .. ...... .. ....
-ACONFTG. - MA C H .- ­
... . 3 .. 90- - -. -12.39. 

-- P . -. CP CP .. CP CP 
- LOWER - ... UPPER LOWER ­
........ CP -CP ­
-- UPPFR - -LOWER -.... ... UPPER- . LOWER UPPER 
.. ------ SURFACE­
--- -SURFACE -SURFACE- ---- -- SURFAE----SURFACE- -SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 




3285 - -.9279 _-2757--.952 .1..0234 8 .2176
.0125 -- -1.0740 . 4412-
-. 9822 .2909

.0250 - -1.0810 --. 4574 -....- 1.06±8---.3780 --- -*9397 .... .3343 .-
,2376 --. 4204 .... -10372 . 3854 --. 943± . 3568-----.- ..-. 9906 .3255.0500 - - . 84 . . 
.3077

.1000 - - -1.2200 - - .4066 -1.1489 .3588 -.9539 - .3356-- -. 04 
-±.±4l8._..3306 -1.0426--.3074-- ---. ie .2872 ­.5CO.- 1876 - 3679 
.2750 -. 4222 -- .3148 -1.1532 - -. 2842 ........ -- 1.1350 .2640 -1.0328 .2455 
.3000 -. 2751---.273±- -±.±377.._. 2404 ... ,±.0959 .2219 - -1.06a5 .2±02 
-1.1188 . 1422-.- 10844------±369
.920- -.4775.--. . 1621 .. .. 
.6000 .4937--------.092i -. 9464 _,--.0447 _ _--1.05±4 - -. 0773 ­
.7500 . .4876- ,0514 
- .4500 -. -- . 
-.443&....fl279 r.4384....0.f239 ....-. 9255 --. 0346-­
- --.- OOQ -- - --- .,0±j -445 0 051 -,Oi36. .-.-.. f0235- -. 4471--..-- .0360__ 
- 0±41 -- .0±07- ,--..6.0---. 05-- ..- 697------.025'0 .0477 
- .9500 - -. 
" -- STATION ... .. STATION. STATION STATION 
-- - __ 
- - _ __-
.0125 ..
 
2. . 2238 _.__ -..
.025 - -1.0303 - 2468 -. 
.050C - - - -1.C03 6 -- .2888 - . . ,0904.. 2668- -. 5877 ... .-2621 - -.3828 .2580 
.2455

.1000 - -1.0667 ..... 290- -. ,0684-..... °275 -- . ­
. °1500- -- 1.08±99 .27$9 -9945.-,651 -5472- 2583 -_ _ --. 2140­
.2250 ... -- L.0883 --... 2326-- - .8797--.,816 -,5i72-- .2320----------o33±5 .169±
 
. .-. 4936 .--.1921 -.3069 .1146 -.

.3000 - -1.0907 ... .1985 ....... --. ,7876 -- ** 
 3066 *
 i - ----. 
.6000 - -.911 .0805 - .......-. ...-- .. 4109 .0257 - - .3477 -. i03±
.4500 .... -.9837 .322-.- _. 6684 - .1376 .. . ... 45 7- 132 .. 
561'. 0730 

.7500 . -. -9888- .0338 .......... -.5358 3-.0013 .. -.0869
.. .... -.3839 -.3936 -.1991 
_---_.... - _899_ _.028_641Z- 55n --....262 4267 - -.3114­2  
. __0_.. -=.5466-----o2272 . ... . ..... - ...... .. .. . . ...... °8_---__9 ­
TABLE V I.- TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
MACIAPA- ______AP___coNEU . . . . ... ­
.... 3 .90 - & .S ------
CP- -- CP CP------.CP --- -CP. -CP .- CP ..... 
-UPPER -- LOWER .UPPR-LOWER. JPPER---LOWER UPPER --- LOWER 
-.... -URACF-.-UR FACE SURFACE-SURFACE SURFACE--SURFACE -SURFACE.-.-SURFACE._ -
X/C STAZOIL f-lTLON .... IATZON STATION 
:2_,zs 2 - -1.220 -_.482± . .... 223-----.3273 -i.O47-_----.28O---.. . ..--------. .084 --. ±... -,....
 
. .. 0250 . -...-. 289-..,---526l -±.2556-.....4 12 -1134 . . ...--. ±398 ... 286 ..-.. 
.......0500 - - ___-.4392-----.5±13- -I.2269--..--.*464 r1.j3fl----*3S6 -. i580 ----. 3S2 ... 
... iQG ... ---. 4223 . 5063 ml.39 6 - .4427. -. .3953 _._3620. - ±351. .1.1550 

______.60 - 42- ,.35 4L75____ ________13i .- 3 2 
.225 . --- - .. 42 5----. .... 3E53.....3? -±--- -- -1.3352 .... - ... -i,65I--- .376 . ..... 
-- .f 00 - _Bh -,6ZAZ - 7 - .33? . 2 . -O-- l.2F 33 - ... - ...... 
- .4500 ...... .----a2836 -.9835 . . 250 ... . 2832 . .2240- - -.. -... . 619 - .2109. 
...-. 70 0..- 76.... - AJ -- 429±. 08±t -6363 .~...,075 ...... .8B536-- .04±0 ..#. .t..6... .. 
------------- ------ f l1 - 4&75 . 3297S - 740 6. af8 iQ..t49-
-.... S50O> x.8& .. 154 -4.6 ±±h--=.t l 4193 .72--.91 .si 
. . $STATION . ..... STA U ON. STATION ... . . sTATIONS. .. . ­.. ...... 
- - .0±25 - - - - - - - ________-- - - - -- ---- - ----- --- ­
.. 2O0S-. .. -±.640 . 2300. , .7i83.....23L t.5893___..1881 _______ - ­
-- - ±n0 ....... ±.*1 !.... 306 ________ _ -o7 B _.3 .57665. 29_9 _ __ -*.430...... .227.44.2G
 
iDG0 . . -- 6801 .311p -.5765 - -. 2902- -. 4302-- .2276_
 
.2250 -. -1.0782 2 957. ... 6805 ... 2151- -,547U ..... . .1718. - .------ .2459 .418± 

- 9 . 9. __69 __. . .67. . ..- 5400.... 08. .... _.9..-
.3000 . 3978 .12 I 
.4500 904 __ .6t5?- i.8f64__ __..... --..166  -. 5241_... .±---..... 
.6000- . -. 7723-.-,1126... . 6288-- .795. -. 4944-.027L ...... .-. 3684 - -. 1±6 -... 
-. -- 2 .0 . -, 5----._ -1 . -,R6-f382 .998 -'8 . 2O66 __. _7500Q-------..---- .416  
-Z4 . 90f.2 L.....±41L. -- nar; ...... 9vt - ':6.6 -e.ZS64.-- .327t- .2743-. . 
- -- ~~ -595a r 2L3________.. ~ . -Z~~ .-950O. 
TABLE V1.- TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
--.. -. CONFIG M-ACH "--LP HA - -- . . .. ­
-. -- - -C- P CP-- - - P CP-- - --------. CP - OP 
--------- UPPER ---- LOWER-- UPPER-- LOWER- - UPPER---- LOWER--.-....-... UPPER--- LOWER-­
-SU RFACE-----SURFACE- -SURFACE-SURFACS SURFACE--SURFACE-- SURFACE SURFACE -­
-X/C -STAT:ON -- -- STATION- - -STATION STATION 
- -- ----------- -- 3------- - --- 4 ...... 
- .0125 -.. . 28._ .19 5 _ _ .0954 . 1270- - . _. -- _-_.0660 - .0659 -_ 
---.025---..B6± .0732 .1079 .. 57----.062 ----. 0233-- .08-..0 .1095 - ..-..-... -- -­-...-- __o .0906- -- ~.06i2.-_--.0 9 -.03±2. .. 0309 0 8 .0043 

-.1000 _ _ .0626-.669 .029. .0265. -a0084 ---.0098 -.. . ... .0236 --.-.0415 .-­
- -- -. f38 -.0624 0674 -­
-.2250 ----------.0±4 ---. 0±25 ---. - .o5±9 - - . . -.?96. -....7-------.0792 
-- .±Q00 .032S-------.03' Q---.00=.O65_ . .-- 489.-- ---. 
039L ... 0 86 -.. 1157 
- -.3000 -- '- 246.-z.OSOL.. -. 0725------ .0 9 ?.....- 116 -.r=12C7 . -. 1264 -. 1440 ­
- .4500 __'---i57 -.,339 -- 1562 _.1 5 ?5. .±oUt _ -_ r".1649 .- V98 
.6000 . . .- 3196--.±643 
.129 5  1733 .-..--- 9±6-- -.. 1598 - .1730
 .___ . 1146 ,18 
-- 900-- .S8s7 -- 0o66 .- -.. n5 -= .037 -.306R -.. aa.0059- _.0 6 .-­
-.750 ..... .±.605 -----. ±703 . . . -.±50%. .>±-o16?6 _____ ------ 386 .. . .--. ­
- -. .±5-o-.4±o .0±& ... .... oa - ..... - - .. 650o.9500 -. ....--.... . osaao o - .0683 
STATION .. STATION -- -" STATION - STATION
-5------- Z--.--.-- -___------- .- -- a­
•.0125 ...... .- ..... ....---
.0250 --. 0214- .005i_ -- - .0224 ---. 007i__ _ .0413 --. 0155- - -- -
.0500 .0±90 - -. 0223 - 247-.0 -. 031- - -. 0020 - -. 0301- - .0054 .0051 
. n.00Ca -.0466. -.0554_... .. .0537. .-. 0747 .. . ....... -. 0524 --.-. 0291 -. 0574. 
- .±sO -. - -. o80 0 --. 0895 -.fl77_0. .o06 -.0587 -.0868 ******* -.0872 
.2250 ..-.1131 ----. 129 --. __ _ -.0948. 1..004 -. . ... -.0830 -. 1088 
.3000 -.-123 8 .- .150O~. ..­ 1242Y.-.10 - 93 -­ 1298 - -. 1063 -. 1264­
- .4500 . ...- -.1576--- .r.1686 380 -**77.. -..1239 --- .- 301 .. . . 1--.±11? *­
.6000 .... .-. 1---.------3--. 365 -.±i195 r.±2.0 . . - -.0867 -.0835 
- .7500 ..-­ 65_ .1007 ._ .086_ -. 0936 -. 0739<_.878i.. -. 0230 -. 0355 - -
D500-- fl s0 ±-L.- .fi86 AZ6!ta 0267.____ _ B5Q 0490. 
----
TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(b)Continued IMP 
. . . . ACH.-. --- - - ALPHA----- - '.-"- . . ... . 
...- - . .CONFIG - ... ...-

- 4 . . .. ... . .. .. 90. . .. . 32 --

P. -- CP CP ---- CP ........ ..... . oP -- CP
op CP . . ..... -. 
UPPER -- LOWER UPPER . LOWER UPPER -- LOWER 
-- UPPER -- LOWER 
-- -SURFACE -SURFACE - .SURFACE SURFACE 
- -------- SURFACE SURFACE -SURFACE--.--SURFACE 
- -- - -STATION ------ -X/C - - STATION STA-TION . . . . . STATION 
.2259 2..2336 -. 2799-- .--. 2141-- .. -. 679 . .20 67
.0125-------865_. - .2756.\---- . 
-,241 . ... 2027- --. 2934-- . .1825 -. 3760 . 173i__
.0250 - .. -. 140 .- 2437 
-2742- .- 408 --. 3986--- .1418_---­
.0500 .... -,0057 . 183Z.. .-.- -.127...... 1630.-
,9 -- .0887._lU00-------.0105 .1418 _.__ -. 0442_....,09 .5 ... 
. .0S38, .. 1.872 - .G568 
__-
341506d -.0725- . 0679 -120± 
1669 ..... 161 .... 2354 -- .0084 ..
.2250 . -- 0563 ..... 578 -. 1123 ..- -0282 . 0226 . 
-_.1460-.- 0061 . °2020 _- .0179 -- -. . 2425- -. 
_ 2°.2539 ...... . 26 






.2545 -- . 052- =°Z553----.1005 - . ----27877.. ­
.6000 ...... .99 ----. 0867--
=.663 _ ..10924...52i_.0739 --­
- .7500 ... 3002-.1090 -.- -. 2017.-=.i01__ 

- -3 zo- a za - .0135 -. 01± 4.-O 14 -- 2%
 
. ...90- ---- o634 

....
.. f527_. .0457. . 0573 --- 446 
.- .9500 - 092 -_._..04... .....fl430S 








.0250 - 4728 - .1m08 _ -. 5534 .2001 __ .5527-. 2136 - .. 
.1889 .. .... -.4852 2Z75 
. 1673 . - 544
.0500 -.4744 .1443 .301 
1217 .... 652. .1534 ---- -- - ,-.4778 .1575
.1000 -. 5?84 - .1028 L.- ,5143 ... . -. _ 
**** ... 1102 
.1500 - ". 4a886-- . ,S6 .5217---. 0879 -9.632-- .1038-....-
.2250 - -. 2548 . - .0189 ... .... . 528L__ .0355 - ......,572 5 . 0693 - - - - -. 4491 - C588 ­
- -_r.46 77 . t * - . .. -. 5595- .0291 - -. 4302 .0041.3c00 -- -. 2332---. -. 0125 

.4500 - -. 2413 - -. 0497 - -. 2467 .--- 0264 -. 4427_.-00 . ....... -. 4350 _ - -.
 4103 -. 06151606 .0497
.600C -- -. 2018-- -. 0629 . ........ -. -__ -. . .. ..-. 141 -- -. 0463 -_ - -.
 0 0 1 
-. 0311 .. . 
... 
-08S0 l510 ... ._-a O 65 .__ . 0453. -'._Z 32509 . .. fl230
.7500____.__E_.___. 9 . . 1134. -. 0581 ........ ...- ___ ______5..----01____  ,0--_._ -.
 
.. .. . ... .. - D2 
-950 ---- ~fl57-----~4?--- -0805.. ..9 a... . --- .0 6 . 0..-. ­- -1667...~._____ -----
TABLE V1.-TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
... . ALPHA ­
.- CONFIG -. . A H. .. 
.. .. . ... .. 90 -8.62-. .. .... . . ..-.. 

.. . . .. .. .. CP CP -OP ...... P- -CP .. . .CP . . . . . . CP cP 
PER-- LOWER UPPER -- - LOWER- - UPPER LOWER -..... 
-URFACE-SURFACE URFACE--SURFACE .-URFACE -URFACE--SURFACESURFACE 
.... . ... ...... . _U PPE 

STATION -. . .STATION
 
- .. .. -... _X/O STATON- STATION 
. ... ... _ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ ------
2-----.-- ...-- -3----... '-- . ..... 
9 6 .. .. 7 ..
 
. . s . -. 23Z. .. Z...79 -4 - .... ?8 -. 7 5.. .. 2 - _ _ - - .i 
-.49G3-.244..---.-- -. 6073 .--.2366
 
..--. 0500 -- -. 441a-.2369 .-- 4693- .22±8 -. 51i5--.2282- .6248 ..-.. 2292-.---­
...... -. 1000 ..... .o1656-.-- ..2023 -. 4855.-- 18' -. 5992-- .1919 .-. 6669 - 1969 .....
 
-. 7752 ... 1 724
 
.. -. 0250 .---. 4609- .2833 -.4434- .2504 
......- -. I500OLA--8-- 727 _i079.G590, -- -,±1620 

---- ...-2250 -. .......368 ..- 4362. 
 . .L2353 .. . , .1307 -­3000 .- - ____ 92± .... .. .5756 .0964 - -­-- -- .. . L . . io .- °,2O77- -- .0948 °_.r23D6 ... 
---. 4500 ....... -... 0521--- --- 3021-- 0343- -. 3517 - .0309 -- 3459 - .0376 ­
-. - -. 0027
.6000 .5- .--.-.38O7---.---0128 - _.4127. . 0259 _ . . 2633 ­
.....---. 7500 ..-- ~-'... &353..-..0384 -. 2788 -.---.,4?9-.. . .-°a0±3-- 394 --.1794 ---. 0246
 
----...00- 9 .09.6--..0--,46--- --- -.-- --.. 2 -243­
- - .9500 -. - -. -.-0 99-.....--- 5- 019 f,09--.......OS -- -,0-. . 3 53- -03 0 9 . ..... . . ... .4 9± ~ .- 0446 - . .. . .-

STATION STATION - .... . .. STATION STATION 
.0 25c -- ...... . .. ....... ... . .
 
....0 as5 -. 7±80--.. .23± . . _ . .. ,8 6._--___ . ..- Z . .. . - ... 
-. 7038-- .2423 -. 49C6 .2609...... 
-- .0500 ... . ---. 7207-- .2301 -. 8337-_- .2332--
- _,.7676_--_ -. 8343_ .-2095. -. ?035-.--=243 .. 4781 .2359 
-.8337-1920 -. 5859-...2058 ****** .20O 
. ....... 2250 ...... i -. 8286---- oL237 .6768 _ .1747.. - 4484 - - 1S00 . - ­
.... .1000 --- 2075 _ 
- . .9001-I------ 69-
- -. 4500 ---. 8-11----.57_________8B2  a 0--~.a 3. 9-.3580-~
 
-- . 6000 --. 657-- .0±62 -. 8263-----,0331- -t.S99---- .f30 1-.. .29?3 -- . 433.----­
.0080 -. 9595 -. ..... . 625 -. 0902 ­
.7500 . . 0 5 -O -. 0027 -. 2635 ­
-- .900 , - - 9 ,0515..- 0.37c -- -44a4- . 06­
........ 












. . ...- - ...CONF G.. - -.---




UPPER -- LOWER - - UPPER-_ - LOWER .- - - UPPER --- LOWER
--.. UPPER..--- LOWER -----
_SURFACE- -A SURFArE.....
 
- --. -SURFACE--SJJRFlCF- -RFACrE- U9FACE 
--
STATION -. . . . . 
_ xK/C-. - -............. .________lN .. _.... STATt0N -1____________ -- ----­
052 .... 7_V7
.t25 -. .,760 ..-... 31S2 -. no00--.e 3sa -fl'6t4 __..221± . . .. ..-. Z' ­
-. 8288 - 2.z513 ­
..... 2735 -. 7749-.. .2698 322 -.... . 889 . .
.:0S0 1.7978 . 97 - -2 2 ... .7944 -- -,..Z940 ..... ... 8S.0500 .. ..- .G 9 . . 2 6 
. ..264.__.____- .--. 704---.274 .8.53±---_2788- _-fts5 . .785 cc1000... -. 6606 
~ -. 9330 -. 2637 .. ~ - . 09 -- 25±
-~ 
_-219-.------ -. 9427-...2285-----
....225C ...... 218.. .. 2241-----.2575 

-.26 .a 0 
6 48- .1959 .­
-- .-t9aS ,75.-_...942 ..--





- .4500 -- *t--- 16 
- .. 3 . ,7-.4678.----- 746 -- 497 -... 0396- - .6640--..-.0712 
_ . 02 -5 
... 7500 I-- _..- B4r.,-
STATIONSTATION.. . .. 

. .STATION-.
STATI ON . -. 





538 .. 1.8i 99 _ -B.330-.1872- - ­
.0250- ,8a63 .2230 
- -. 24 90­
.Z466 . .----. 832 7 .2334----------.4455 
... Zb2.9885

.tsaa - ~ -. 8Bs7 Z740 8O8... _ . ___ -. 4233- --. 2497 
.1900 -. 9288 --. 
.63 .53-_____ ±M . 3 l . 
- a50... 17. 255± ------- ~0- .1885
 
- - - -. 9959 *1751-------- ..- .7207- .2294 -. 3767
.2250 -. 99Z .22C3 -
. L942 -. 3518 .1419 
-- - .6739.. -74- _ - '* t
.3000 .....-1.--263.. ... -915 3- ..__.r.41449_ .*... -. 912#963z---- _ j.368
.450f; - -1. 1706 .± ± .-. 
.. -.6±28 ,0551 . 46G4 -.0618 -.0603 -._  0804 -- - - -.- ±.iG42 ..... ---.6000 6 _.11395 ..-.. . ,118 -. 1554
.7500-- ... - -. 5993 .0287 
.. ..





TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
CGNFIG_.- M.ACH L . . ALPHA .. . .. . ... 
4 ..-.. 90 	 . .... . ... - 7.2 5 
--------- ----. CP ......CP - OP -. . CP.--- -P -- CP - -- CP - - CP ­
-- UPPER --- LOWER UPPER --- LOWER- UPPER -LOWER ...... UPPER. LOWER 
SURFACE --- SURFACE --SURFACE-. -SURFACE- -SURFACE- -SURFACE - ---- SURFACE - SURFACE -­
-	 -- STATION - ­
- X/C-. .. STATION-	 STATION -- STATION -- . . .--
• EZ-'.:12".o67 . .. 54 . .. __ -_- 2-- --	 --- ---. - - :- - _--- --3 -4T------EL"­
- .C25--078--..352 ____- .2389_..-.±64 .- .- 41.0331 -.--.-. 1i±._­
-.025G .. 
--. 
.±476--------3660 -i.3116-----2662 ---.8788---.2568 ......-.1.0600 ----.2340 -- ­
- .0500 -__-.._112352 -- 33 W-... -1.2968--.2998 -1.0±29 .... °3392 . -. 0475 .3028 - . 
.1000 .---- 1.2493 .. .29?---- . ±.323t---±59 -- 1664 .3216--- -1.0422 - .3206. 




....°7427- . 2924 . ... . ... ..o0129 ......2975 . . .. - -1.2948 





.2250 .-.. . --. 4150 .... 
-. 	 _2353.2108 -1.2183 .... 2058 ­.7 -.-.

-... °6000 .. 4258-.--°.739 .. .5693 . 524 -.6929 - .1047-- . 336
 
- -. . --- 8114 ..-. -.0691 .. .6599 .0638 - -­7500 - .5948 	 -6289- .0 32 4665
-... 9O -  '3 5-- --.235--..- - ±9 L -.094 -. ±9..002?-.39.. .9-.-0215.... 
, .9500 .. . . . 7 2-- 0 3 - ---. 1 Z- - 0 . . . -..- 331 -- --.02±9 -... ......-. 2767 --.0584 -
STATION-------- . ... . STATION .	 STATION --- STATION 
-	 .0 12 5 . . . . . . -. ... . . 
--	 .0250 - --. 9865- .2026 -1.0320 _ .. 543 -. 8312 .1442....- .....
 
.05 C . -.- 9396--. .2795- ±.0607--. 2437.-- -.8086 ... .2174.
4±93......2302 
..°1000 .. -1.0340--.3163 1,074_ .28Z6 -.7705 .2832 . -. 4052--.. 2512 . 
- .1500 . --. Z66J- -0 65 -1.0 . 2930 -.-..- *t - .2431-.73 278z 

. 2250 -.. .097--.. 2856 -2.097±,---.-- °.12±37 7 .2113_.__ 
... 3000 .... -.-L.1188 - 583 - --- 0CS7 M ¥ -.6724_. 2350 ____ -.3559 __ .1654 
.4500----- ..- 1.2046..... 1958 -. 8982 .1887 -. 5959 .1813 -. 3768 - ___ 
... 6000 ... 0----±.2O05----.1300-- --. gSO1 ±55 -5834... 0760---- --. 4193 -- -. 0550 . . 
- -. 7500.-----..9592----0503 -i.537---.029- .5642---.0429---3920 - -. 1566 .... 









































TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 











StATION -CTATIOM - -- ­ 2 

-" -1403.o0) .1170 19 13 

~ r .0061 .II67_ .0741_ 
n0?6(P .07r46- .0604 
4070Q *0$ . -A .4?po -. 0?47 
-.0110 -.04A1 





*i***O** -. 14ciR -1 V 7 
.C ri -.124' -. 17T' -. 17c3 
-. 16cc I.A37 .149Q 











006 -.- 022 . - -.010 "---0414 
.4=7 ..... -.005 2? -. 070R
5043 

_.0AA7 -.06h3 -.0776 -.0QA-06R 





-.°lcq -.1hp .... .13c? -. 1490 

_.140 - .. -.
 
-.13466 .144A *** 
414P 1?40 1V4 

O07 .2 .. .. -.OPA4 ....-OA67
-... 

.010? .016-VA.0193 "I .0167
n 




















- jIA7A -.1qR7 
-.166A -. 17$0 
-.11A7 -.1 30 








n n 4 
-. 0149 --.074 











-. 117? -.lPA3 



























-. 1708 -. 1A02 
-. 1647 -.1644
 













-.070 ** _ .ncA 
11? -11 
* -.1144 




TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
CNr .. pACH ALPHA 





































.1021 .2211 ...........-..... 
. . .. 
__ .0PC3 3--41.6 7170 
.-. 
.0 7o.I?7 . 
-*OIFc) .nP44-.77 
-.064P .n474 -. 
;23-* *. 0 16 
-.123 - . ....... 
-. fl 7.......... 
n.3~ Q.1~I 











- . 27 4 -.0 31r .. 
-. 0 -.0 t 
?a8 .117A. --.. 
.??; .15 - -.01 




























-, 0872 .070 
-. 1279 .0477 
.05 
19f2 -. 0O43 
-. Pr 57 -. 691 
-.3M23 -.089a 
-.2658 -.0961 


































































































TABLE V.- TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
.ACH M ALPHA 
CP CP (P CP ?P CP CP (P 
tlpPF [ nvrF lPPV? LOWFP iJPFP LOWFP UPPER LnWER 
IPrAc(F SIIPFtCF- -URFACF gIIRrACF UPIFAOCF SIJpFACF SURFACE SUOPrACF 




.02 IOA-O~1~.1075 nl3 .A2A 6 Y 
.mpq .0131 .162 . . .0?73 .r'40 -. 3 Q?140775 0171 

.00 -. 09 .060 .... . -. 0277 .0(62 .. 041h -. 0674 -. 3R57 .6727 
.15OR -. 041t, 07t.l -. 0629 *0240 -. 1163 -. 09q? .4no .0491 
.p ( -oaAn .6494 -. 1604 -. njAQ4 -.. p -. n1g7 -. *44RA3 ,If 
.I() A l -. f70 .29npf) -. !610 -. 0?3s -.3?AR .on;, -. 466? . l B 
:4n -. 177P 0******-------------36_ -. 0143 - --. 4Pq6 f)(1Q %I0 -. 
.600 -- olqq __.O?3P-. 0201 I -.415 -. 0143 -. 314 -. 0231 
.7500 -. 3Mr3 -. 0'49 -. 3BO -. 02?5 -. 2P;6 -30?-810 -. 02?1 
.90 .1410n4 -. )~O- 9.35 P,1;e .L1 .- Q?q7 *03F *)R-0395 .0004 
.0204
.q500 .no30 ,0161 .. 3P .0364 .O2" .0?75 ,O190 
... TATION 'nATION STATION 





.311 O]*31P.)2611 1I ;?R I. -?qP6 -,Pp1 Apq 
- .q?7 0?7 1B
- . o . . . 1 . P-":R 6:n qo q - 1 nf70 .o1k , 7 B 
.I nAt -7 ?? .P "" -. 0qqp .776R -. Aq! .2419 .47r0 .?gI1 
.1I0fl -1.i26$ .?go,1126 IpA . 47n -.. R705 Plol1 ".46?8 ***Oo 
1*o0 11 1 *AA'897P .A0 
-Afl? . -. 10" .pI " Oo17.h(6 
* -4n nl -. 729P *)FPR g67 -.. *ISPOR ­
g 137 .097A 41
.600() -. ?56 .A4c.f. -. 761 7 -- ,449 -. 8n74 ,0316 -,3476 -. 0623 
,750l -. 1 140 .0167 -. 1484 .006S -. 6766 -. O1R7 -.3863 -. 1077 
.9.q134 ."214 .0400 .0133 -.46A3 -. 07?1 -.4056 -.?058 
,qoSi .0336 .0329 .fl(Ag9 .03Q4
 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(b)Contlnued 
















































.0014 _ .j496 




.073 -. 3171 
-33? 
-. 24;R -.----. 
0o41 __ 

















































































* 01 25 













































































TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
CONFTI 	 MAH ALPHA 
.90 	 16.899 
CR CP CP CP ""P CP 	 CP UPPFR LoWEP
UPPFR LOWFR
IJPPFQ LOWFP 	 tJPPFR LOWER 
 SURFACE 
UtiPFA(F SII0FAE . .. SURFACE qIIRFACF 	 SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 
STATION
STATTON
X/C eTATION 	 STATTON 4
3
2 
-. 7Pn7 .1156 	 -.,?62 *js7. 
- -
-. 1049 -. 16QP
.1-.14 
-.8179 .?IA 	 .Cpg .-- 912
np5-- - -1?R -.o466 	 -3109 -.IP4 
00 .. .. 146 ....-p 0 - *3397 "- - .O10 - -.8654 .3121 	 -.9607 .361c 
.1000 -.146P -,-66n -. 3S3 .01p4 -. Pl 1 .3748 -,q039 3947
 




.1173 ... -. 411 " . 17 - -. q9 A? .3776 
.3000 p.P9 1 .?7? ..... .4717 .3q77 - -. 9018 ..3604 -1.133 tA713 
450n -,3"? .. 377 __"*3443 -. 86?6 .?.A1962 .2473 
.450 . _____- -1.0104 .1815**4~** ~~? 	 - ----. 6St;9 pl(,e6 
.00-.-;On- P?96 .99 3 _ .2492 -- 19 .02 
7rO0 -. 560'r IP7A .. 4q47 .1'81- -*4)l0 .1269 -. 1]69 .1012 
.0347 -. 0712
.9000 -.2P33 n0P3 .1752 - .06 - -.27A) -. 0234 
- -. n-910 -. 0426 --. 19q9 .0021 -. 4860 -17 








ST AT ION 	 STATION 8
 
.01 25 
.02)0 -1294) ,2721 n..-1.0414 .;377 -. 60P3 .?oQ6
02o -.6076 P2742 -. 400? ?A 
.0"00 -1.0c04 ,3q3 -1.004 .3037 -.4138 .247 
.1000 -Inp *17F4 -. q9201 .174 -.9p15 .291? -.4138 .24 9 
-38 **~ q 1.fOQP3 	 -8c;40 .3J411 -. ';7A4 .1()?0 
316 	 .9A2? .?S06 -*396? .](98

-1.?? *97 -725 





.4500 -1.0?04 .?276 -.6700 " .201 -.5114 
.6000 -,9q94" TO.q .1n 76 . ... ,PS o07-.4389 -,0620 -,3372 -.1571­: 61?0 . 11 ().. -.4680 .065 	 .352 -. 0701
 
.7500 -..988A *-4gr. _-.6P"3 .0017 	 -.43P9 -.21PO -.1257 -.P472
 
--. OA2 - - -.72?; -. rc .'8 .1; 
.9500 TAOS0 ~-.1994- -. 7A';? -.2624 ­
.9000 --. P770 
TABLE V1.- TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 








Crp CF' . 
UPPRP LOWEP 





























l*lO nmT l0716 
.f0lr( . npp 
.r1>Aq -. 00DA 
-.01q -n?4410 































































.onO0 -. 0671 -.00 .. ... O - .0240 - .0n67 -.00c .0031 nO76 
.9ro.fl1'i .0141 .04q4 .D46Q *0rA2 *A;09 .04c) .0654 
!;TAflO -. - TATION 'TATION STATION 
. 01 ?,; 
n; o.1fl'~ 




-. 007A --. 
- .0n 73 
0416 
-*lQ3 0 1. 
-. 0020 -. 
Onlfrj7 





























.6na0 -. 140Q .1546 -.1284 -. 1';71 -. 1IQ() -. I F216 -.021 -.0 R'? 
. on (0 
.g;Il.06*46 
.0 10R .fl1? 
*06Ql 




0174 aoP7fl .0490 cr 
CH,
 
TABLE V I. - TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 



































































-. 177n0 .?1771 
_ ?_._44;O
-4Pe6 .pIn 7 
P . . 167 
._I-. 06160n-10 
-1697 . 0647 
-. 2O&9t .0250 
.6 ~A-26 
=?Q4----Oq1..r 
-?173" -" -. 0049 
-. 02R3 -. 020 



































































































" -. 0463 
-. 03 8 
n-.0336 
.. -. -






































TABLE VI,-TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
- - - - - - - - -- _ .. ALPHA 
-- - P CP -- - CP ci' C' CP 
-- UPPWP LOVF P- 1"PPF - T LO"rFR . . UPPFR LOWFR UPPFP LOWER 
-- -.- -_CtIUrAcr SULPFACF surc SJF r------ _SJFACE sURrAtr SURFACE strpwACr 
X/C -STATION - .TATTON ..-. STATION STATION
 
1 2 3 4
 
.1S-.f;CPA .4 0 11 -.71A3 *340'; -,.7e4*A *'3inC -. 7R6c; P64 
ofl.7 340 .47o? -711q 4 '343 -. 7447 .111? -,7.Q4 .;770 
n-; ro -,ls .1 -. 7443 .30 - - -. 7-; ir .?941 -. A004 .77&'3 
.10 .)3 .;'(47 -. Q336A P2411 -. F7;3 .7165 -. P466 Pon3 
.,?A76 Plaf. -. 6 23 1 -A,31 .16A6 -.q043 .1607,}M 

-tOr. 3?A6 '-.3171 n0743 1 .OSOp -. 9401 .0554
.6000 -.q77 
-4093 .0l17 -. io An -.6AI3 .0158.n3C7 n  o086 
*7,0f-401 .0P-.37q9 -. 01Q3 -. j3&A -. 0 13 -. o5 n6 .n127
*qo0 C .Of) 1 -. 014A a I3Ac .)0(4?F apf7o .0332 n0471 .0640
.9rO G .0074 .00.. M P00 . 466 P]04 .OPAR .1025 .IX2R 
STATTON .... . .. .. TAT .. .. . . . STATION STATION
 
6 7 8 
.n12A­
-. 8441 P-.6PQ__82 *241 _ .2r(17 
.0A *405 .?5P I --. P7P0 ;)Q -. A19 P(66 -. 314 .2652 
I1n q - .1369?E n49n1__ P7 .q__ll-38r ?l 
.so.86 Igl-.PA84--- .?100 w.A41 .P246 -.3A63 0*0o6o*
.??-.-.7610 --- -. 174S -.Cp.;q . I 6 -. 3447 .149 
.49in0 -Q6,7 _) _ nf6 4 -. ft4r1 *0PC7 -. ';140O ~ *0**bp~ -. 010 
.Anon -.83( ?91 _______ - R7 .0)4o . . -. 4606 .0339 -. ?83; -. 0834 
.750 -. 6728 I237-........ . 73 ... 0? ....-. .0304 -. )538 -.1378- PPP7 
.C )00-.0505 *P3 -. 7694 A02n7 -6A -. 53-.27D0 -. 22210 I 
-- -o.1OS1 .1243 -8i -. 034A8 
TABLE VL.- TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
ALPHACONITCG 	 MACH 
6 	 ,gO0 1?.3R 
CP CPCP CP .P CP rP CP 
IiPPF LnWP IIPPF' LOWFP UPPFR LOWFR uppEp LOWER 
URFACF SIIPFACF StlPrACE SUPFACE SIIPFACF - SIIPFACF .... .. SIIRFACF -- FAC F 
RTATION 	 STATTON
X/C 	 STATIO - -. ... . ..... ........- STATION 




,1PC -1.0117 .47--n-- -1.0029 .3714 -.Qgq6 PQ72 -1.nn7 

o -70 -4oOq7 -*.3.5 . -1.1oR .3440 -1.0306 .F76
 
1.0120 31Q4
0500 - .4640 -1.02OI4 *41?A 	 -1.014 .46,2 
.1010 .l1 .42. .-1.1A76 .3900 -1.0200 .3423 -1.04S5 .?4 
00 -.QQ4P 17 6 . -1.1319 *-A464 -1.0741 .3153 -l.nqo -?$%F; 
.250 -47 -1..6". P0.41 -2.1167"-'0 -?? -PROO
 
*I000 -.3411 *05-1.1244 *;?141 -1.1761 *?1I.1 170 .?1?4
 
4
-. 4A26 .1710 -1.P621; lqlZ6 -1.2169 .1461
 
. qQ .4P'? **p" 
7A40 0659 -1246 .03f-o0e0 -.. 47AP *11P -.4741 	 OQ4 -.  0~c

*70 * 6 .0m3l -4 74 A .0411 	 -31;P4 n03q0 -.68 . 630 
.O4?9 	 -.1640 .0623
076 	 0113
*n~ ~~ n 0-1 --.	 A01P7 .0943 
*;00n -. n741 -. 00?? .0424 OP274 O007P .0767 	 -.0n9 , OA98 
STAT ION S;TATION S;TATION STATION 
6 78 
.4P? 	 P.??q.l0*02S0o -1.0446 7264 6 P10f1 
-0rn -1 * 060 .2(7' -1.0077 .?6AA -. 6 ?42A31 - 11 97T .?714 
:loon .- )*046A .2-7r -1.100)7 P277r, -.. C 4 Pt,70 	 -'~ 2 
-P' O~*
'00n -1 .0n767 	 .2704 -1 .086P P271A -.5~?0 .?7S8 








-1.0480 1'n4- -. 7030 	 .1 2cS -. 4c;?? .14P0.07 
*05 -. 41Q1 .05?9 -4fln4 -.090o? ?ROO000--.36 n84 	 -.6rq .0268 -.3A97 -. 0';61 -. 9140 -. 17q3 
.5000 - .8763 n01Q7 --- Z-.7';13 -.101 -.. 6448 -.7'107 -. r,4?? 'i3n09
 
99 On -. 641? -.094 -- .33 -28
 














co .. . 
IJPoFr "-I-WF" 























































































































































.-. 63-33 -.(?-.5448 
-. 611 _.0R-------
F13----­j- ?~  -
2-44F 
____-.664P I -
--. 4P.9 0.O4?A 







































.9500 -6314~ -­ 24"48'---------53-33 








































































































































































































































































































































































































-. 464b -.1033 

































.4623 ... 0091 
-.4112 -.0921 
-.3849 -.1910 








-. 3s98 -. 169o 
-. 3437 -.2265 
-.353b -.2448 










































































































































































































































































































































































-. 7724 .2295 



























-. 67Z4 Id69 
.4*4*40829 
-.6220 -.03Z5 






























-14,00 . 6.A 11' 










. lL '111" 
-. So 
-. 643 .1364 
-.5643 -.G139 











.n?50 .1013 .1314 
,OS00 .0927 .0706 
.1000 ooQo. .0265 
.1.00 -.0115 -.0078 
2?50 -. 0501 -.0556 
.3000 -.0860 -.100s 
.4500 -. 1494 -.1596 
.(000 -. 1801 -. lb73 
.7500 -. 1407 -. 1478 
.9000 .0302 .023H 
.q.0 1160 .1002 





.0250 .0791 .0417 

.0500 .0185 .0232 

.1000 -.0213 -. 0354 

.1500 -0651 -. 0634 

.2250 -. 1124 -. 1066 

.3000 -. 1417 -. 1542 

,4500 -. 1970 -. 2018 

.b000 -. 1923 -.2052 

.7500 -. 1181 -. 1275 

.9000 .0408 .0296 











.0500 -. 0186 -. 0128 

.1000 -.0645 -. 0659 

.1500 -.0969 -. 0913 

.?"0 -. 1297 -. 1312 

.3000 -.1590 -.1782 

.4508 -. 192n O*4*f** 
.6000 -.,1631 -.1761 

.7500 -. 0915 -. 1139 



























-. 0159 -.0007 

-. 0297 -. 0283 

-. 0739 -. 0749 

,.1120 -. 1208 

-. 1704 -. 1755 

-. 1754 -.2004 














.0186 -. 0108 





-. 1229 -. 1224 

-. 1560 -. 1640 

-. 1938 -. 2069 

-. 1877 -. 1954 

-. 1104 -. 1258 








-. 0801 -. 0886 

-. 0946 -. 1204 

-. 1317 -. 1457 

-. 1577 -. 1788 

-.1827 -. 1907 

-. 1415 -. 1575 



















































-. 0585 -. 0666
 
-. 1027 -. 1373
 
-. 1304 -. 1403
 




.. ** -.1903 












-. 1061 -. 11'3
 
-. 143? -. It63
 










TABLE Vl.-TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
CONFIB MACH ALPNA 
8 .90 6.64 
CP CP CP CP CP CP 
UPPER LCIER UPPER LOWER UPPER LCOER 







.0250 -.9b4O .5012 -.9439 .4692 -.9405 .45CS 
.0500 -.9770 .4541 -.9291 .4316 -.9409 .412e 
.1o00 * .­3741 -1.0?8 .3549 -.9803 .34e2 
.1500 -1.0259 .3186 -1.0889 .3089 -1.0208 .2901 
.2250 -.1969 .2501 -1.0471 .2393 -1.0697 .22 qe 
.3000 -.300 .2054 -.6660 .1815 -1.0802 .1738 
.4500 -.4559 .1092 -.4013 .0975 -.6640 .0857 
.6000 -.4374 .0319 -.3119 .0275 -.0064 .0171 
.7500 -.1295 -.0125 -.1413 -.0165 -. 1029 -.0266 
.9000 -.0472 .0289 -.0762 .0269 -.1659 .0104 
.9500 .0510 .0733 .0171 .0763 -.0378 .060e 
.9750 .1228 .1324 .0913 .1270 .0376 .0951 
STATION STATION STATION 
4 5 6 
.0250 -. 9534 .4346 ** e* .426 
.0500 -.9574 .4064 -.8993 .3982 -.7424 .385 
.1000 -. 97?? .3314 -. 9837 .3327 -.6908 .3320 
.1500 -.9915 .2e23 -.9702 .2721 -.6692 .2718 
.2250 -1.0343 .2228 -.9206 .2235 -.6446 .2231 
.3000 -1.0589 .1758 -.8858 .1748 -.5828 .1670 
.4500 -.9095 .0850 -.8511 .0855 -.5029 .0751 
.6000 -.4961 .0144 -.6142 .0098 *o*ooo* -.0017 
.7500 -.1271 -.0253 -.4532 -.0419 -.4836 -.0676 
.9000 -.2445 -.0199 -.4124 -.0683 -.4300 -.1338 
.9500 -.1740 .0020 -. 3804 -. 0994 -.4094 -.1663 
.9750 
STATION STATION STATION 
7 8 9 
.0250 
.0500 -.5886 .3803 -.4357 .3726 
.1000 -.5B25 .3235 -.3999 .3144 -.3220 .2654 
.1500 -.5670 .2759 -.3922 .2613 -.3314 .20e2 
.2250 -.5440 .1312 -.3750 .1978 -.3551 .1244 
.3000 -.5126 .1616 -.3841 .1413 -.3537 .0423 
.4500 -. 4634 *0**O*O -.3871 .0338 -.3557 -.0750 
.6000 -.4394 -.0169 -.3787 -.0662 -.3503 -. 140 
.7500 -.4050. -.1044. -.3702 -.1602 -.3459 -.2014 
.9000 -.3858 -. 1822 -.3598 -.2160 -.3345 -.2251 
.9500 
.9750 
TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(b)Continued 
CONFIG MACH ALPHA 
8 .90 12.90 
CP CP CP CP CP CP 
uPPrR LCWER UPPFR LOWFR UPPER LOUER 
SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 
S/CTATION STATION STATICO 
1 2 3 
.0250 -1.2704 .5930 -1.2411 .5463 -1.0307 .5217 
.0500 -1.2630 .5624 -1.1942 .5257 -.q740 .5039 
.2000 **0.... 4965 -1.2971 .4713 -.9227 .4598 









.4so0 -.2395 .2101 -. 7683 .1973 -. 7932 .1822 
.6000 -.60?3 .1217 -.6013 .1082 -.7025 .0860 
.7500 -.4556 .0403 -.5268 .0306 -.6175 .0121 
.9000 -.2995 -.0064 -.4145 -.0327 -.5224 -.0678 
.9500 -. 1491 -.0135 -.3046 -.0512 -.4624 -.1035 
.750 -.0644 .0033 -. 2084 -.0701 -.4108 -. 1549 
STATION STATION STATION 
4 5 6 
.0S .36 .495 0.46016 
.0500 -.7055 .4857 -.6261 .4520 -.7010 .4348 
.1000 -.7561 .4363 -. 7020 .4145 -.7064 .3973 
.1500 -.7649 .3906 -.7189 .3665 -.6838 .3536 a 
.2250 -.79r3 .3284 -.7435 .3168 -.6737 .3006 
.3000 -.7642 .2736 -.7175 .2549 -.6585 .2438 
.4500 -.7494 .1728 -.6703 .1586 -.6318 .1464 . 
.6000 -. 6971 .0830 -.6477 .0663 .000o*517 
.7500 -.6384 .0013 -.6112 -.0253 -.9782 -.040, 
.9000
.9500 -.5730 -.0978 -. 5383 -. 1468 -.5701 -.1359 ..5633 -. 1961 -.5491 -.1660 -.5407 -.2130 
.9750 
STATION STATION STATION 
7 F 9 
.0250 




-. 5998 .3388 
-. 5555 .3523 
-. 5606 .3134 
".q059 .2982 
-. 5049 .?475 
.2250 -. 5971 .1849 -. 5545 .253? ".5039 o1769 
.3000 -. 5927 .2?65 -. 5)15 .197A ..*41 6 o0 
.6000 
.7500 
-. 51,20 .0 47 
-.5410 -.0855 




















.O2O -1.3177 .6696 
.0500 -1.2573 .6626 
.1000 .**0**618S 

.1500 -1.2037 .5738 

.2?50 -1.1271 .4992 

.3000 -1.0698 .4434 

.4500 .,8904 .3274 

.6000 -.7477 .2205 

.7500 -.6604 .1260 

.qO00 -.5568 .0269 

.9500 -.44A6 -.0?22 







.050 -.9113 .5116 

.0500 -.893A .5352 

.1000 -. 8570 .5116 

.1500 -. 8412 .4787 

.2250 -. 8236 .4252 

.3000 -. 8162 .3782 

.4500 -. 8162 .2740 

.6000 -. 7966 .1681 

.7500 -. 7555 .0706 

.9000 -.7137 -. 0603 











.0500 -.7439 .4463 

.1000 -.7364 .4351 

.1500 -.7256 .4094 

.2250 -.7192 .2532 
.3000 -.7034 .3168 
.4500 -.6811 ***4.*0 
.6000 -.6609 .1092 

.7500 -.6393 -.0132 











































































































































-. 7341 .2373 
0.0*0* .1410 





























(c)Mach - 0.95 
ALPNHA _ 
... "___F___MACNCC)F... .... 
-. 9 - - - _ _ 
_

-i-- I - - .. .Z I.C 	 _ 

-CP 	 CP upCCPCCPCP 	 Cp __ _OP __________ 
__ _Pc LONER
LOWE __.____UPPERC' .C CI'UPPER 
.......)PPEP LOWER CP UPPER LOWNRUR OW SURAE ---- FLOE
 
SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE






I 2 	 3 

.0125 









601 2 5.­ -- 3 8J0286 3 9 4,0RI6 -_ _ -0_ _ _ _ _ 8__2 V_ .0665 'U_B 3 5,251  _ _ _ _ _ _ .0223 _ G 5 , 3_ .0229 - .0 0 624- ._ - .01 8 7 -.033 




-.U191 0.2131E -. 7 -. -.05781-.022 .00202 -- -.0482 -.0879 -. 0529 -.0888 -. C738 .1170 --.008 -.1324 
-







.6000 . ..._ -,302-.123 
. .,_.. . _,07-. 
7 5 0 2423__
.750.067-  42
.gO00 ....... -.0697 -.0757
.950gS0 ,0145 ,0184 
___-2,F 
-. 30 
-, 9-- .2205 




















-... . . .. .. .
 
ST I 	 . 7 
. .. .

..-. . -.. 	 290. ...

.0125 
...... 0250 -- 0112 . 0255 -,094 -,0470 	 .0488 .-- _,0290 ..... .. 
.05 -0186- -.0357 -.0630- 0739 .0015. .0309 .0160 .0002 -­
"1000 . . . -o0713 . 0787 -.1O33 -.1204 -.0425 -.0559 -. 0233 ... -.0479 
E 	 **..- -. 0 8 07 ­
.10 .7iin 73 24 --	
____ -,80
---. .... o1503 -.11?5 -,12- 1 -.143 	 -. 649 -.C861-,024

-2250 -.1412 -.1660 -,1511t -. 567 -.0806 -.1038 -.0806 -. 105 
.3300 -.1825"-2336 " -G166 -.1349 ....-.1201- -079.1256 
.4500 -. 2303 -. 2578 -,1380 -,468" -,11-126 -. 1066 *****'* 
.6000 	 ­-. 441 -. 371-152 -. 3i0 -,1 __"------,126 	 -. 0?17- .0758 
- .075 -.0223
.7500 -.08R -o3925 -.3761 -.0851 -C58 -.0720 
.. oo-.9000 0269 0249 .0340 - .,0307 "0423 .0684 065? 
-
--. q0b839 .0773 	 .0891i2 a 891. 
____ 
_________ 
TABLE Vl-TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
ALPH A
"-- - CONFIG ________________HACH 
.95 _,09 . . . ... 
. . .. .. . . . . .
 
OP 	 PCP POP 
UPPEP LOllER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER_ UPPER LOWER
C_.. ...	 CPPCP 

SURFACE SURFACE
SURFACE 	 SURFACE SURFACESURFACE SURFACE 	 SUPFACE 

X/C 1 2 	 _-STATION._T-AT1N
STATION 	 STATION STAT.. 	 4 
4 	 -. 4022 .2678 -,.646" .2435 ..... _ .3144 	 -,541 .2841 

..025 -. 32 . 2622 -3724 .2582 	 -. 4130 .2391 -. 4685 .2193 
-. 3724____

.0250 -. 3138 .282 
_ - .0500 . .2452 2269 - -.39f6 .2115 -. 4384 .1960 -4803 ___.1632 
1 
.1599 -.4566 .1385 -.,4877 __ .1180.1000 -.1241 .1893 _____ 	 -.3509 

-.1197 1139 -.3391 .0qR2 -.4819 C858
.1500 -9089 .1433 

0500--,4163 	 -- .0238
0 .	 5 064... -209 7 a.­.2250 - -.1215 	 2 27 0 
. 0002 	 ,__3253 -,0158.229 	 _. ­
.3100 - -.1530 .0561 . 1924 
.. .4500 _-'-.-02u6 -,S. _---539 -. 2993" -.0792 -. 3330 -.1843 
-.3139 -i29 -. 3557r-p1±86 	 -.3893 ....-. 122 
... -. 6000 -.2212 -.0827 

52q -. 1292 	 -. 365 " -. 1392 -- .371 -. 161 - -. 100 -.0802_..7500 . 
84379 -.005290424.093 
. 027 ___- 0847 .. 0609 ...... 09±3 .0782
-. 9000 -. 1443 -.0888 	 -.0424 ,O2t0 

.9500 -.0069 -,0e35_ ____ 0584 T 

STATION 
...... 5 6 7 8
..- .. .... STATION 	 STATION- __ - -STATION 
.0125.
 
-.7173 2029 	 -. 5355.233.2334

.0250 -.5258 4'O41 	 -.6153 .1971 

-. 7275 .1730	 
_ ,16861630 -.5974 .- 1592 	 7 ,1431 -,5lQ2,
-C506 -. 5 .58 It 6-,5644 ,10 62_-.740 

.1000 - ._ 5r44__ it ________ _ -. 7359 .0943 _12_6
 
5 ..
--.. ,00 4 

- -*____ 	 :21
_.1;00 .. . .,5701 .06532 -210 
-535 -. 54119- u217 -. 7118 ,C596_ -. 46157_ .0686.2250 -,___7 tGi3 
-.4432 .0131
 
S3005 -. 498i7 __-.2q6 -. 5432 _____ -641g .0253 
--. 0736 -.5124 -.0409 -.4035 ,0028-53 516 -070?-. 0 7.4500 - -. 4C73 0 3 8 6
 
.,000 (.0 95 -. 0775 -. 2752 -. 0492 -1653 
 -, 
-. ,0091 __-.0531 -. 3512 -. 0412 
"" .7500 o0752- .. 0.52.1-- _-_.162---40-
-.0932 -.0±46
ai32 .0342 	 .0748 G0169

.9000 .C436 .0320 

.9500 .0913
, 744 	 .0481 .0760
 
__ __ _ 
_____CONF G ­
.... .. CP OP
L,_P'... ........
Pr__....___PIUPPCR P 
'...... $VA SURFACE 
....._ 	 SA.IITATION 
_ 
_.05 -,6495 .4117 
.0250 __-.6729 ;.3954 
. 5O0D 7.795 . .. .511 
1. U 73 7- ______A-a73t3.30 
.1506 -. 4118 .2645 
.2250 .. . 07 T .270 
.300 -. 2406 .177 
- .2450G .0928 
.6008 -. 3±i *222 
.7500 -. 40q7 -. 0372 
•__.0 -. 2649 -. 0721 




.0210 . . -25-4 
.015"0 -. 7q1 .2542 
" O 3 -,q ?( _ .2249 
,150C --- -,8115 ,I832 
.2250 . .. -. R291 ---.1389 
.3000 -. A56r .of56 
.4500 - All .7.1.. ,03R4 
.6COG ... -.. _ "f0.0054 -7-6&0 

.,7500 -.6327 -. Gu2C 

. .00U79 -_370 .o5 

... 9500 -.2104 ,0879 


































- .N- .--- - STATION6 --
- __ .23±7 . 
-.8525 .. .2368. __ _ 
-. 8477 . . 105 
-. 6455 .1842 
- 8464 l135 
-.8513 * 
-.7872 ­ .0530 
. .. 0269 .. 
-.6128-- .0057 





_~_ _95 8.19 
cP cP 	 cP cP
UPPFR ---- LONER UPPER --- " LOWER.-_ 
SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 
.... STATION 	 STATION .. .. 
3 
-.6718 .304i 	 -.71 t9 .2623
 
'-,.6841' .3169 _-.7257 	 .2866 
953 .3 7 -743 .... .2 15'1 -­
-,7308 .27 -74 30 .... 237-.... 
-. 7911 , 67 -.7737 .2048 
-. 8538 168L -. 82a7 __.09_ 
-. 8 329 .1218 -. 8576 .1132­
-4977 .0443 -653± _ 331 I 
-. 3472 -. 03L4 -. 7641 -. 0186 
-. 45F6 -. G583 -. 6618 -. 0324 
-. Ci5C'-.arT5 .G548 .0388 
.c81? .0468 .046 
STATION 	 STATION
 
7 _ _ _ 8 
... ---84 5 .2217 
-,6195 .24C0 -.4C67 - .2519--­
-.7442 .2333 ... ... ...-. 45 .. 2227 
-. 6708 1936 _____ 	 . 810 
1633 	 .1322
-.6106 .....	 -.4299 

t.5 7 15 2 C4 -. 3S68 .0744 
--.5234 ,0637 -.3745 - - 4.... "­
47 - .01 ... ... -,3322 -. 1320 
-516± 	 - " -. 0774 .......- -.2591 -.1676 
-.539 -.1920 -.23 7---'-.2 Z .. 
. . . . . .
 
TABLE VL.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
CONFIG TACH ALPHA 
.i.95 12.33 





















- - - STATION 
4 
.....0125 -.91±5 .4753 -.8690 .3627 -.8824 .3024 -.9051 .2389 
...0250 -.94 6 ,87 -. 9080 .4045 -.9007 .3547 -.9327 .3065 
...... ...0500 -I.112i _ .453 -.8339 .4099 -.9074 .3706 _ -.9323 .3413__ 
. . •1000 .. - al0A5 .4268 -.9784 ,__S.?6 -.9131 .3496 _ -.9371 .3193 ___ 
..---. 1500 -.q839 Vt 53 -.9973 .3381 -.9371 .3199 -.9455 .2963 
. ...2250 ___ __.3503__ 3333 -1s3b43 .2950 -.9605 .2720 -.q755 .2503 . . 
....... 3CCC _-,3013_ .70 -1,3706 .2530 -1.0360 .2290 -1,002 .... 2121 
.....50 .2022 -.4469 .1674 -1.1189 .1482 -1.1304 .1361 
.6000
.7500 -.3q5-.495 .12279525 -.4389 
.0940
.0238 -.9167 -.5560 
.0423
,Ol 0 -1.1672 -1.1052 .0659.0i84 
.9000 -.3109 -.0269 .1912 -.0343 -.0466 .0024 -.47i2 .0264 
......9500 -.1624 -.3638 -.0523 -.0269 .G560 .0398 -.2356 .0394 
STASTATI SAINSTATION _________STATION. _ 
5 6 7 8 
.C125 
:025C -.9341 .2640 -.9_59 .22__ -.6657 .2213 
.05CC ..... -.q680 .3cG5 -1.0071 .2736 -.6545 .2543 -.4072 .2543 
.. ..-, .1003 .... -. 9712 2992 - i.01±6 .27J7 _-.6314_ .28G3 -. 3960 .. .2460--­
.1530 -.9795 .2720 -. 0il6 .2614 -. 6145 .2521 .2203 
- .2250 __ -.9955 .2312 -1,0026 .. 1728 -.5981 .2255 -.3707 .1751 
.3000 _ - -1.0170 .19b6 -.4153?1 -. 570EW.1905 -.3371 - 1205 
.500 -1.0631 . ..13C2 -.7470 .1327 -.5129 -.1340 ---. 338i_ 
.6000 .8851 -- 0727 -.6599 .0746 -.4457 .0368 -.4281 -. 1075 
- .7500 













-. 1944 ... 
,3032 
... .... *9.008 -7 5 5 -.0973 -.5414 -. 2002 
TABLE Vt.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
WAC H 	 ALPHA 
-	
CONFIG 
..... 	 L.16.49495 
cp C 	 op CP C? CP CP rP
 
UPPER LOWER 	 UPPER LOWER --UPPEP LOWER 	 UPPER LOWER 
 SURFACE SUPFAGE SURFACE SURFACESURFACE SUPFACE 	 SURFACE SURFACE 
STATIONSTATIONX/C STATION STATION 	 42 	 3 
... o0126 -1.1±9 .5305 -±.f225 .3A2l 	 -1.157 .3049 :!0372 .2251 
. 0250 -113 .57a3 -1,0638 .455 	 -1.0532 .3843 :1.0721-.3272 
-. 0 8n .383C
-i.6S6 .55O 1.09~ 47-1f.0702 	 .427 
.4229 -1.0955 .3834
-i.G455 
- .2625 5t5426 	 -1.2151 .4705 ...... 41000 .	 
- . .4063 -±.090t .3767L-- t 
.. 500 -;L7 21 .5 W1 -1.2314 .4437 4.07 
4 7 -1.1966 .4054 -L.2075 .3668 -1 .0884 .3416 A . .8Z50 -. 9531 
-1.1831 .3055 
.4076 -1.225 ,36±l 	 -1.1417 .3294 
--- 000 -. 5576 
12.1 .2762 	 1420i .2414 -1. 1713 .24 
.450C *3116 -i. 

- ± 1916 
 -1. 2599 .1166 -1.0 62,3 .140 
. 6000 -5102?2-51-	 -1.0763 .0745 -.9895 .0522 ..... 
.... ...... -. 601'. .i1.25 	 -,6556 .10237500 
ie-46 -909-.*9934, -0 451CZ28 	 -26 -.
067
~40 	




STATION 	 STATION STATIONSTATION 

.63 .1908
.025C -1.79c 23 .633 09 

3262 -1.0 854 .2825 
 -;6426. Z485_______.41 	 _;23 ­
- .0500 t03 .-.	 
.2437
.3ji66 -1.37 .3016 ________ . .2967 	 -. 4062 
___1__
.10- 1264 .3345-____ --	 .68 .2758 .3C 2 
-. b6086 et)(5 	 -. 3787±953 -__
-. 9160 M216 
-.- 6424 ~ 
.225u 	 .31. 
--
.92 6 .. 2219 	 .6'
.36f00 -- -. O57 .p7±a 1645- - -. 373~~ __
-. 69 .7j-.5401
-
.4500 _ -1.0a27 ?3 6 
. 0961 	 -. 4911 A.t60 -. 393-.98 __
.6000 -qq.13-.6778 
-01 	 40 .1829 
.7500 -. 86 .369.6±19? -r -. 0030 .25 
-. 59A4 -. 1447 -5 35 -2 140 -- : .4 11 -762
.9600 -77±9 -915 
TABLE V1.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
MACH 	 ALPHA .......





i _ . ... . .. 2._ 	 _ 
. , -_.........CP_ _ CP 	 cP _ CP
CP...... 
_ UPPEP -LOWER _ UPPER _ _ LOWER-.. UPPER LOWER 
....... UPPER LONrR_ 

SIRrACE SUDFACE 
 SURFACE SURFACE ___________SURFACE SURFACE__ -_. . SURFACE -SURFACE 
-STAT-ION SIAI­
± 2YIC ~ $bJ~~ ________ 	 $A0 3 	 4 
--- -.025__. .~00 ________ 1I4.3 _-.190 ________-.0 735-___ .0 964 _______ .0475 __.05 
,.518--0693 .0129 .... .0375
1731886.,8095
.0250 	 4 
.0313 .0429 	 -. 075 .0139
 
- - ,C500 -----. 1526 3.139 .009 .0675 
-0321 ...





,o150..582 _ .6C4 	 .top2. P...3027 -.0363 -E33? 
_ ,1146 -.1175 ...
.0..........._ -041 -0391 -772 -.0781 

,3000. -,03.3k.......Q3O0 -. QU9 -, -,1168_ .ii75 -.1498 -. 1540_.
 
-------- *2?5O -. 00 	 ._io 
-.2266
 
,4500.fl#! -. 1079 1456 -.1536 -.1805 -.1923 --. 2092 
17 1 -. 2076 -. 2125 -.237. -.2243 -..1690 -.239J_.6000 -.- 57--
-. 1236 -. 1293 	 -. 1152 -. 11i1
-. 2044 -. 2413
.2204 2294.7500 - .. -. 
S.o00 -.0647 -'0740 -.0193 -. 0203 C0070 .GC21 .0216 	 .0126 
.0704
.042 .0G77 	 .0650 .0636 .0711
, 75

.9500 	 .0139 

-- " -......- STATION. 	 STATION .STATIONON ..... STATION 
5 	 6 7 8
 
0125 ... ... .... .-.. . . .
 
-- .0250 .... -. 0117 .0i52 -0i259 -0437 .0361 . .018 _
 
1 3 	 .0037 -. 035T .0159 -.0021
-.0568 -. 0722 
.... - 0500 -,0 -187 
-.0549 	 -. 0232 __-.0536
-,1090 -. 1±61 	 -.0434
.1000 .0747 -. 0539 
, -l.o2 -.1078 1202- 1392 -. 0626 -. 0689 V* **. -. 0844 
.2?50 -.1.57_.159J -,387 -. 1534 -.G840 -.1071 -0821 ._1081 
-"I__ 1500 
-.1093 -. 1251 	 -.1064 -. L382

_.-O34 178 	 "12272 7- *_•3000 .. 1.- . 
-.1289 	 -.1106._

.4500 1P19 ___2.23P5 -152i -.1459 -.1189 
1253 -__1324-.1144 -. 1280 .. . -.0738 - .076
.6000 .. -.1432 .1449 

-. 0610 -. 0700 	 -.0059 -. 0222
 
---- 7500 -.3l83 -.0998 	 -.0763 -.0908 
.0451 .0447 	 .0718 .0697




.. -.... .9500 .075q .0694 





OP cP_ 	 CP ____.CP_OP 	 OP P
CP 	
UPPER LOWER ___ UPPER .... LOWER UPPER LOER UPPFR LOWER 	 SURFACE SuRFACE___SURFACE 
....	 SURFACF- URFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 

...... X/C STATION STATION 	 STATION STATION .
 4 _2 	 _ 3 
___1 _ 
1832 	 -. 0453 .1337 __ -.1674 .117 
.0125 .C952 .2826 	 .0336 

24 21 	 0411 15$6 -.0149 .105± _.lii5 .0866 
... 020 1 

-. 0897 .068L
.0469 .1235 	 -. 0229 ___ .0706
.0500 .1153 .1835 
.0311 	 -. 1156 -- .0298
1500 .11i1,33 7 ___..1312. ,06 .OO'lI.076 	 -.0497. .. .......
o1000 	 -0o --- 0333L 0 -.05 ____ 1537 .0164___ 
.0391 -. 0763 -. 0049 -. 12522-0260 -. 2035 ... -,0186
.2250 _ _-.0j78__ 
-.244- -. 0394 .. 
-.i134 -.0398 -,.100 -. 0545 	
-.0874
-. 3000 -,0597 DU1± 	 -.0983 -.3218
-. 0935 	 -.2505 
. .....
-. 0682 	 -. L9204500 

-. 3823_-.1076
-3266 -.12172681 -.1297 

.7500 -. 2892. -.1412 -. 3292 

.0032 -. 0170 

.6000 -. -. t95162 -. 
-. 601 	 -. 2982 -. 092 -. 1885 -. 0842 
.0164 -. 0051 
.9000 -. 1457 -. C785 	 -. 3440 -. 0398 
.0577 .0356 	 .0596 .0383155-..9500 -. 0o0 c0382 	 .0212 
STATION _STATION
SSTATION 	 STATION 





-. 0250 "--- -. 4948 .1495
- -.5G53 .261 -*5991 .1563 	 -762 .1600 -.5040 .... .2338 ­
-,7241 1467 -.4900 .1685 --­
.. G00 -.21.3 C896 	 -. 6053 °060 
-. 6345 .O720 -. 7235 .0970 ** .1201















-. 3844 -. 069f 	 --. 5044 -. 0629.4500 	
-
U297"-o0812 ------- -. 1739--.0469
.6000 0 5 0  06 8 1 	
0-49-.--0565 
7502.... . . 7 . -. 09C9--0536-0......0575 	 3220 -. 025. 
.0358
.9000 .0278 -. 003U 	 .0721 - 0060 .0773 .0361 -. 0652 
. . 0. .0322 	 .096 0563.. 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
COMFIG HA CRHLPH 
-------- CPM__ CP 
................. UPrEI' WREHE 
--------
-S.URFACE SURFACE 


















_STATION STATJON _ STATION 
34 


























.2092 -. 0629 





.0266 -. 2664 
-.011 .617 
-0, 4 7 1 -. 4330 















-. 2402 .1531 
-. 0 750- ._ _.14 48 
.-. 1162 . .1346 
-. 1594 .1260 
._. 23& ... .1072
-,2760 _ , 0820 
--. 3607- .0266 
-. 431G -. C346 
-4870 -. 0577 







-.5263 - 1882 ._ 
-.5765 .2140 .... 
-. 6979_-.2149 __ 
-. 4886 __- .1869 --. 
.SO.19 
. -.3585 . 1247 ....
-,3927 ... ,0q55 
.46 .36__ 
-.4956 -. C186 .... 
-. 3262 -. 0497.__ 

















......- .o4500 . .. 

















































-. 8741 .2139 





-. 8396 0716 
-.8664 .0050 
-. 8517 -. 042? 
5099 -­ 0357 
-
-. 6148 .2437 
-.5770 .2241 
.1918 
-.4853 - .1434 
-.4290 .0931 
-.378Z .IT-­
-. 3305 "-- -. 0562 
-. 3±55 -. 0943 
-. 4076 -­ 1779 
_ 
..... 
TABLE Vl.-TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
- -- coNFirr.. .. . MACH .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .ALPHA .. .. . .. .. . 
2 .. ..... .95 12.89 
_c? cf!
... 0CP.____...........PC  _..... cP CR CP
 
UPPER-P OWR UPvR -- LOWER UPPER _ LOWER UPPER LOWER 
..... SUSFACE StJUFACE SURFACZ SURFACE_ SUPFACE SURFACE SURF.A.Cf-_SURFACE 

X/s jTATow S_____________ 0 ~ TT SffTIN_
 
1 2 3 4
 
.0125 -.4';02 .1598 -. 41S7 .161 -.5493 .2073 -.6468 .2003 
.C25& -.4812 .1420 -,4416. 153 -.5944 .2519 _-.6772 ___.267i 
•SCC .2035 .2844 .
.05.. -.3157 .i184 5557 -.6222 -7238 ,3083 
.130G- -.1213 .12A9 -.110± .2162 -.6861 .2781 -.7449 .2997
 
1±500 -.1VIL .1461 -.1619 .2±78 -. 5007 .2653 -.8034 .2841 
.2250 -. Z376 .1633 -.2322 .2143 -.4279 .2417 -9c06 .2436 
.3cOC -. 1629 .1726 -.2760 *i98± -.4365 .2131 -.8242 .2153__ 
.4500 .1490 -.3639 .1461 -.4966 .1426 -.6765 .1359 
.6000 -.3125 .0993 -.4509 .0894 -.5557 .0496 -.6500 .0649 
.7500 -.455C 0454 -.5212 .0196 -.5874 .0059 -.4819 .0008 
.9000 -. 371b -o03i4 -. 2578 -.0449 -.2121 -.0471 -.2226 -.0596 
.9500 -.2070 -.9577 -.1296 -.0497 -.1578 -.0557 -.1844 -.0789--
S.AT.. __-_TATIONAT.ION.. . ... __0 STATI-ON .. . STATION 
__ _ 
6 7 -8 
•.012 5 . . ... . . . ......... 
- C250 --. 1'613 .2520 -. 8528 _ .2203 -.9260 .1921 
.0500 -7773 ..,294U . . ,55 .2684 -. 9399 .2376 .- .4003 .2591 
1OOC ... 9._____ .29'6 -,8953 ,2738 __ -. 5 .2664 -.3929 .2511 
.1500 -,$5T5 .2735 -. 9061 .2632 -.8953 .2431 .... .22b1 
.22-J ..... 81W'4 -2366 -.9356 .1793 -.8294 2258 -.3827 .1828 
-. 94 -B .2043 -. 9467 - -.7316 .1835 ..... -.3584 .1328 
.4500 - - . 096 .12T36 . . . . a,915 . 1216 . . ... .... -. 6053"" .1312 -. 3382 *** -" 
.64.00 -. 949 .. 63-.8926 . 0620 -. 5592 .377 -,3066 -. 0853 
.7500 -- 6141 -. 0f0 2 -9257 -. 0184 -. 5992 -. ,719 -.2621 -. 1622 
.9000 -. 3r22 -.0722 -. 7564 -.1106 -.7556 -.1952 -.2736 -. 2522 
.5 00 -. 3037 -.1071 -. 6750 -. 1795
 
TABLE V1.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 






















LOWER -­ " 
----- sUrilcSUIAOESCESRAE SUREF A rELjy JFACE SURFACE,_S~AE_ 
.... C STATION STAT -__ TATION. _TAf _ ____- .... . . 
....... .,'0125 ..... -,75? .i792 -. 76t____ .141.3 -6366 .1820 -__.70 2 .1639 
*250 
.0500 























































.. 00 :41A.s181-602 .1760 -786 I64 -. 9837 1432 __ 





















6 STATION 7 -TAT___ 6 .TAT.. 
.G5. . .- 83 .. 2352 -. 9055 .1962 -.9790- __ _____ 
. *.....0 - .. .. ,3035 -92a5 .2730 -°__-.9013 .22cs -.4791 . 244 _ 
.1000 -. 5__l .33_77 -..9461 .2999 -,963C .Z859­
150 -. 835 332 -. 9499 .3067 
-8374 .266 .239 
.2254i _ . .3-0 5 1 ."2_ .2183 -666 .2625 -.4542 ......203 
.40 _9j Z048_ __.8____96__ _ --._ 1$895354g - 13..4 1 
... 3000 .. . ,25S ,2764- -.9736 -,6131 ,-2364 -.425t .1555 -­
.60 0 ". 921 .12 1 -. .1036. -.5187 .. 06. -.3659 -. 092 _" 
.7500--
.900C 
- 8-- 9 
"7 7 
.. 625B 
.5j33 ---. 4 .. _.- . 138_8 -7L626 -. 030600 -° 9 . -3138 --. -,65.2 
.4506 -. 7482 -. 1711 -. 7252 -.­ 01 
- .600-. 2tO~~. .23 -. 275 ..... ___ ...... .517 ... .6 - . ... 
07 











.... . .....• 2-. . 
.... ....._0_ 
....... -- .- 350701 
.. ... d,__00"-

















-. 017 "---.C433 .....-. 
7 
-. 1'1 -. 1796 
-. 2321 -. 24C7 
7 -. 0772 
.0154 .0199 








.071 - -. 0104 
-,037_ -. 0497 
0738 -CQA97 
- .1464 -. 1636 
-. 2014 -. 2212 
-2446---2631 









, ___ .0268 
-. 0004-. 0±29-.0271 
-. 0004 -.C129 
-. 03517 -,C48------.737­
-. 767 -. 833 
l_-118 -°1272 
-. 1797 -. 1979 
-. 2446 -. 2298 __ 













- - 519 __ .1E9So__ 
-.2136 -. 2327 




























.0C79 -. 3091 
...... *0079 -. 0313 
-. 0&i6 . 07 
- 0-.082-82 
-. 1474 -. 1636 
...-.1"61 _ .2b43 
-- -. 2498 :. 623 
8 
. .. -. 0869 -.0993 
.0284 .027 




-.0082 -. 0S4 
-,0600 -. 0 
-,±H2 -.1219 
3 ±0 
-. 1627 -. 1617 
-,1669 -
-;133-;i 7 
12 75 12 g6 
-.0712 . .0848 
- 1 - - .0360 






.034 -. 0399 
-.C428 C-.492 
-094 -070'*** 
-. c(34 -. 1008 
-. 1058 - 1261 
-,1144 -267 
-. 1128 -. 123" 
-. 0568 ---. 0643 




. . . 
.0175 . 0C24 
-. 0274 -. 0498 
-0776 _ -. 1104 
1c8? - -. 1335 
-.1080 *-*0 
-0738 -.0703-­
... 0059 '-.0197 -. 
. ..... 7Zf - 0729 -­
k.._ -- .­
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
CONF 	 NG ALPlA__AG 

.95 	 4 , . . . . . ..
- __... ..... . ... . 
- P CP CP p cp CP C 
.. .r-. -_.._U .. .... . PPFR LOHtP UPPER- LOWER . UOPER LO4CfR 
URF- -	 - SURFACE _SURFACE
-SURFACE 

-ON STA I 	 - SAION -, STATION - -­
-.- - ­
- -. 4331 ,505




.3829.2910 	 -°08___7 .. . . . 276_30--­
.C 2o ...... .3765 .- 200 	 -,38 
-.. .26$7 	 -. 3864 .2305 ----- "-.440q --.22 6 -­
-.5 . . . ."475 .291 91I 
-_.0 0 . . .3765 .?2364 -. 4066 . -253 -. 3915 .2646 -.4513' .1931 
.IOa _______.1A2 -365a- -. 1462 ____-.4Et45 ___ 1255­.934 .170 1_______-44 
.1500 -. 0654 .19 -.1564 ..1258 -.4 943 -. ...-. 06472 0875 .....5 

,S ... . _-1171I,f 	 _ .0750 ___ __52__o,278 _0___.602 .4?5 .02Z9+_ .- 22 

. .... 
.. . . ... -. 608 . . .. . .. -. 20 8 5 .0.27 - . . . .. .. - . 5 .15 
.400*4~# ___- Z~? -. C~1__________-.2840 __ -. 0737 -. 3275 -_.0837 
483 185­
-. 1432 -. 371 ,.219. - 262 -. 317 
.600i - -. 2322 .0 	 . -3t06 -.-t099 - 7.3 -. 
..75"4 	 *-. 4 ._ _ - .360B 
.0849 " U-b,U,1.r 	 .0794
.500 __ -,03 -. 3264 .1524 .0228 	
. .. . .. ... ......
.3 0 0 0 

-. 05 	 .... -. 00.l,5 -.0410 .013____.100 " -.154 -. .t25, 	 -.
-20365 S7AT-ON-- . _.18__. . ______,- .. ..7
sr.. °.io.
S__ A~ONT1 ___ ___ ___ 7T 	 N- --TT 
1 -. 6970 - .2047 -	 ­
.0250 -. . -15-	 605 
rlA41 .53?7 1 59 .7127 	 .:.74 9 -. 5il 6 .2317 
.1.., -. 510to IE8n 
..900 -. 5,64 2 .115') -5655 '- -- Q030-.7232 - - -- ­
.1500 r.5la6 __ G0662 -. 5 r_______ .0 _ _ -. 7149 .6'i11 .1?33 __
'F? 7 

.IL - -2"A 
- - .45aC- -. 3974- -f7 3 _____ -. ,159t -. J 361 -. 4121 . 
60 0D-.40 70 ___-..077 7 _ _____ -. 2 7 1 q . 4978 __ -. 4.tJ,' -2 -. 6t 12 
.1-2 .U36? ____ .l1 -. 0476 -3 60 6 -. 0361 
__ 	
-__ -. 0489_ _7.37?9 
~.0 946 -. f8qof a . 0484 022_ .0127 .1300 -. 0725 - .Z2AS 

.9500z0934 .0749 .0571 .9762 .
 
. ... . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . 
V) 
TABLE VL.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
- ThnNrrG HACH ALPdA 
_­
_ _ _ 
_ _ 
8.25 ..... 
_.95 -_ _ 
.. .3 

OP CP?.. CP CP ... _ CPCP OP CP 
U-JPPE LjWE3 UPPER LOWER UPPER IONER UPPER LONER 
-SURFACE SURFACE SURFCEUFAUSURFUE SUFAC SURFACE SURFACE 
_STATION
>/C STAT!ON STATION STATION 
-. 6670 .29C ___ 
-. 7070 .4004 .?7C'4 .34.33 -"o624R .3130.flI25 i " 
-. 6351 .32 5 -. 68'. .2929 
.. 0250 -. 731 -- 3950 -. 724 . 5±3 

--O-.73 % -71T9-- 3i1 -. 6485 .3105 -.690L .2861
 
w__ .2p2 -.- 6
-2± -.
.311 I_________.03.F2 me713LO -. 84?1 84.
*1500 -. 171± .2716 -*8a37 .24i3 -. 7730 .2 66 - 0.E . 
2186 -7275_ 931- -8555 ,i737 -. 8069 .1526
.2250 -. isL9 
-.8475 .._ 1 ..
.1507 -. A21 .t26
..- 745.1S4 -.1423 
,372t0451 -. 8568
.0955 -,038 .Q655 -. 5±83 
-. ;4500 
-.3317 -.0302 -.7829 -.0±67

.0241 -.383 -.0030
.7500 -. . 0356,60 -30074037 -. r4437 -,593 -,4450 -- 06C0 -- 6357 -. C369 
W -039 .05r'.Y346 ­
.063 .63S7 18 
.9000G -. 3 7 .~4 .& Y-'03350 












-:8764 .2356 ___-._5--2443 
.- 0,e - -.. 6__-__55.8357 a.410 
.1000 -. 3.... .2 59 -. 8348. *'12 ',.8g9 .2330 -. 4397 .221g78.  
1OC ... 78 17 -,fl60---,.18365 ---- 196... . 04
 
-4586 .13 ______ -6213f .iS 312 
--
?29d - .139t __ 
--. 
-379 39'.S a74452 14278
-. 84 35_____W43 -w.9; 8 C 0 5IO 

.4500 . 8... - - 0 3(17q38 0037
 
.3004 6 0S . 0 7 (f 




-. 014 -65qy-- . 239.
.6000 .. -. , 8 











-. " s4---:...... .... ............ -.210...........
 ... 04 . . . . . .  O -
c4±E4 .. .zt ...90.. S 9 o .T. .. 
























. . . .. 
STATION1 STATION2 - STATION3 -STATION 4 
.........0125 - ,9561 
__ .05.025C  -. 9743 
...050 . 1 
......±j -1,.435 
.1500, . . .9 




.... 7500 . -.. 2 - r 






































- 873 .358 
-.8867 .3744 




-1.C 824 1490 
-. 8604 .0422 
-. 050 -0030 
-. 2209 -. c225 
-.02±4 .0075 
-,8566 .2430 
8 843 .3 476
-,88____-- ,3_76 
Fs9 1 ___. .32249043 .3C3§ 
-.9471 . 250 
-1.0069 .2131 
-1.030 -. 1350 
-1.0987 0639 
-1.11901 D46 
-. 5784 -. 0c59 
-.3848 -aOOil 

































































































- -- -- - --- --- 
---- --- 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
. ...- : __ - t.,O 
_________________ 
(c)Continued 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ALPHA____ 
16.53. 
. 
____ C P LOWR 
. . . .ppAp Lflt* I -




EI?5_ I a2 
_____2____-- 4 --­
_______ -. 07 6 .3769_______qz.i5 -I . 14 ZJ 449& . 792-
.____ ....2- ____--_ 
-1.1335 .44.2
* --
-­r2 -- .5423 Z1.L099 .4756 
-
-- - -1.2$t 
__ .,326 
-1467 44 
.-90... S 91 .49-2 6-* 1 
22 51 1-t.o________- 2.42Co "42_________
s-1if177 .4479 
-1244 7 --
.300e -. M .04__ c8~ 
________ i.64 
___ 5q________ 





_ .3Da __ 








; fS . 0 4­23- -­6 5 
-1.0323 .36Lh 
1.4C345 -. 4266 
- - .9t. 













SZRACE ''SU FACE 
TATT10 
33. 0 __ .2234 C 
-1.026e -. 32,7 
-1.0396 .3751 
.3845 
-1702 - C 





-. 9767 -. 051 9 
-







-1, -i 7 
--------.1 ' 












































TABLE V1.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
CoNFTG MACH- ALPHA-" 


















SqJqFACE. SURFACE SRJ FACE SUR FACE - SURFACE SURFACE . . SURFACE---SURFACE 
x-/C STATION 
S2 
STATION STATIoN .... 
3 


















































-.1463 - -. 1563 
-. 2292 
'_ .600 ~1502 1713 2.-. 013 -. ±61 -.2375 -.2273 -.1812 -. 2660 
.7500 -.2221 - -. 2341 -.21'± -.2523 -.1307 -.1355 -,1166 __-.1041­
.900C -.0670 -.0792 -.0203 -.0174 .0031 .0068 .0187 .0177 
.9500 oG154 .0534 .0569 .0696._ .0722 .0805 . 838 
STATION--- - STATION STATION ______ STATION 
5 6 7 8 
.0125 _________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 





0 --.12 -0 





-. 3600 -. 0646 
-.3q62---'.,1±43 
-;12.3 -. 1399 
-. 1338 -0 
-287 
0-.047 0280 
-. 0421 -.. 518 
-,C63--0841









-. 1091 .... 
.3000 -. 1836 . 1976 -.1269 -. 14 -. 1058 -. 129 -110 -132 
.450C -. 2114 -. 2583 -,___"o_ -lOG. . 
.6000 -. 1461 - .1264 -. 1263 -.1303 -. 1144 -. 1210 -. 0738 -. 0720 
.7500 -. 0998 -. O99 - -. 0776 -. 0835 -. r607 --. 0665 -. 0059 -. 0200 
.900 .0252 .,0280 .0317 0370 ,0455.. 470 .0 734 .0713 
.....--­9500 .081 .0803 .818 .0931 
.... .i _ . . . . ..- . . . .. . . .. . . . ... .. . :a 
A
 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
......... CONFIC HACH ACPIA 
4 .95 4.33 
CP CP _cP cP CP cP CP __ CP _ 
---.------ .... 





X/C STATION STATION STATIONSTO 
±2 3 4 
.. .-. 1815 .30 -t1847 32274 -5 -.3398 .2G89 
.0250 -. 1644 .2679 -. 2026 .2281 -.2649 .1924 -3465 .1780 
0500 -,0315 .2092 -1239 ,i8j4 -246 7- 147 7. -. 3733 ,433 
g1000 f 1OOSI669 -197 .1292 -.1009 0967 -.3094 .0888 
.1500 -U004 .1264 -0440 .08065 -.i047 ,0633" -.1760 .0556 
.2250 -. 02qO .0789 -. 0916 .0425 -.1527 .0199 -. 2026 0059 
.3000 _-.0539 0371 -,1265 001-75 .-. 2483'---:.0299 
.4500 _ _ -.0379 -.2058 -. 0696 -.2601 -. )868 -.3129 -.0913 
.6000 -1984 -.0971 -. 2768 -.1217 -.3215 -.1268 -. 3711 -.1131 
.7500 -.3017 -.1,396 -. 331 -.1425 -3199 -;1179 -.1786 -0827 
... 9000 ,1409 .. 08 -0354.-.40± ;006 -,G±04 .0326 .0040 
.. ..9500- 0Q53 -.0216 .0472 * 0250 .0686 .050Z .0B.5-3--0553 
...... . --- .. STATION. STATION ....... __ STATION" TTO 
- -6 7 8 
.250---------- -. 4600 .1774 -95 1 " ___; -,6651 ,19_ 
.0500 -,46i3 .. 357 -. 5377 .1444 -. 6775 .1676 -4993 "230 
.,1000 ... . ,5&67 .0925 -.5275 .0947 -.6977 .1393 -.4904 - .1671 
.15 00 ;4405 .046t -. 5366 fl-b ~ 7009 - .6909 - - . * -. 1.22q 
.2250 -. 2814 .0027 -. 5496 .0155 -. 6823 .0562 -. 4673 .0723 
.300c -. 2850 -. 2364 -. 5377$ # -e6049 .0264 -.4673 .0162 
.450C -. 3544 -.0764 -,.398 -3389 -a43 -8042±005 -.4944 -. 
.6000 -.3649 -.0774 -.1279 -. 0540 -. 1493 -.0421 -. 4945 -. 0594 
.7500 -. G712 -. 0588 -. 0613 -. 0469 .G21 -.0437 -2530 -.6236 
q .0413 ,0146 .05"1 d,252 0734-- .I0383 -0111 .0466 
.9500 . .0814 .0543 ,J949 .0739 
_________ ____________ 
_ _ _ 
__ _ _ _ 
TABLE Vl.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
CONFIG t4NCH 	 ALPA 4 	 .55 a*66 
OPP 	 CP CP .. ... . . ... CP CPOP .. .. . 
UP"-R LO["R ___..______-_-_1j5cPER....1oR ___________--._ UPPER .... LOW.ER UPPER . LONER 
_SURFACE URFACE SUPFACE.SURFACE SUPRFACE SUPFACE SURFACE -SURFACE---­
-- -	
-TATION­~~ 	 TU 
............,0125 A132 -. 32 0.3991 .2655 -. ±18 _.2550 -5183 ,2340 
.-- ,0250 _- _ -.4051 _ .2576 .2490___ ?0 e .261 	 -. 4±76___ -. 5311____ 
-. 4368 .237Z -. 5464 ... 24 
- _ .050. - -. 4723 .2413 	 -.4186 .2299 
.205 	 -.5061 2044 -. ts03 .2056 
. ...0 --. n.1747 .2091 	 -.4342 
.175g 	 .6?23 .1779'____ 
_______.__ 
.1 . -F,i0 9j_5S B 	 Ri.4t 11 
..... 2250 -a0M4 .1489 	 - 0 (G890 ,34 -. 2699 .1349 -.- 755.. 32 
.1590 030 -.1795 C0969 -. 5630 .0976 
.45CC _____ .0594 -. 2616 .J19 -3163 .03a7 -. 243 .0294 
.6000c -.245C .aa 2 -. 34A9 -.C139 -.3914 -. 324 -,4214 -. 0216­
.7500 -73580 -. 0440 -. 4±50 -. 0593 -. 4588 -. 0584 -. 3645 -. 0393 
•.3000 , 83 116r 
.go -. 2469 -. fl743 -. 1200 -;b55z 	 -. 0388 -. 0261 -. O815 -. 2066 
E0522 .03±2S.950C -.0932 -.0631 -. 0123 -. 0187 	 .0235 U0138 
STATION 	 STATION STATION STATION 
--. °0250__ ____ -. 3 .... -. T524 Z1-9$ -,Ri7 .2090 
.... =______ .219.538± __ 25__ - -­.... ...•CS . .16494 315R 	 .7 706 ___ 2270 -. 553± 
ia o__ .644_ ,? G8 - 7TQ6 - s8a 	 -.5720 22C9 -.5C81 .2266.1000 .
 
.1500 -. 7322 .1722 -. 77q9 IR15 -.8666 .i818 .1943 ____°__
 
.120 	 '-.9045 .1116 - 563 -_i . 57- 38 0..., 1 _5,1-c3250 -_ .60in 
--. 
­
30O00 -6 4 3 .09 .49 *~ 	 .22___.1254 -___ -. 4019 .0979 
.4500 -. 6218 . .0..9 _ _ -.9021 .0508 -. 0 6 .0844 "-.3603 ** ' 
azaa -. 3088 -. 0501
.,6007 :.4630 -. O_3 -. ',052 .0139 -.7994 
.75 C -. 1310 -. 0187 -. 4988 -. 000 -. 8579 -. 0127 -,746 ---. o089 
.040C Oi55 .02±0 .0386 -. 7028 -4f20 -. 4140 -.1754.900C 
.1042 .0790










- P Gr Co0P cP cF_ CP CP 
.. .. UPPE p . L O wR UP P L OWE P U PPE R .. . LO NE R UP PE R LOW ER _ 
-­ ....-- ---_-SUPFAC SbRFAC SURFACESUPFACE SURFACE SUPFACE SURFACE SURFACE 
X/C 
_ _ _ 
TTffN1__ ,, STATION2 STATION34 STATION 
1.C25 4.7534 .3231 -. 9581 . 2055 -.6587 .2262 -.7O4 ot99 _ 





































-. 63 2 











































_ 2 6 














. . . ... . . . 
STATISTATTATION 
. . . .. . . . . .7 .. .. _ _ _--
STATION 
.0500 -. 90 .~5________-.8932 .2605 ________-.9540 .2259 .w ISA" 
.1900 















.2Zzo . -.1C46 .2297 -.9277 .1784 -.9209 .2201 -. 4 15 -3 .1688 
.4560 



































* ,* ' 
-. 069?-­
-. 1450 
_. -. 0245 -. 8 041 -. 64,. -- ___- ... . .. -.-­
.95a -r.2069 --. 0415 -. 53l64 -. 1383 





TABLE V1.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
17.36CONF4 IG9 
CP_......__ CPCp 	 cP CP cp 
--	
UPEROWER0~E~UPE 
UPPFP.. .OWER UPPFR---LOIPPERP - -SUPFACE LORER 	 SURACE 
-STATION .X. ----. 	 X T fON STATION 
.0t25 _ -.9414 .3698 -1.563_-.8906 	 .1751 .8851 .146 
.S3 .26
.0Z~0 .004 -.3733 _________..24F,7- _.2624-	 -_______ _86 .2F28... 
....- 0o_ -±g8 	 -. .3173 - 62 .31151 0O98b_._... O 	 869B 
.3112 -1.317 .3010 	 -1.2193 .3252 -1.0095 _ ._3310
 
. .. 150C_ _ -.8247 
--.. ZRO -. 6 5±"____.?qC5 -.965± .2%2 -1.1099 ___.30(3 	 -.9638 .3077 __.
"0 -. 3467 ".765 
-.3506 .2794 .. 973-- ,282- -.9564 .2832 
____.5.3_____7 .2-3,69 -42A .2-0'.5 .2229 -E.0495 .22.S7 
.6000 -. 430_ U R69 -.4881 .1659 -. 6070 .1161 -. 9357 .t432 
.7500 -. 5274 .1228 -. 5859 o59 -. 65020 f73 -. 8139 9.074 
.... .G23 -4537 .0234 -. 3362 -.cfl -. 2508 -. C2 -. 3570 f0267­
-2923 -. 0633
-. 2173 -.0497 	 -. 1926 -. C478
.9500 -.3020 -. f340 





.... . ,250 . . .. -3 8 .2206 -. 9481 1822 -. 9973 
- 0 3-- .s"__ -. 5479 -. Z459___
.~9
-- s~~~ ~~~~~~~~ .c6 .r . ±2 1 ______ 
- .QC0-.97! 326 ~ 42 .2398 _______-.99J 	 '.2S60 ______-52"__.2431____ 
-. 9929 ..SO55 	 -. 92g9.2796-.43
.1500 -. A1 .222 
-. 7996 T.658 	 -4919 .2104 
____ .2250 -:a223 .9Iq -t.3188 	 .2238 

4F -.73 .2415 4____51___- ­. ~3 .1 E
-_.3000..... 0424 .270 .06 	 -. 43889---_________ 	 .060-16:&6 	 .180 
.. 50 
-
-1962± .95d -.698 
... .6300 -1.2C24 .1319 -. 8240 .1200 597-,3 .3962 -
,0 16.. . 500 . .t1599 .. .?03 6 
.3 093 	 -. 567 .0345 -4f$3 16 2 .. 
.7500 - -. 9391 - 64q6 
-- - "	.qaOG -. 7±2n .... ......-.. 76 -... fq -.7590- .16,b8± -. 3847 -.2700 























TABLE VI.-TEST DATA P, 
(c)Continued 
CONF 7ATr .. .... ALPHA 
rP CR . Cr CR CP CP CIP 
LIPPFP LflWF . UPPER LOW1FP UPPER LOWFR UPPER LOWER 
CIJPFtICF - iFPF .... :- SURFACE SIIRFACF SURFACE SORFACR SURFACE SURFACE 















.1q17 .1-n .1A76 .774 .o6" .nl7t .06 -,n9c; 
IT16 7 .051c; 61000.03c$I .0)S9 -. oor'3 -. 6p76 -. f15 
*2fl47 
-.f)6A4 
. n178 -. !17R 
-- jq 
.tD02I11 -,n__.45  
0-11; 




-. 0649 noS,14 
-. 017 
- . r77 
-. 05 
117 -. 11 0 
-. 074? 

















74? -0 ,.o1.... .. . 6?- .0031 nnl03 .Q146 .017? 
.01 9 .017A... -. O-o74 - .0578 .06Q2 qo695 .0790 nA04 
q.FTO 'TATId1N __ STATION STATION 
6 7a 
.0211 -. D]40 .00c_____-OP -03------- .01 7$ .0128 
.01ta .-. fl269 -. 4)467 ___-.Q716 -.0'Iq0 -.oiQ7 Aq~?4 DI0136­
-*0571 -. n740 -0 949 - -. 1070 _.nil? -.066A9 .0761 -. 0490 
- , nn 775------ - .1241 -36 -. OA12 -. 0704 -. "25 -11 ? 
,700-.~Al .02;-- -- -033 -.01-1 00 -.0213 -.0069 
n0?q4 .02?93 .() ,in91 .0418 -t n417 .0453 .0658 n1701 
761 n.083 - .089? *08k4q 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(c Continued 

























X/C sTATIO 1 













-]?P,70 P?4_7 -0-35?I 
.0 STAn Iqgp 




-.p36, .AQl -­ "-_ 
-of. ?77) -. 14? 
-. 4S4 -.20 nlP 
.. 0Q4 -.0666 
-
P42f17Q -. qq 0sa4 .11.1-1-A6 
.1117 
-­ _-0 4 .. .0314 .. 
;0pi-7 .:r12: 
-. 0934 
.. -. 116n 
-.?92 -.1?87-
-. 046? . .( 03 































































































































TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
cONiF TSACH ALPHA 
cP cp . CP (p -- P p cP CP 
tJPPFP LnWF* IIPPFP LnWFP IJPPFR Lw P IPPER LOWER 
SUPFACF suJPFfrF SURFACE - URFACF SURFACE StIPFACE SURFACE SUPFACF 
XIC 
... .. . 
qTATtIN











.0125 - O3oA460. oIoq -_.013? ... .1414 .0706 -.1316 .06011 
0.n.11; .1601 ___ __ .06.4c .166? _ _.IOP? .0 07------ -. 16,0o _ .4Pk 
.OSPO PIhk .14PA .0617 I~r6.0601 -.01 4 -.?fl? Oir5? 











-0 P16 __ __. 
-. 077 























7r -. 15?0 -. A4flq -__.4404 -.0341 -. s50SS -.0349~.50 -. 0A'66 
f)no -01 A -0 ?17 .1p A- -. O104 -. 0609 -.0207 -(. 950 a)?14 
.95o0 -.0911 -. 0217 -.O??? *003S -*flf4C .0015 -. 0101 -. 0033 
STATION STATTON - fATI0OJ STAYTON 
6 7 S 
o01P 






















































.goon n.2F -.. 0296 _ -.0014 _.5F60Ic -.05,30 -. 4121 -. 1691oco 

.Q,500) OOAP .016? -.OP29 ..017? 
TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(c)Continued' 








































-.0161 *IO4 --- ---- ?014 .p3 
- --.067.A?7~.17c;3 - .P6(7 -----o"-.01? - f P3" .1300 -.1001 
-..04 .?O . .048- -.0303 -
.IO.n4 .20 0P _-.0,0?
.0027 - .0103 . . . . ... . n314 ..-. 007? 
- .02o0 .(0430 .. . . 1164 .0410 
-0775 .0716 -.2417 " D.1050 
-. 240p 3714 13S8 __ 
-.3611, 40Co-. 504 .1086 
-.4 36 .A713 - .260- .053A 
- *3S44 .OC9---------- .. -.1669 .0032 
































a.0?45- ,816) .786 
.A3QO --. ?77 -





























-.014n .147 .. 






























































TABLE Vi.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 































































-. iPf6 _ 
.3436 
.1 
.4S24 ___93 __ 
q0-71gI 
-. 30-3 































































































































































































































































































































-. O7P6 -w.1030 
-.1?]& -. 1163 
-.176 .-44 
-.P024 
-. ;6?;,1 P -. 
-";.'1P14 .1??P 
-.0917 .......... 031 
.0307 .0148--
.AA27 -. 028 -

















































TABLE V1.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
































































- ,1-6 .11P7 
.14A3 .AP0Q 
2.071--
,672 -'-;0 77 















- .13 5 
. nn 








































































___ _ .6021 
-. 6104-






























































































-- - .ATIn 
. . . .. 
STATION 


































































































































































































TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued. 


























X/C STATION STATION STATION STATION 
3 4 
.nl2 


































.930 -1 .0? 
.?73? -1.O73 
._*IPre---------1.1490




































STATION STATION STATION STATION 



























































-. SSRR -. 
OsR 7 
1673 
.qv -.94fl"433 -.. .n 5-. 6 G -­ 1IPO -.9SPg -.1o95 -.S527 -. PR03 
-. 823 -. l04?.634 269-.

TABLE Vl.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued, 
CONFIG -M ACH ALPHA 
.. "16.53 
CP CP . P CP CP CP CP CP 
IjPPFR LOWFP UPPFR LOWFP UPPER LOWFP UPPFR LOWER 
. .uFACr SIPFACF -SURFACE .IRFACE' .UPFACF SIPFACE SURFACE SURFACF 
X/C STATION . . .STATION STATION STATION 





.736 .t-3 .4294 
° 










*On50 -I1.r4? f,00 -1.094 rOP -1.0539 .4364 -I.0A14 .376P 
.100- -,7?0 ........ -1nP?67 ... .4RS -1.Aq36 .4370 -1.0oq2 .3A36 
.100 -1.?04 C,?)4 -1.?072 .4601 -1.1410 .4163 -1.oA0 3 .1778 
.pp;o -. A7;p .740 -IP07 .4167 -1.;?1 01746 .1.11S343? 



















*7-Oo -,r084, .1134 .-6470 .111 -1.03R6 .0794 -.9R71 .oAS3 
.qo(O -.444 A14A . .. 3435 -. 000 -.494] -.00?! -O859 -.0102 
.9500 -.336; -.0447 . . 34 -. 0428 -. 3633 -. 02O -. 8263 -.0702 
STATION qTATION STATION STATION 
. . .6 7 8 
.01295 
.-. 0Ro3 P10 ....... . 063 .P41A -.6QPP .POP4 
.000 --1.10P .?Q77 -1?P907 . P .. 6AP9 .?704 -.460? .7470 














.3000 -1.1p6l ,pll . P627 -.6159 .?41q -.4058 .14P9 
.4c00 - -1.0-;74 -- P14q _____ 869 109l~4 -.9779 .1AA1 .0508 
.6000 -.Q774 .I316 -.7119 .127 -. r51A5 .07A7 -.4016 -. 0600 
.7500 -. A766 -I.5 .6 ... IP01 - -.5305 -. 0408 -.4288 -. 1421 
,9000 -,8766 -.0A11 ... 49 -,.104 -.5609 -. 136 -.43(4 -?174 
-0 "-.86? 
A 
. . ...... ........ . . .. ...... - TABLE VI.- TEST DATA .. . .. .. 
(c)Continued 
.. - " CONFIG MACH- - ALPHA 



















XIC . . . . STATION STATION -- STATION 0 
. • o-- "--"--------------"--.-." -
-d5-1 .i9-il .1277 
.11rQ) c0qz6 .0')80 
* ***.. *.. ,C429 
, oz0 . . ...-0. 5 -- -, 0 . . . ... 
?5) -
3.0 -C.......-, .09 183:. .6...... 


































































.089 . . 
.1256 
. 


















0:1j. 166 -.02A9 
.0669 -70?2 
-Ki16? -.1101 
-. 157. -. 1620 
-. 227A -.231--
-. 2928 -.3105 
- .3715 -. 3p61-
.0 13 .0167 
:091-aT967 
.....028 
.0366 - 0 1. . . 8 
-.­01 6---- 0466 . . - -. C666 
--. 1082 . 100" -. 12±0 
".12'--.183 -1495--.1582 
. -. 1?4 - -.. 816 . -. 2 01 
....... -. 2590 . 2637 -. 2817 
-... 3259..... 3246' . . 
---- - -.­ 3876 - -.404--........ .3777 















. . .........- STATION ... -.... . STAT ION STATION 






























-. 1146 -. 1470 
-,52 -.043 
-.2026 -. 2461 
-. 2545 -. ?o79 
-. 3361 -. 3LC" 
3.A385-. 3846 























TABLE VI. -TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
COPI -G mACH 	 AL P. 
7 	 .95 8.6C 
cP CP CP CP cP CP
 
IJP FV LOWR .jPPFR tO*I- . UPPEP LOWFR
 
SURFACE SU'FACE SUIFACE SIJPFACE SUFFaCE SURFACF
 
.. _ 
_ - X/^_... . .. STATON .. . . . ... . STAfIO1 	 STATION 
± 	 2 3 
.51040?- - . . "50 - 792 ..-. 8568 .4616 
--. 8760- .. 1 -.9667 .4323 -. 8629 .4190 
.1.04 . . . ** . .3869 -. 9163 .3570 .885 9 .3535 
i Oa _ -.8%72 .1251 -. 9285 .3c86 -. 1: .?920 
-.9 _ -0 .2467 - .9466 .2 37 
-. .20059 
.3.0C -.2113 .19-7 -.6190 .1772 ....... -.9275 .1666 
-.4314Sn4 ".3865 ---. 6168 . t081 
.6;0: -4530 .0.-" . -.4533 -.0069 -.3745 -.0209 
.7-'V -.520. -.9717 -.5431 -. 0852 -.5297 -.0961 
9,0O -.233. -.0903 -.21G3 -.0685 -.11-0 -.0435 
.1:30 -.0320 - °0265 .316 .C91 .0419 
.225. ..... . .
 
-.0368 -----­
0262 .0±13 .G904 .0569 j293 V)81 
STATION 	 STATION - ... STATION 
-	 6 
.0250 -. bt .409. .. .... _._ 
.0,r, -. 8744 .4c39 -.8333 .T838 .. . .973 .3693 
.1.OC -.8153 .3315 -.872q .3180 .... .....-- 9452 .3052 
. 150C -. 905. .2789 -. 9332 .2516 - -. 9625 .2459 
.225? 1 .2113 9-4 -- .1913........-.9265 	 9395-

1 	. -.9,93 .1577 -. 9455 .1387 -. 9396 .1352 
-.9179 .C547 -. 9648 - .0C457 - -. 9375 .0393 
-.864 -.0340 -. 9513 -. 037G *. -. 0457 
.7533 --. 4855 -.1022 -.781o -.0973 -. 69c7 -.10'. 
.903 - C784 -.0394 -.4002 -.0665 .893 -.1288 "" 
.975: 
STATION STATION ____STATION . ..... 
7 8 9 _ 
__0253 87- 3 
.t-o -. 8559 .2059 - -. 7118 .898 - - -. 5869 .2539 













-. 6665 .... -5941 .0131 _______ -. 5 59 -.1188 
.600 .l6125 -­008 -. 5258 -.2032 
.7500 -. 5.91O. -. 1349 ... .-- ----. 1971 --.4809 -.2529 
• 97; 4966 - 19± OF -- -. 4700 -;2423-- _-42,7i -. 2452 
..  . . . . TABLE V1.- TEST DATA . 
. . ...... -(c) Continued - -
ONF 0--mAH ALPHA 
7 .12.82 
CP 









SLJ.RACE SLRFACI SIJRF AC U 'F4CE SUIF AC SURrAC5 
__________STATION STATIONM 
." 0-1.1220 .6175 _-. 78 .Yt-1.cflO .5Z65 
•32; -1.1153 .577? -1.i1A .5370 1.0'Th .5064 
.. : -..... .51C2 
-. 1675 .4774 




- ± .2350--.46.7---------107171 
2104 .1?64 










- -2- _ 
•,,. -. 4)33 .2i,1 -. 743c)- .1967 -1.±o6 .LU3 . 
.:691 -. 5263 .1)96 -. 565 .1032 -. 793 .015 
,
c .0. 























. - 10714 . 64 
T.N.4 -o. 
19 4 .31 
-I. 6 .1793470 



















. .. . 
.,COO - -. 7343 .4E75 -. 6863 .061i .-.AS. .44.--------99 
-00 
.- O -­l____--_______.-. 6849 .202 .....__._____... -.6723 - .406------------.....6322 -..­ 11 .69.0479 
.220---.. 6 91325 __0_03 -. 882. 3.123 -. 6175 - .1417 
.4I-1666 5941 .13-.16 
-. .58 - - -. 6766 .144 
.1001 -. 6134 .06 -. 6763 sfi1l -­ .316t 
tsloj -. 6469 -. 020 - -. 467 -. 3226 
-. 2t..-. f 
____ _________-.631 
-.006 -. 5165 .1259 61.59 -. 1 6h 
.5 -.659478 -;a -I23 - C ) -.9-57 - .0375­
. 9 75­.2 
----------­a~ -. b--
6-
' . 4 05 
-­
3 6 - Z 1 
STATIONST~tION.2706O 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(c)Continued 
CONFIG HACH ALPHA 
7 .95 16.99 
rCP .. 











SURFACE SUPFACE SURFACE SURFACE --- SURFACE SURFACE 
X/C -. STATION .. TIONION . . . .. STATION 











.Co? 0 ' 
.5831 
.5538 




5 64 . 
.4-99 
3226 .. .. 
-L.15 6 





















• o 3 -5 75 -.C171 -6547 -. 0346 -.7?6 --. 674 
3753 -. 3713 -.0Q74--------- -. 4192 -. 1207 ....... 665 -56C 
STATION STATION .STATION 
4 5 6 
.325 -. 9383 .5!6 .59---­
.3503 -.9799 .5531 -. 7--2 .517Z ---­ 71?2 .4829 







































.7500 -.7936 .0582 -.726-....'-09- -.7543 .0214 
.9.0
.35£00' 7- 54 -. °7293 -.0699 -. itI -. 7585 "- -. 08 . 7r4Vt-'----7 z "b;725--- Z'.7364 -. ±06r-Bf.... .. 
.975. 
......- STATION .......... STATT N - STA'ION -.- -
. -.. -.. 8 . . .. 9 _ 
.0vo:-------- -.­ 7572 - .4495 -. 7322 .14--
-- -
.1631 















.4"62 -. 7335 ....... -69q5 .L740 -6688 .0268 
.7200 -.7121 - -. G033 -. 6542 -.3723. -6737 -.1839 
.9co- ... .--.728 - .16 -,6313, .1740 - "-- -. 658o "-.2 
•9759 




_ _- . ' _ -
. 
. 7 _" ' .. . . _ . ' . 
















































-,0312 -. 0439 
-. 0792 -. 0P33 
-.19T -. 1606 
-. 1"05 -.2193 













































































































































































































.0250 -.8574 .5167 

.0900 -. 8644 .4622 

.1000 .o.o. .3917 

.1S00 -. 8916 .3362 

,?250 -.1847 .2705 

:3000 -. 2864 .2093 

.4500 -.4227 .109U 
.6000 -.4422 .0330 

.7500 -o4Q30 -.0183 

.9000 .0210 .0206 

.9500 .0956 .0681 






.0250 -. 8721 .4469 

.0500 -.8778 .4127 

.1000 -. 8906 .3445 

.1'00 -. 9105 .2964 

.2250 -.9405 .2310 

.3000 -. 9540 .1701 

.4500 -.9396 .0859 

.6000 -.7943 .0088 

.7500 -.0936 -. 0321 

.9000 -.0254 -. 0053 











.0500 -.7240 .3856 

.1000 -.6974 .3253 

.1500 -.6785 .2776 

• ?-0 -.6475 .1291 

.3000 -.6126 .1618 

.'00 -.5383 .oo** 

.C000 -.4890 -. 0085 

.7500 -.4304 -. 0915 



























































-. 9467 .1h79 

-. 9195 .0803 

-. 7867 .0082 

-. 4724 -. 0380 

-. 3568 -. 0437 









-. 5684 .3154 

-. 5594 .2641 

-. 5354 .2048 

-. 5207 .1467 

-. 4864 .0518 

-.43i2 -. 0495 

-.3853 -. 1527 

























































-.4816 -. 05,9 
-. 4080 -. 1085 













-. 3578 -. 0662
 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
-(d)Mach 1.03 
"- ALP A .....-. . ... 






CP CPP CP .O  
- --
.. PPER .. LOWERUPPER LOWERUPLOWE.....

.UPPFR - LOWER . . ... - -- -URFAE'SURFACE SURZFACESURFE'-- URFAE-" 

. . . .
SURFACE-URFAG8 

STATIONSTATIONSTATION.X/d STATION 14 
.

.iO - .02 
- .C 95 .




. 13L7 G . .. 0 -- CZ47oz5 - .0C,515 .467 
. 
.0927 . . 5.. i 
. SO0 ____ -- ,1 3 . 14 - -.0039 -.G247.-- -
.0143- .0036 
]b58 .0467 - .0375 .C448 -.0486 
..00C 1176 --. 017t -.0206 
-----
0128 .60% 
•1U0 .. .0t7 ' .JO __ 
-. c5 - -. fi2 .. 856 -7 . 
- . .35 .0275;03O725-
-_ -.O1t3 .C?47 " -.0547 -.0T04 ..... . -.0923 -. 1000 -. i2 i -. !350 







-.2753 -.Z897 -. 2918 --
-. 26 4 

- - .7O - . -.2076 - -.2150 .. . .. 






S AT O ­
. . . 



















. . ,728i G147 
- ------
' -.2.026 -....937 ­5C" - -.- iSOB
. 50 G.0i23 . . 59 .7.04 -.1130 ~ 3-----
--"-1l47 

.... lOO ... . "03.8------ 046 . .... -.0676 











250- 1~24--'13 4 6----_. 
.igi9 -- ...... 9 "- .477 -.2119 
-.2244 
. .. 





-. 4500- - .22F -. 2355"" 
-. 22 ----- 393- 3127-- -. 3±14 -. 3486 298 -2932 -. 325- . - .0320 ........... . 0039 

-- .0CC - .i15i . 1819 
-- ; 34E2 -'3030 ---. 3522.
 
..... •500 ;. 3398 
. 1323 - .1542701 U . - .058 - . ... 
. . - 3 .. 0357 .
.9000-... .. 













CONFIG 4.07 . ... . 
- - . ..-- - .. . .O 







X/C STATION .... .S TON 3 - -- - - 42 
__ 
__ 1- __ 
4002 -. 2707
- .2909 -. 
.-. 





.614 " .2639 . ­
-. 3190 .2796 -.4154 - .2c88 
-. 2598 ...2951 - " .2228 ­







-. 344 . 163594
 





- 124 -.4062 -5- . ­78----- .1421

-1.13----------
150C . ...-- C571 - 162 --- 432






.225C -. 0426- .1203 
-. 2688 - ' .0060 .20 71
-.1914 

. . ... 
-. 15417 0492 
-.2936 -.0785
-. 1 59 .0855 - - - - -. 0540300 . 2±80 C253 .25 -. 36 -. 505
.00966 -
-. 2751 .3 -. ±"-,130.4500 -. 0570.600 -- 2G52 

..-. 3874 -. 2±62 
-.3228 .. 5 33664 -. 1876 ... 
. . .-- !825"-.1245700 0359 - "-.B860 - ...i974.... -. 
- 748.57----

.95G -;3337 ...- '.1816 
-- 0-O 6 Y---±6. .44---.--..-______.... .444O0574
071658 .69C_
.9500 . 
" STATION -.......... STATION .
 
-
STATION -......... STATION" 
6 " ­" 7
 012 -- 5 

-. 6103 .16215392 . 1926 
. 25 -. 4570 .216 
. . -. 6596 - .1980
-.6252 .IZ68 .
 





.- -. 6294 .0926
-.4860 .0944 -... .
.1255 " " 





.0725 .... .. .----. 4707 -... .0528 . 
... .. .1500 "-.4A± 
-. 6399 .092114
.022 ...
--. 4749- -. i4
.2250 .. . . --. 14b53 
-.0263 -. 6031 -. 03590 9 
-. 5595
"-.4782 -. 5105 j*4**
.3- 4139 -. 0296 . -.4845 -.0721
L6 ..- .....- -.4677 -. 1215---------S.3 CO - -.43557 -. 
-. 377 -.1523
 
-.1616 -.4160 -.1274 

- -
.600 . -.39 0 -. 16uO -. 4576 
-. 2538 -. 13281146 - ------. -. 1450 "-.0643 
.. ....--. 2756 -.
.411 "- 2325
....- .750C -. 0119 
-. 
103------. .0232- -. 0517 -" -. 102592 









. . . . 
.. . . .. .
. ... .. 
. . .. . 
.. 

TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
ALP ....CO FIG...A 
15 r 08. c . ..- - --
UPPE.._____ LOPPER - UPPER--OCWER TJPEC-LOW£R UPPER~~- LOWER 
SURFA 0E -SURFACE SURFA CrSURFACESURFAC'--SURFAC _ SIJACCSURrACt 
STATIONXIC S~ 4TVON -STATt 0t -.... 
_'-'-'-.s4 -.6± 2 .3090 .... 
.O-5-C -575 . .4265 . . -;s80s.. . 383± -.5g30 . .3557 -633 ... 3259 
....o - -.6455 . ..3744 -,.92f. .-350_ -. 6O85 - ;34n8 - -. 63E - .3226--­
. 0125. . -.5628 ...,4396 .. ... . ..:-56d --;3780 _ -2_ 6 2 ­
5 7 '-. sr-- ,3iG4 --. ~4zr-.q3s .6Z .2825 -­9~__ .3387 
-----. 15.i..... --.. 99 ........... -. 7iU3 ---. 2706 -. 674E- - .2563 -'668t - -- .2497 . . 
.2250-. 1413---47q .6013 'T225 -723 -- ,-2134 -.704---;19394 
75 ...-. ­S.3000. -. 1,64 L21±0 'X l-.±3Ah -.7085 g178 7Z2 .1625 
*4500 ..... ±369 "-.2479 .... .113 -.4345 -.. 952 -711 '- .0857 . . 
; 049 - r+6342 --- ....140±84 . . 
. . .. 
-. 3336-.05, -.3305 --. 0313 -.4966 -. 0516 
6. ..0 . . . 261J .... 0708 -.2959 - .0096 0 
70Z!3285 09 
.----SG6C -. 25W -. 0424 7 ~Z~ 
-5 
~.2O--0f 00Cf r-.129U 
-STA'TIO-- - STATIDN- 'STATTON-- STATION - . . 
.01. .... ...... . ... . . .. _____ -- 7 . ...... - -- - -- - -- - - -­
.025- --. 66± . .2960 - 7004 ; 284V -. 735 ... Z67­
7136- . 2874 -. 7575 6B5 -.-.4775 .2907. . ..0. .. -. 66t3- 2916 
.1- ... . . 6-. 715 . .2508 -.765- .....-.2523 . .......---.4655 -- . 2628 
.1500 6q.708 23 -766 - 2113 .2224--.... 
. . V-.706 1235 -.7641. .1790 "-.3 433 .1&1425 767--
-. 7234 14l) -. 7112 -- -.7075 . .1458 -. 41b9 .131 " •3c 
.... •-0 . g ... 6 77 7258 ---. 6zr -- 5908- - .1119 . .... ..- 4004 '''' --­ ..
.450C 724 0 - .751!9 
6714 . 0422 .0512 3C94 -. 110 . 
---- .-- 7034 - - .0138 5280. .0236' -.631l .-C. 374 -. 3192 -. 1741 
-- --
--. 699 1484 -.--. 25 
.600 7536 . 0 .. 
3961--- -- -- ---- -- --
_______ 
- 900a ;08_________ 4-0 __ T9__________________1Z' 
---- - -- -___
.950D'6------
----- 
TABLE Vl.- TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
C0NF1G -- flIACH . ALPHA -.... .. .. 
S03 2 3- - . ..... . .. . 






- - LOWER -. ... UPPER LOWERUPPER LOWER UPPER - LOWER........ . UPPER 
SURFACE- .SURFACE .--- ----- SURFACE SURFACE 
...... ......... .. . .SURFAE-- URFACE






... . 4X/C STATtON 2 _ _ _ _. .. . . 
. . ...... .... 

. . . ... .
. . . .± . . . - .-
G3233. ..
-.7244- --- .4342 -. 7208- .3 07 . . 7399 -8 





...... .0250 --. 7959 .5465 ........... . 7387 . 4689 
 -. 7402 - '.4229 ..... ...-°7682 ,38±0 - ­
4392 -.7694 .4083 
... . 7312 .4725 Z.7467 ..... .. 

.1000 -. 9139 .4865 .
 
- - .05b . . -.9130 .5C67-..... 
8332 .4428----------- --7533 _'.4104 - -. 7739 - - .3866 
4077 - . . .7733 .3839 - - . -.7837 ".3631 
--.-. 150 -.638a .4466- -- - - - .. 451 ....-
. .2250 -. 2288-- .3973 . "-'--;69 -342-388421363± -. B0±9 - .3171 
- -. 8290 .2761
-,8942 - 3207 --. 466 - .2993 
. 3000 - -' -. ±55 .°510 . 
2390 -.9243 ..... - -46 -. 9151 .2012 - "" 
--- .2699 -_338_..
.... .4500------..-----
.1±89322C 1.±647 .7640' .0797 -- 96136"0 U°218l 19 3. ;-4699 - --O3629 . . .- .... -. 9658 - .0411 
,7;G &. 28 -. ± 3 .3826-'- 089t 

~~~~~22 -. 68.18123 _______ 
.... -. 68±8 .009 ­074 -11 77042...... -7' 28-'-"flo4X0360 299-o 5" -­
.f - 333--- . -,_ O T2S7 -. r--T176S ... ..- 3390GO---- -"r '7fli9z 
. .
STATION"" . . . . ... . STATION -­
- . .. .. .. .. .. .STATION "" _ STATIO 
.0125 
.2986 -. 8663 .2624 
-- . 
.C250 .. -78b - .3404 -. 8359 . .  

.---00, _ -. 7894 . 3685 - - 8398--.3344 
 "8741 .. 947------------ -.5532 -. 2956 
.3156 -. 52E6 .2917 - ' 
,1OCC -"" -.80cl .3634 .. . .. -. 8424" .3282 -.8821 ­








- - - 8466 - . 2212 - . . -.4521 .1794 .. .
.3a00 ..... -.6419 .2570 ..- -- .8603 - * * ....662 -. 6930 17L3 . -. 4258 . 8824 .
.4500 -.8821 ,791 

... .60 .. -9429 - - .1674 . ... -. 7983-- i062- -.6i0-------.0850---------. -381± "-0767 -
C -. ...... 0342 . . . . .7136 -'-.0277-- -.3403 -. 1531 °7506 -. 9307 .476 7297 
. 753G -. 1483 -.3107 -.22±8
 
.9000----------.. l335 --.019--------------- -.7882 ---. 070±. 

.9506----- '--------- -' -6-----

7e 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
FI------AC- ALPH r -.. 
GP -- -a____-__ C0Pr:- cP__ cP ......... CP---

TOWER .....UPPFR--LONER UPP ELOWER-PPE_ OPPER---LOWER --S URFACE SURFACE-- SURFACE-,SUFA -ESURFACE -RFACE FAC S----S c 
StATION" SATEON STATIDN' STATION -----------­
0.25 . .. . . . .. . . . .. 83 7 ." 1 . . 3.. - - .31 C.4 
.86 .
.... ...,O2 C - ... .... 6 4 i - 72 13 6 3 4 6 38 . ..  . . . - 89 8 . 4 046 
.0500 -1.0517 6 " 84 75. 527 -. 8 5- 5030 -. 8967 --. 4552 
.... ;± O ".. - 049 9 :6 11 6. . 544 9 .8so3 "- .60 . ... .. ....- 074 - .457 8 . . . * .. -9096 . - 39 - .9 
.1500 . -i .b66 .5735 . .. 89 . 5188 ---.. 83 - -. 4795 053 ... .44-. '- . 
. e__( -. 5-- -518 -.9916 -47$ 1.0031-- -.443 -. 50 " .47C 
S'oc . . 997 " .479 - .a 24 - .4344 . -. 9832 - ".4323 -.9778 "" .375 -­
.4500 . a .3 8 -- -- a....385 .2q46.0 7 
. 600C -. 3648 . . 30.8 - --.,5702673 _i.C.060T ... 1582 '-l.0234 -- .2099. 
- 47167Z.1z. 225 -92--- 43--...... ' .0538. .. ; OoG -. 5 ;i7810 -± ..-- -- - .±124 -- .
"90O0 -. 4 15ir " 1C41 -3830 .0$4 -;s-71r -;01rs -. q77w---- ,017 
S-T ATT o S' SSTATI..
TT C TTICN .. ..... . 
.. . . .. . . . .. 5 .. ...... __ _ _6 . . . 7- . . . .
 
•* 12 5 "'-
.O 0 
. ..C0 
















....... . .--.5319 









9529 . .. 










.. . ...- -. 4341 --
- 66 
. 2552 . 
*30CC 







- -. 9654. 
- ..9645 
******* 





- --. 41i80 
-. 4078 * 
.2237 
.6000 - -- -1.0251- .1851 -. 7823 ­ -- .160------- -. 5373 .1319 -. 403 -. 0262 -
.756c 437 0C122 -. 6790 .06E5 -. 49'46 .Oi±8 -. 097 -. 1l64 
S.9CGo0 - .4q± -. 0223 ....... ..--. 6253 -. 0495 -.- -. 6468 -. 1119 -. 4911 -. 2144 
95 6"0- 9553 -. u952 - 6 8 8 6-- 1 6 . . . . . . .- . . ... ..­
.....
 




. . . ... . . . . 2 .... . ... ....... . _____... . ,_i
 
CP 
_P G--. . . .. -P oP * cP t P c P 
UPPER LOWER UPPER ---- LOWER UPE - LOWER UPPER LOHER -
SURFACE -.SU4.FACE - SURFACE -SURFACZ - SURFACE-" SURFACE , - - SURFACE SURFACE 
- -
STATIONiO.C. . STATION STATION. STATION 
...1a5 ..... .15t " .1456 7 ; 11go996 .0960 a... - ­.26z ... - " .757 G.726 

.0250 . z 1427 1101 . . 1085 .0787 . 07 .a_5 . 0 2 Gnz . .14 22. . . , i 2
. . .. B -- -a054 05 54 .0a556 G.O 4o .0324 ,Via..0Q ... .. 1~3 180B .. .... 
.. -0571 0201 . . . 056 -. i20926 - - 20 
. . . . 0.0 8 .. .0258± -.064i .. ... ... .- -.O7A 2C ­0 .... . 1-0 - 5 . -0 -.042503. . 150a .. • O-. ,D"6i . 0197 .0156 "" - 0437 -.-1 03631 G a ----- -. 051- _.a 0787~ .86 ___ a __ 
,Z~q _m -0 619 

.450 .4313 . ., 9 157554 -iS56.l90
 
• 220 aZ£ -, f697 "-- 5. 9 ----04A5 ... .64 
-.G774 . 0. -. -, 6 ­
.6000 . -.1376 . 1787 1788 . 0 -. 2002 -. 2455 -. 253938 . .. - . ­
.7500 2023 -,M 2' -.0169 -.2461 . . Z678 -. 2783 -. zQ16 -. I17 
0-0- . .- 2 368 - -2438 .. . . 2321 -423 .. i 2 -. 1576 - -,iase -. 11 
STATION STAT- STAT-ON -. --- STATION ­
.0o50 ;0411~-... 04?6 .dOO - .0 16C _ __ _ _ -. 0176 "-.0772 .. . . ... . 
050c _..... . - 0bS - ,Ja9 =04 17..05 3? md 66 - .0 71. . . .0E 85 -- --± .. 
a ± 104,j8 8 -- 1325 ..... . .i136 '-.1543I.nc0 -. 0417- -- k)0334 -0 91 82----
..... .1500 -. 07q0 -. O08 i ... ..... . 10 76----. 12 5 -- - - . *#4#Sfl ---, C4427 
L. .47- ± 632C -2 012 -. 1 839 --. 2322 ­
.2 L . liuS -. 1 154 " - 1k 
- * 
 2 - 161--. 19 -. 2439 -----. 21668 -. 2&f9
.30.. 1631 -. . . . . i9±4 
•.450G__ -. 2230 -. 23±0 ; 6?1. . 657 -. 2B5 - .--779 .. . -. 3C73z ...­-'" --

.. -. 6 .. 31 C-- 3±76 -. 3333 -. 3412 . . . -. 32!4 - -36G3 - " .6000 -.. . -- 859 
.. -. 3336 3 44 - :; - ; -- T 6 .. -.0304 --- 40 " 
" -0 .- ;- - r*,-i - -- -- - - agd;------- l56q- 039r------0 o70 ; 030 ...±190 . . 
. 75cc - -- 5 - 3 5 0 - . 3 5 6 - 3 .S .. .. .. -. o --







TABLE VL- TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 




CP CV o p C 
- -UPPER .. LOWER OPPER... LOWER _ __ UPPER--- LOWEa "UPPtR -- LOkER .. 
SURFACC- sURFAC;E___ " URFAE-- URAC S -- SUR ACESURFACe=--SURFACE --­
uc -SfATIO SSATT'Orf ______ flrTIONSTATION 
_ _..±. -­_ _ _ _. _- __ _ . .. 4 . .. .. .. .. 
- Z;6.--- - 4O ~ -;i043-.. -2±82 '---.1406 .....i81 3 ,1~478 -... .. 22t .. .. 
.0Z50- .0i22 ... .2307 - .0408 . 840 -. C718 -... 1454 0965 -.rgZ8"
S50 0299"2 5 14516?; -. di21 ---. 1OT2006 667--- .0 ... 
•100C - Z0763 . .124.36964 .0008 .fl937 .0580 - .U E " .0304--­
.1500 .012 8a9 
_-.0274' .1536 -. 0649. . 38 ........ .. -.±147 - 01±64..C, 24 ;
.225C . 0169 _ _ .49' -,0593 .17fp -4310--.0135"- .1561 .-. O14 
. 31C - - T . 13 _ -2,9 089i ­0 4 7 3 '_ 0 279 -. 1347 - .048 - - -. 2023 -- -. 0395 
.4500 -. . 5 3r -I52 - C-870 -2089---.100r .2z74. . .-. 0962 
.6000 -i1546 -,h13" _____238 -- 33 r; 2 7 92_-- .i 3 6 -. 332E - .±573 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _,__ -__ - - . 2 0 3 9 . f y i - - & ; n --- i 6 ± 2 ­_ ._ o_ _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ _ _ _ 48 5 - - - U-- - 1 9ia $ o o ­
... ..... .. - STATION -" STAfON STAON-
- STATION 
- C25 0 '.3A- 1 37 5 a-.5±68 --- ;an, "3S9 .6n0-i 
­
. 05C. _ . _ -. 3A44 . . I 5132 --- 444 .. .-. 6095 -- .1375 .. ...-. 657 -. 1531 . 
-. 67 a832 -. 6Z0 .09T? -. 76 na 
...15 ..... 2q... -5585--- 0569 2 3a . .0398.- 45

-. 250 7 .0026 
-. 98--0062 '.803"-;n1±0 '.6447 --. 0038-..
.300C - -. 2-358 - "-.0375 .3447 928'---0549 . .. -. 607t -.0334 -­
.45GG . .. -. 3453 -. GT77 3769-.1185 -. 532---.1173-......--..-.±&a -*'** -. ­
. :°39 - 1 . ... . 81 ,31 2 193 ? -. 329 - . . ... . ? E 7L.....  7-- .,65 .. 73 1-, - ------- -... . .854 
. -.4043 - .2356- 20.78at 2469'.. .-. 1956 - -. 0809 . . . . -.1792 -.1451 ­
..;'qc- Z,#0441' -.- 19. .0294 -- z 35 - 0466 - 06082-. .0085 -. - -. OaL±3 
TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
Continued(d) 

~CONFIC.. ... NAC{ . . ..-.... ALPHA-. .. . . . ... 
CP _ CP CP CP . . ... CP ..... 
UPPER LOWER .. . UPPER - LOWER UPPER-- -_ LOWER UPPER LOWER -_... 
SURFAC SURFACES.......... SURFACE-SURFACE ... SURFACE SURFACE . 
CP -
X/C .. . STATION . STATION STATION .. STATION
 
.± . . . - . .. .. ... ...- . .
. . . . . . . . . . 2 3 4 .
 
.0125 -.2285 .3346 -.2762 .1762 - -.2395 .1032 -. 427 .1320 
"C250 -.2476 .28B8 277? " -,525 0844 . 3156-­1 -.2106"- ' -.4556 
1925 225 -.4955 -- .1554.050C -. -42054 .11i8 .. . -.1424" -G .66G 
.S100- --- -0539 -. 1266-. . ..J183 .U678- .109-------.0512 ;,.3152 - .1480 
.150C -.09±2 .0717 .. ......... a867 .0324 _°±281 - .0500- . ...... --. 2702 -- .1424 - " 
.2250 -0959 .0336 ±±d-bi4' -.3087----1147-,-- 785---.'052Li 
.3000 -.1058 C013 -- ,.1329- -. 0056 - -.2214 .0488 ... -. 3343 -" .0919 
.4500 . - .0342 -. 2136 -. 0097 _ _-.2896 .. .3230 .........--. 3671-- .C420 ­
. .600C - -;ig99 - 041C 2854- -.0306" 3328 ...- -.0422 - -. 3763 - .0176 . . 
.7500 -. 2845-.C60 432----673 -.3763 -.0267--- -. Z4136-- -. 0416 .... 





.. .. STATION .. STATION STATION STATI N ­
5 . .. .. 6 - 7 -- 8 
.0125
 
.0250 .. 635 - 2E--------------. 6642 ... 2468 -.6880 .267-------...... ... 
.ObCC -. b797 ,239 - - -.6865 .2504 -... -.7137 .2746 "-.7784 .2707 T . 
.1cc0 -.7313 .2122- . .. .... -.6922 .2322 - .-. 7313 .2641 -.7855 .2483 
-. 150C -.71'3 . 802 -.7268 - .2143 - . . ..-. 7327 - .2226 -*** "" .2143 ...- .. 
.2250 -.bi3- .13S9 -.73571 . 1255 -.75C3-" - .1859 -.7307 - .1700 
"
 
.3. -. .1094 -,8G55 ***..... ... -.7825 - .1444 "- -.6928 " .1246,00 4212 
-.7757 .0987 -. 5604 *#*#W#* 
- .4b00 -.35 0 .0583 . .. -. 8934 . - . 122 
.6000 -.43q4 3177 -.6612 .0291 -.7778 .0±92 -.4403 -.11±9 ­
.7500 -.2a35 -.3268 -.2954 -.0214 -.80C1 -.0584 -.4600 -.1480 
.. ...... 90OG -.3957 -. )423 .... ...--.0832 -. 05±0 . . -.5995 ---. 1059 -- -.5637 - -. 1743 
.9500 .0653- 0468 - G46..27- -. ..---. . . - 0o522 .-- ­
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
ALPHA - -" - . . . ....... . o . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
. . . . . CONFI G . . . .... T . 3.. 
.. . . .. . i-. -. . . . . . ... . MACH . . .. . . - - - - 1 
LOWER-_____ ____UPPER-- LOWER - -- UPPER ---- O1R. ­
'--- - UPPER-





- X /C - ---- ST A TI N - STATION' - 4--____
 
I___ ,itz:xmzm ~ -------- - -c .hu7 - -z ____ 
. ...... - ..... -- ....... .73
 
- .2757 -5192 -- 713 . 127421 . 5886 ..... _.-.3583 
 2175 -. 6404 .3'01 
.... ,6i
c05Cc . -. 31 6 1910 6, 
. .-. 5570 .2323 -. 6di5 .3137 
. .. - --- - 1751 - .1102 ....... ., .... 770 .
 
........ 2L 1.1123 -. 239------.2397 -.750C ­--- OG500 -. 6 .,595 .. ... .10102 .. . "-­
5 60S6- .2783­
- 621f .
* 250__143 _ ~~3-; -. i6A6 -.f 24 
- -. 4724 .2516 
.. -17095 .2287 
-.1233 - .0666 -.1641 - ­.3000 
.1 a63 
_ __-.264a .17 -. 0.7(94----- -----477a S1298 





... , 29 - -- -. 4247 - " 7i .4971 ,0517 
. . 750c -- -,35b3 090 -­
.... -,Z749 -- .Bz97 . . .-. 2$74 --.-
. ....... -. 3929 .. '125_ -. 36 4 .... 57 

~;I90rr~c52 ~ 28 .0614C 
STATION - STATTJN. STATION ~ 
. . .-.. 
. . STATION ­









1G7- --- 5813- _ __ ;7 
--- .2560 
-. 736 - -.;3187 -. 8d 01; ...., g. $0E S.050C -. 652t -. 3282 





.2'.5Z. O..C . 736G 
3321 
.27Z57- - , 1 ...3j~03 '.3 23 -55 0 -6526 ...

.150 .17 - 759 .7 -8323-
.80 64-- ,2004-

-. 9061... 2250 -8Z i 
.- -,5355 - - *-742
.3 0O" -. 8934 - .24 . . -. 824 - " 742 ... -.4756 . .. . C - - .2088 . . . 1580 

.450 . -. 7q36 .1774 . 62± . 1652--4 
-.0769 -.4166 -. 063809 .
-. 703C . 067-....--- 9$06. .92 . ---. 6824.6005 
-.1.83
-. 7119 -- .0315 -. 360g 
. . -.8404- . C135--...7 -500 -. 4771 - .3255 - . 
-
---.1429 . -..3573 - -. 2250 ­










. . 7.30. . . .. . ...  . . . 
. . - - --- - . . . . . .. 
..... ....... . . . . ..
 
- . . . . . . . . 
.. . .. .. . . . . ... ­
-
--
tP tP P P P CP--... 
 UPPER LOWER ...... -UPPER - LOWERUPPER -COWERUPPER LOWER 

- SURFACE -- - SURFACE- SURFACE SURFACE . . . SURFACE~ SURFACE - SURFACE 






. C ..STATON .. 
.-. 7434 ,.878

- -.7229 ,i92q . . .. .
"- --. . .....L3 ­
.. _ _ .0125-- ..-.- -.5468-- .2634 
-. -.7628 - .2863 ..2673
... -.7729 

.. 0250- - -.5783 .2498 7262 . 1727 ... 
- -77.3216 -78 36
.05 
. 797 -7886 .356
8148 . 2L57

.0500 -.6613 .2068 
- .7901 - .37942706 .. 8193 .3456
3 .035 7699 . 
lic -4,343 24 - -79 .2949 - __ _ _-84 .3530- -. 8038 .- 45 
.3345

.1500 .. ...-. 27A 4 .2059 -.3234 .2949 .3530 3 31..8853
4088 -°6958 3465
2332 - 36e2 225G - ,316R . 
-,616 ..... -- -.9±15 .3388











- 60i"- .1457 
.... :6000 .. 372± .. 240 488 2 --- '225 
­
-. 6467 ;1273- - -. . . -.7943 " i0565450. ;1490 
. . . 7500 .4754" o1730 
. -.5373 -.&166=.422i. --. 0095 . . 
.90C- - 4962 __".0745 Z-'.4480 ....-°0386 

.... .2969.-.0246" 363--'0472 _-;SO±---7 
 2T­0±135-, 

STATIO . . .. .. .. STATrON .STSTOWSTATION 
­



















.0250 -. 7369 2795 -.7780 8000 .2467
.8575 - .2735 . ..-. 
,3496 -" -7896 "- - 3227
.050C -.7315 . 7575 .2795 
. . . -.8685 .3332 - -.
 
-. 8134 .. j535





-. 8295 "" .3576-
- .3800 ­
.1500 - -" -.8039 
16 b06 .2464 -. 8819--3037 - -5732 . 625.2250 ------. 8 4 .... -85817 5250 .2309 -­
-.8813 .2768 ..-. 
.30CC -, -. 3423- .3326 . ,8 " 
.. . ... -.7575 .2237 -.5280 * I.2410
.4500 " . 9229 2-.944 
-. 0145 
-.795J 1596 ----. ... .-.6453 .1304 -. 4795 
-. 9944 .18±17
.6000 -. 1135
-. 6194 .0236 -. 4C75 
- 7500 -. 8872 .3842 -.7777 .0636 2128 ­-. -.
-.1063 _. 3652 

.. ... 7613 -. 6324 .. 8351" --. 0524----------. -.6488 "- .900a 
" - ­
____ 43o± -,0989 .-8i 62z ;fi1 
~ ~ 
...... ..x . . .... f f i l u..zZ.. ....-
....... .. - ­
TABLE V. -TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
CONFIG . ..	 MACH- ..... ..... ... . ..... . ... -- ALPH .A 
_____ ___....... 	 . . . . ... .o r . . . . . ...
 
SOP - - - ___ _ CP __ CF 	 OP CP 
_UPPep LOWER 
_____ OPPE--LOWER tPPER LOWER-UPPER..OWEr---
SURFACE--- SURFACE SURFACES---URFACL SURFACE_-- SURFACE -- -SURFACE-- SURFACE~~ 
___ C"_ _______ STaTIOn _- STATION STATION - STATION -. . ­
-3".... 4-. .... . .. 
a1257 95f--159g ,.C996- -.145[ '-T38--;i2 ;. 	 1$20 850-... 
50805 .02 ± 1397- - -0917 1234 .0945-;0999 	 .0579-.E5-12­
0500- C582"-.0984 - -0 8 o60 0 92b5 .739- -0592 .03 7 -3.0363­
10; C 0467----.'0702 .05± . . 054 . 033 4 .. .0209 .0047 - - 1 . . 
15CC C 033 - ..04e5C ".3 U-.020--- -0106 .0368 -. 0375940232 	 a 
.225F--n30 .01----0s6 -002---.0166- .0438---,0479 .079q'--.o0867
 
- . . C -- -3 01 . -.0370- -'- 05 -. oB2 - -.0918 .. -.±69 - -.1264
.- ,77 -oDS7 . 
;4500 ----. 08C1 .. 1079---.1252 -.1452 --. 1624-- -.1863 -'-.156­
-- -.-. " -*j774--;j8Qg -.21.13 25 . "--.2567­6-.127 i3 --.. .... 2441 
......--750-.2012.... -. 20 -373-.. o250 - -o2719 -. 84 . -Z832. 
.... 000 -7,41±~ ---. 2504-	 -.257----;261V- -.2355 -;352- - - -. 1705 -- "°78. . 
*gsor -'Tmr5-'----- fa69 -. ±m---; rrv 	 r.-o-7n--;sr-6------ -055s---=.05-s-­
.- STATION -STATION -STATION 	 STATION 
. "6. .. . . -- .	 7 8 
. .. 012! ...-...... 	 . . -... 
- .0372-- ".025, .021G ......... .0043 -.0175 . .	 -.0199 -.0755 
.-.-0617 -.C913 - 09FI -. 1116Z iL.O 	 -.G408 .... .- 769 - -. o -I-----7 . -,L-z- -.--,6 -o169C 
i5.C...0 ----. - - -. i07U 12 - -.1416 1660 
.225r '-;7-----26 -. ±48" o ---- -o1633-----.2000-Z045-- "-.2466-­
754 -.0841 1----- -.	 .**-2168 
- --.-3---0 -- 1562- -1681 	 - 92 - -. 2-2 -.2430 -.2176 -.2759 
-. 2549- - .264 r - 871 -. -. Z840 -- - - - --. 2988 *#- ­
.2251 2.329 
.660c --- .892- -.-.78 - - --. 3532 -.3453- -.3810 
.7:00 34 - -. 344 - -.3608 . -. 3721 - .2937- -3694 -. 0408 - -. 0062 - ­
. . c..0 .. -1 067_ -.1155 .017 -'.48r 0507 . .. 0515- ......- -.1366 -- .153V -...
 
.. .950T.... .0.. .. . 2.... . 6 fl 063
 
--
TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
-CONFIG . .MACH --- ... ...- ALPHA 
- - - - - - -- - - - -.... ... ... ... l.03 .. . . ..- 1 
CP C - C P 0P CP CP .. -.CP 
UPPEP LOWER--------....-1PPER - LOWER UPPER - LOWER - UPPER LOWER 
. ...... ....... SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE-C - SURrACr SURFACE- SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE
 
X/C. . STATION .. STATION - STATION -. . . .. STATION 
. ... . _2 3 - - - - -. 4. 
.0125 35q3 .3152- 39C ; 9972 .346 .2962 -.3650 .748 "" 
.L250 ... . .- .3532 .2840 3948 . 2775 -3385 .2644 . . . . -. 3695 " ­ .2484 - " 









. 3161--- .1824 









.2250 8O7 W1186 '.2327-0788' D0757;0963 -. 3429 .0485 
M300 -. u69z .0826 -. . 1165 - ".0562 . 1508 " .0318 -. 2944 .0096 - -
... .4. .... *u .079 . 1967 - 0196 . . 2273 --. 0503 - -. 2893 -. 0720 
.600 . . -147 -. 2619--0863 .... .-. 3003 -. 1257 - - .3385 - -. 1498 
S.75CC . 2723'- -.1206 - . .1367-- 53i . 3587 -.1850 -- .3793 - -.2151 -
- - .900------- -. 2971 -.1773 . . . 2756 '-.2002 -. .. -.2342 -.2077 - - -1657-- -.1749 
i-r-dr-:.1;1659 i D-- 1334 -.0593--- -.0938" -;0411-----.0b32 
STATION .. STATION STATION ' STATION - . .. 
5. . . .. . . . . . . . .7 8 ­
.0±25'
 
.0 25C . . . igg . 225 . - 5255--- 20± 6047- . 1661 . .­
.0500 . 44. _ _ .6173 - ,1354 .. . .. . -. 6664 .- 1422 - . 3 .... .1858 -. 5i59. .± 6±6 
. . I CC0 -. 4414 -.131 - -.4900 - 1013 -625 0 .0927 -.7CI0 .G694 . 
. .... C------ -- - 766 - . 0861 -.4781 . 0574 -"- 25 . 0362---. . .. * . . .*023. . 
245C -.440 .3 3276 -. 47D3 .0047 -;6030--0110 -.6471---.0074 -­
.3000 - .39i2 -. C196 -.. .. - -.4781 -- .. 5797 -.0674 -. 5985 --.c528 ­
-. 5240 . 1 96 -... . -.5004 *** -- ­483V ­
.. .... -.3A74 -.1605 - . -.5C3 ----- 1847 - -.'.±- --. 1987 -.3740 -.1868 
- 45C---.3532- - " -. 0978 . 83f.. -- 1092 
600--...- -" 
. . .. 7 0C . . - 4 q -.23C4- . ....... -..2 7 8 . 2522 .. .1651" -- .10- - -.2277 -'-.0719 - " 
" .9000 122 -7J584..  - 0135 -.0±0 -.0426 -.1031 .0241. . 






C? CP0P --- CR. 0"P OP CP 
UPPER LOWER ________ UPPELONER___ UPPE-----LOWER - -- UPPER--- LONER--
SURFACE- SURFACE" SURFACE --- SURFACE-- SURFACEr-.'SURFACE ­
. .SURFACE-'--.. SURFACE 
.. -STATION.... .STATON STATON" STATION 
-,580-------.3037 --­
. .. 6166-.. .4300 -.6267 . 37e -;5s59 . 3427 -. 592l -- .3269 ­
,oZsc - ~ -;6428 -- -.4i75 - -6488 ... 380± - -.5912- - .3551 
.-3528 -,5993 - - 3415 -.5993 . .3195
.5c - - 7334-" .3715_... . . -. 6571 " 
-. 626 4. ..2q27- -.667 " .2788C t7Z3 3 ... ,335.8 . 7334 .3i35 
.2577 -.6404 1.759 4 ­94 2 678 
.. 7584 .2773--- ... . 6753--  9.iEOC -... . i9l .3022 3 1 - 16 5 a9-.2 2o9 
: 225 C-c7 
.... 7492 - - .1679 - 7388 .1575
-..,30C--- ... ,1540" .2±04 "- -.0867 - 1825.. 

*.. 1,2139 -.3895 7477- .... 00 .. . ±353 "- o 073 - .--0886- -. - .800 ­
65  

.--- - - - -.2434 -.. . 68. .. 3045----" 42 -.Z5C9 "-'-.0u ---. 6723 .(2i8 -­
--. 5126 ....-.04 88
"-3240.-. ,134-- -357--. 0190 -. 3328 --. 0291 
. Or- -238±6-. -- 7 -;1796--;0739 - -. 0580 " ;461
-;?50 
0369 -
STATION STATION- STATION -- -STATION­
. .. . . . . .- --... 
. .. .




26 829616861-; 285r.72Z--.270802.. -- ,162 
.279 . -. 4529 -- .3051
"- ... -- 6i66 . ..2979 .. 6977 .2926 -. 7457--c -- -­
7573 .2633 ---- - 4329 - .773 -GG 6440 ;2737 6974 . 
- .2Z7q ...... . -.7562 .... * .2388 
-. i.. . ------- . .-.
 
• -- -.66?8 .1570 -,692 22 98 
-,757-18717 .2247 -.4066-*-19±0'..
•.2250 -,6843.±-,874 -,.6837.-393 

6980 ,bZ -. 3870 .1465 
739 °5805 -....1247 "- -. 3798 * "­
• - 7108 .1477 .....- -. 6956 - -.-.. 
.. 45 ..... 0784 7144 . .
-C.  -. 7293 
-. 755 C10 a -.6488- .0594 .... -. 5429' - .064 -. 3396 "-.09436CCO 

.. .750G - - . 70?2 - *288 -" - -.5060 -- - .0377 ........ -.6178 -.0247 -.2883 -.1621
 
-.6190 - .1373 .... -.2450 " -. Z±02"02.452 C652 --- -- 3460 

- ;gsOo . 3D05 ..... ;045 -;427 ..... 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
. .. .. . - iACH -- ­. M O:IFT - ALPHA 
-. .. . .. . .. 3 . .... ±;o . .. ... -3.~a 
oP"CP Cp "ap. - P -- -CP . -...cp-. 
UPPER LOWER . .. . . UPPER . LONWER UPPER . OWER ....- UPPER -- LOWER ---
SURFACE - SURFACE SURFACE SUFACE - SURFACE- SURFACE - - SURFACE - SURFACE . 
. X/C STATION .. . .. .. .. . STATIO N - STATION STATION­
. . . ... . . 2" 3 4 -­
.125 - " -. 747 - - .5299 . .. -.7804 . . 429± -- - .7208 .3795 -.6991 .3257 -­
- -. 5349 -.8218 .. 4654 . . 7354 -- ....4274 - -, 4 .3649 -- " 
.CSCO -. qs23 .4954 . . -.8114 " 4690 - .7336 .44 1 -.7294 .4092 
.IJC " -.f , .4835 .-. 8609 " 4428 . . . -.7488 .4101 -.7330 .3675 -" 
-50.. 
 It .4470 .68951 .4104- -.7777 .3849 -.7473 .3656 
.225 . . 312 359 - .36- 8 6 1 .3442 .-... 7873 .. 3192 . .69209 --
,3 0( -. 1756 .3540 -. 9291 .3204 -.9154 .2999 -.8329 .2824 " " 
.4500 ... . .. 2731 -.2916 .2410 . - -.9455 .2220 -.8820 .2069 
.6CC -.2367 .1989 . . . -.3 06 .. 169 .. -. -. 6943 .0859 -.9417 .1272 
7500 -. .1222 .3744 .0963 ........ .. -.4564 .0651 .0470
3610. --. -.9452 
.9CC------- -. 321 - .0390 ------- . . 3G85 - -. 0017 -. 3097 -.0053 -. 6442 .0048 
6 --a.9C0 ------ . D 35-063 0892-=.'0iT8" -927 .0182 E67 
.. . . . . . .. .. ASTATION TATT0N - STATION -- - STATION - .­
. . ... 5 6 . .. . .. 7 
.025C - -. 75"4 34A6 8 3 . 3057 -- 819 " .2690 
C.-
.l0cc - -. 
7 0.3 














.1500 - -- -7933 - 3422 . . . . 823 . .. -3168 13 .2914 - . - .2720 -
. . 225C -. R -­9 C3003 8255- - 041 -.8655 - .255 -464 - .2355 -­
.390­ -. hli9 ~ .26151.3,- - -. 8348 .2251 --. 4372 .1829 








- . 05 00
-1.024± 
- .- . 
. . .. .. . 
.. 
.7703 " .1091 
.- -.68 86 '.. 033 0
7 ----­-. 44. . -. 77 
. . .. 
- -. . . . 
-.6185 











0- 7-8- - 0 8 9 -- --­ -­






. . CONIG 
VCI CP .. CP CP CP CP CP 
LONER UPPER -LOWER .. .... UPPER LOWEPUPPER-- LONER ---------- UPPER 
' SURFACE sU'FAnr "SURFACE SURFACE ----- SURFACE- SURFACE 
........ . ....-- URFAC - SUPACE 

STATION ......... STATION --
X . . . STATION . . .. .STATION-
- -----.- . 8 5 .......... S.. 4 -­
.... . ;.... . . -32 
..
..  .... 
.. .... ..0 . ... .. . . .. 
.... 4042 ..
 
- -- - 15 '- 5023" 
-B -,9373-.--55±" 9---.- 465n -.. 8 58287 . 57Z -. 9508 "----B337 - j5--- sg8h -6G04.051 
-i570-69 ; 2 
6 .45 51 
--- _--. Q5$I±- 60547 - -jo87 53-.60493-.54irlaa 445B 
-150 C- .V)45 .-57 C3 - .0320--. 5147 -;992T.4816" -. 8457-. 
331 -1;0060 - 403 " --1.1091--- -. 3742 .......
6 .... -6."0-j.0627 .-3
0-;476-94 
-9854- -'.2944­4 0c*4 - 03 q 495_1. 3fllO -. 31j7 ---.. 
67 .3 5 f -54 84-2 6 2,3- 16983 '-- z00 Voo ' 8 - - 0 0 
. 49566- .96-4 .1150 ­3;5352 - 1799 -;8696 1-'D945.. . .. 941
- 648 .... .2227 5.9 7 -- i 7g9 454•7500 779 879C0r".4 ,-... 
-=niu --- 383" ".-2el---;nw 3 s - .'T41W-- i-3-3 3 6 ----- ;r& 1 q"--.O6 .. 
- - -
- - -STATION
. STATION -- - - ­
. .. . -- STATION . ...... ..... ....- STATION . . .. . . % ... . 
... ... S . 6 .7 .
 
. . . . .. .. .. .
 . .. . ... 
C .3424 . -. 9453- 2847 '-.3504 .2356 





.517 -. 97 1 714-f r • --. A57 .429 -. 515G.2 

91i&+. C0 - ........ .4196 ... .. -. 9605 -. 3727 -tP7a 7 .34t?
 
.T4 I .f
,;9Os -. 9357 .4c 6- 96-. g3'I9 -. 1finS 
r 4 /tl q,..25 ff*=4' 
.. .. .3 .00 - .3?7 .1427 
*f4lt*
-~~ 4 'j-
, . V.,G p -. ~l, Is ri *450t 
-~.6 ai6---------------03 " 
-
.7437
.751a 6 6 .9 32 
-.3 b- -.2215 -­
-. 8H38 . 0322 .7'.5 .0397 ... -. 5148 -. 1207 
-
- - -
- - - - --
-Z%'Tg55O - 5 '-- - --
-

. . .. . . . . .-
. . . . -. . ..
 




TABLE V1.-TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
.. . .. ..................... -ONFIG -- ___________ _MACH 1.03 . . . __... .. . . .......-... . ---- ALPHA . . . ..  .
 
.... ..--...--




......----- UPPER' LONER UPPER- LOWER - ----- 'UPPER LOWER - -- UPPER SURFACE--- SURFACE- SURFACE -- SURFACE-----­
.. . . .. 
.-- SURFAC "SURFACE SURFACE---SURFACE 
- STATION .
- STATION 4----- ---- .STATrON. 
-
---... . . .....X/C .. ........ STATtION .. .. . . .... .-2 "- --





. . -- .1477 --- ....-- .0759 - i G-- -067
.01251742 -. .. .. . . 9g . . i659 . . . 
- - ---. 0387- 0760- ­
" .025C 

022 .04899;o& . ,±0g6 ;D5T± - -- .0329.--0754 .... 0244.09 "- 362 ......0220 ­
- - -
05-OiC .. ...- - ..-. 0326-60 . . 701 ...... ..-- 0617 
. 
-- -0300




.2250 ,u 9g -- 14i4 
0870- --. 0868 . -. 1262 -. 1232 ­
. 3000 .Ci32 -" -. b±3------- ...-. 450 - -.0539 .-. 1.883 -. 1907 ­
------ -. 0754 -Xi±S -. 12C2 - .1509 -. 1582-
___.4500 - ** *. 
-- -. 2525 - ­
"-.1784 .. t 1794 '-. 2133- -;M0O 2 -.2435 -'- -. 3108 ... 
. . . ---. ±3C9 -- 3--
-.
-.2727-- -. 2788 ... .....-. 22.E GO 720C8------ 9 238--....---2484".......------- 00 

---- --1283
9 . -O 2363- - 2457 -o2411 -- -,2549 -. 1993- -- o2 . . . -.1241 
'- 18 -OSO --. OZ6z- -S SO 0- - 36Y -f0.O9----.-r0 2u 
STATION.
STATION"STATION 




... .- 2 .... . ... . . ...
 
---. °0250 .. .0?45' -. .0367 -0026.fl13" -. 0268 -a.0690 ...... 
-

.05 CC.. 0272. . 0055 0.0471---.0396 C635 -- -. 08---..... .. -10605 "''-.0935 ­
-.1234 -.1113 -. 1390 
- 0838 --- 0899 -- --- 185
.cGG - -. 0435 -. 0292 ... .. 
....... 15 C . . 03814 -- -. 076 4- - 11505"109 . -.1406 -- .1605 . m .1818-. . 
.225C ,li94'--"---;1234 -. i4'0-';1i -- ,78-'--.931 -41914--.2081 
-.-.. 2195" --. 2338- - -.2206 - -.2314 
.... .30CO .. 1594 "- 1-623 1979 
-. 2653 -. 3043
.450 -.2242 "-.2258 -.2580 -. 2581 ..... -. 2640 
-. 383 . 3305 .. -. 3377 - -. 3571
.600- --- - o .. 2808 ...........--,3225---.3 38
9 9 
--- -. -. 2526 3194 -. 0575 -. 08243473 " 3526 . -.
.7500 -. 3374 -. 3329 -. 
.0991 .1088 
-­
81 . .oc03 017Z .. .OL22 .0064 

9b 0 0 3S - 1j0-19 54 -"47q
 
.. .9000 7- . ......... 0 5fU -.
 
--
TABLE VI.-TEST DATA p 
(d)Continued 
ALPHA ­























... . .......- STATION
y /C STATION .. 
-. 2223 - -.2415 -. 2933 - .2225- " 
-,25 -- 2490 
-. 4L25" - .33a. .256 . 
-. 2548 22C± -. 2265- .2085 -..... -. 3008 " .336. 
--------. 
3101 -- .2237 
;2399. -l8i-1677 ---. 3211 .1597 -­
.05CC ... -. 2136 .i69 -. 252-
. 1061-.. ..

. 1i68 -.272± 

. . -0112 - .1368 . .. .-. i 94. .1317 __ -ie±7 i .0811 .. .. . 198--.....-.0769...i3C .11G3

-;±scc-......036 .. .1055 ______-.0i6S-----_.0945________ 

7225u z;t3kj7 0 .593-- --. 0528 _____.'.-1 7 385" -;1724 .t±98 . UTf 
554 - .- 0±6 .. --. -.2029 -.-, 50 ­
-...-- . P3c9 -- *9394 7 0 65 - '.2680 -- ,057T ...3CCC 
* 17Cr -. 5±5 -,.z8ar---074r-i40OG -- 4 *44-C- 2.6 

--6c00 ±;62--.0796 ___ C24Q2--.r094 -________%283--....-j133j-- 322--...-.1558 
 ...
 
-- 1TO4 -;3447 -. 1925 --- - -. 3635 '-.217.. 
. .;7.. 255 -... 1387 9 9 6 ;±93 ..- ;i9±5..... -.0849 "--- -. ±441 ­
-;qOtc- ... -- 2.913' .. -;ia6; -. 2838"-----205O 
-- 955a7 - xgir----Zf -.4'GZ--;079-T - 7 17--;036t;­
"STATION
STATION ---
- STATION ..STATION 
 8
 
-5 6 7 
..•ci25 . . .
 
-. 4877 ,.83 ...r ..... .. -.5672 -- .1582

.025C -- -. 39R1 .lfbO 
5163 .1271 -.6273 .1 69 ­




- .0915 -.61,1 .09Co -.6533
.IG0 -. 43q6 .IG34-------... - -.465 
.C621
 
- - .15DE .... -.437B - .0603 .. -. 4743 -- .0514 -. 5977 - .0352 
.5878- O0136 --......-. 6249 .0C92... 
.2250 -. 2649- -. 80 -4844--UC 88 
--. C621 " - -.6039 -.0363
-.4683 .....---- - - -. 5561
.3000 -. 25C0 -. C37 - ** *
-.1037 -. 5&4E 

.' -.49.4 




.6 60 3718 -. 1680 . . -. 4208 0749 -.2£6I -. 14657.2C -.4136- ------ -. -. 2165 . . ..- 6 -. 
0134 -. 0426- -. 1059 -. 0103 
- 00 .... .. 0034 .065 . . .. 
930 ~U65L- - --- -- -'-.034 
-- --------- 
TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(d)
Continued 
. . . . .. ... ... . . . c T ......... .MACH--	 ALPHA .. ... .. .
8.70 
.. . . .. . . . 4. . .. . . 
~--
1.03 	
- 8.7 ------- ----- --- - ­
fP CP 	 CP- CP"OP 
LOWER ..........- UPPER " --

-RLOWER --------.. UPPER- - . .------ .. LOWER -
SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE - SURFACE ----- ----- SURFACE' - SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE -" 
- - - - - - - - - -UPPER 
STATION-. .......
 
. . . X/ "- STATION ..	 STATION- . . . . .. . .3 STATION - 4 - -" 
... .. .- -.-- -- 1 . .. . . . . .. . .. .. 2-... 
____~~__ _ _ 	 ---------- - 3 _ 4__ 
.2240 	 -. 4536 -- .2317
...0125 .. -. 4742 -' 3438 --	 64 . . 2147 - .45 ­
.020 -.4974 ,3141"... -. 5848 . 2076 	 .45?4 - -" .2237- .. .. .. -.4679 - .2451 
.050 . -.514 .2540 -.5926 ......1797 -.452 " - - .2124"" -.4858 - .2370 .. .. . .-
.1826.5 22 .. .. .... -.5124 .2034 -" 
-- .1 0-------- -.2925 .2U2--.. .. ..... . -.5335 -. 1586 
-.3164 .... 1303 - .5872 o1594 	 -. 6003 - - .1749 -­15-.2030 	 .1526 
2 C2144'083 -;05q3'71 .2529--.i279 - t6499-.i33r­
-- "3000 _-.1064 - 0830 .... .. -.1085 
 - . 860 	 -. 1335- - .0934 . . ... -. 5508 -- 1 59 .. . 
-.2364 .0352 .. - .. -. 2099 - .0649
.4500 .0420 2227 " - .0352 
S.68000.....20 ------ o00 -2767 -------0062 -- .3362 -.0238 -. 2881 "'- .0149 - . 
.75C. -.2979, -. 0336 -3313 ---. 0297 .-. 344 - -.0354 -.3629 - -.0476 . . 
.. -. 9000__-__ -..2779 - -. aszr 2275 ....-635 . .. 425 -.0470 .. -. 0849 "-.01 .
 
---=; 5O .o -	 - 23.7 2 ...... .. 7-0---t! Z4 .9 or - ±- 7?5 	 -' 
STATION~ ~ 
.... .. ----	
STATION-- -STATION ... 

.. 	 STATION 
. . . . . . . 5 . . . .. . . . -... 6 . . . .. . . . . 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
----. .•0125 . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 
--. 025P 54 	 -. 5873 . 2611 -. 6679 .2533 -..-. .."S--- 2369.. 
.0500 --.5563 ... -. 2727 -°69 2" '.578 .75Y8 . 26I. .'2363 	 599W 
. . . -.7667 "" .2414 
.. .....------... -. 5936 " .2100 	 -. 6049-... - .47 0 -- -.723 - .2452 
. . --.	 ...1786 ... -. 6180 .. .2240" -'.T±20 ... 2070 . . .. * , -- -. 2±0 . . .o10 6279 
225 6A--- -1457 -64 7U- 1326 "-.727U- . 1714 	 .66E4 ---- ;726 
- -. 7485 .1358 - -. 5754 " .1251 -" 
- :. .0919 -. 4897 " *-.... 
.3J0- - -. 7279 . 1298 . . -. 6941 ­
. . .. 450V 6747 ...07-18 	 -. 7544 - o0683 - .-. 7747 
•6CC . 3846 .0103 - . -. 60 0. 0276 -. 72T9------ -. 464C -. C971 - ­
-. -. . -. -. 1386 . . 
.750-.39 6 -. 0146 - - - -. 6801 "'-.0134 	 -  6473 0286 .... 5106 5

.90.GO .. 53 4*---.0032 - .......... Z.3029S.....012 -. 596Z .. 084--...... . 5837 -.- g -- --. 
--- ------------- ------	
Zl-­
TABLE V i.- TEST DATA 	 Prd 
(d)Continued 
... .. ..... .. .. 
. . .ALPHA... 	 ... ..
 
... ..... . .CONFG ... . . .... . . A 	
. .. . . .
-" i__ 	 -- -- -- ,7- .. . 
- - pP u CP 
UP .. .LOWER _UPPER -- - ER UPPER- - LOWER UPPER -LWER 
SURAtb - SURFACr ______SURFACE -,SURFACE-- SURFACE SURFAC-.... .... SURFACE - SURFACE 
----- STATION" !_TATION STATION - STATION . 
1 r _ ________________4'_______ 
- - 72 15_ i 5 65 	 ';7 32 -- 2237 -. 5674 . 2389C 22!33 . . -	 7 3, £ 7- - , 9 0 - ­
___ 
_ __ __ 
_-o 65 4 --- -739 07 -'7 9 "-.-Z 	 - 7 T 3 r.2 8 
-7 3 r - .a a 9s 	 -6295 '--. Z5 .....
.OS __ _ -.68 89'--<'-327 ___T_____------~7 .6 '6 -.7 77- - 2B47 	 6 80 3175 . . a CO -,___4-.	 7.81364 .2906 . 98 7 	 7'-
 T 	 - __.
Z.7 9 4- 32 T4 	 -.8917 .2775 

. ...__;150 - ;%"- .6d0 

;2 7 -n--2 53 	 -.792 2----- l5 65 -.957 - :2584 
_ _ _ ; 2 5 rr -J394 - Z228 
'iLzr- -. S3-----.i7 O4"
;39--.X 	 -tas 
-3 T4 8-- .585 '.Z11 - .995 - ­
120 -- ;7 -. iU 	 5-

-600'242 71 317 - . 1 4j-- . t22 " 
.. ;'4iO1--.573- =24 8E-0 368 4548--5 - C28-­
.h9OOWG-.-405V9 - 715267- .3566.D29±G~i-244r ~~Xf35 1625 -. a437-' -
STATION 	 STATION'STATION . .. . . . STATION 	 -.. ... 
--
6 ... 	 7 " - S -­
-5 
7204 - Z486. 	 -. 7966" .2196
.6634 " .?770 ... .---. 
.aO ..... -. 6619 .3133 - .7575 291 7-1 9 . ..2543.. -. 8582 --.. 2441 
---- - - 7396 . 156 -. 78 4 . 2 93 . -. 8337 - .28 4 -.8447 .25 49 . 
.. .C250 -----.. .. 
81 	 .261J-. ~3~~t -;875 	 .2384 -
198--..........5S88 -" $9 . . 
. 4500 -. 987 .15 ...6 . 9C9 - 1427 - 555 . 1496 -. 512 - " " 
__;ECCo -. q 5 .. 855 ..........--. 9923 -.C759 --.7617 .2.685 4a.384 -. t743 
.750C .. 79S4 . .jgC 96 0 - 'i52, -- ;804 -. 0147 -. 385 - -. 15Q3 
;g00C . . 3i -- 037V -;74----5Sr -. 844r--1335 -- ---.4459 ---. 2302 -­
95G-. Z2517 -- s 
. .31OG -- .-. 9078 - .2238 -. B46T 	 .....
-- 
__ 
TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
MACH - - -.. - --.. ALPHA ...COtHFIG ­
. 7.41i 3 ... .... . ... .... . ..
4 
. . . . . . 
_ _._ _ _ __.. 
. . . . . . . .
. .. . .
 
oP C--- -- CP- CP CP UPPER LOWER-UPPER LOWERUPPER - LOWER --UPPER LOWER . 
- SURFACE SURFACE-SURFACE SU-IFACE
-'---SUPFACE- SURFACE---SURFACE SURFACE 
/C STATION STASTAN- STATION .. STATION­
-958 -7783 - .184 
--. 2625 . .. 972± -- .. 
-025 -. 37 9 .4560 . -9721 
-. 8147 .2827
 
.. . 0213 .2753.3-- ... ..31C7
"" -. 832 -'.453' . .1.0449 .3414.025d " 1.0- 5 --- -.3298 ..- -. 8 320 ­32S5 ........ 

--. . -.. 0724 .. ...G .50C 92 - .4116 .3557.... -. 8 1. 03 - .3461--.8771 





.361 ±".339 -... 32-54 3 3 3 - -i...-° 3 -j *3339C '... 50 :.. 1966-- -.... -f;168--.3 -a.,38-_6-3259- .3140 .31 ±5--
-1.0679 .3131 
. 4480 . 3042 
.30c . 45a4 .Csi -- .0iO0" .,2488




"o24 .... 1294 ---- . 8445 ­
-. 3865 -.2187 471C .2 2 009-.E00C ± :5597 .1.11------------ -.7624 - °C8875098 ....--- 3 S7500 -. 4865, -' 1601 . .. 
- 372 .. -- 066 ... -.4307 - -0251 - 232-

.9c"- - -.S205 .G675 - -­
.S500 ",3387 "' 000w -. ZSS"-- - 6W2 25W6---- __"-__-6T--





.937-. i840 ....... .. .
 
025C 8591 - ,2610 .. 9309 2164 
6329 -..... ...,376
'.9368 -- -h2469 -..... .­
, ,9562 . ;asar
" - .0500 ... . -859± .... -9-
.02500 -. 8591 --. 10 _ ___ 
-. 9658 --- .304? - "- - .6216 - - .696
- . --- .f00 . - -.9219 . 3600 
,9q5z - --- 3328 -;943.30335 5" -- .2693;---±sce ~ -. 9535' .354G 9622--2280 --- ;9493--'8 
. 2616 --- '- --.-. 5642 . 21±39730 -828-
. -. 9661 .3044 ......... . - . . .. 552(3 -.
. 30 
. 7 3 8 -252 - '- 2 191 .
-99 

.....450 ... . . - .9646 .24u0 -* 
..-. 52 9 - .0425 ­
. 
-. 63 73 .. 1242 .. . .. .8663 - .1454CO$ . .. .L,3Y3 -- " 616 .-. -. 1392 -" ­.6• 
- -
-. 4919 
- -.6240"- .0197 
. 055 . .
 
.. --­
' -,;696r- - - 70r7 -____9__--'--'______i 
.75L. -.9656 -.C727 .. - 29 4641.663' .159,2407.
0G -.9347-79 -.0575 












UP FA CC 
- rpc 
LtIWFP

















7 ~ ~f*fIlQn 
-.]%*fl4 ~ -.O AQ . . 
.11 4q - 0r4 
.06OR7 .2 
-. 0; .0I1q 
Ono.
*4eflfl.. 07  
-. 1999 
-. ?-' -1-13.51 
-. 11 
































































-. n07P -. p 
-. 1114 -.1242 
-. 1 612 
-- IQ4 - .;?13 
-. ?7f;r 
-. 3AAfl -*2?7q 

























































TABLE VL-TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
C0NH T r MA CH ALPHA 
C 1.034.33 
CP (P . . CP CP P(P CP (P 
UPPFP I lFP - UPPFQ " LOWFP - LIPPFP I.nWFR IUPPER LOWER 
S;PFACF qIIPFACF StRFACF-" SIJPACE'IPRFACF " - SIIPFACE SURFACE SIJRFACF 
X/S 'TATION STATION' STATION STATION 





- r Iqf 
. ePq 



















I10C 0 0  .021?.*flfl- I;A0Cl7 .0 p.117A-. 0020. 34O .016,I0?7 - -. 074p -.,0865.10 np2.Q10A0-. OA6410020,AA 



















., 00 -. 171A oln -. 179 -. 6P ,14-243 -. q1 7 -. 3413 -. 1725 
.7500 -. 230) -. 1671 - 9 1- -. IPP7 -. 3409 -. 1q73 -. 40 -. 1?OP 
00no -. 2746 -. 1p. -. ?74n -. 1815 -. 16Po -. 146c;.06c6 -. 0A71 
*q9o0 -?148 . ?oS -. 0965 -. 0o6 -. 02 5 -. n4-3 -. 013q -0426 
STATIOM STATION STATION STATION 
6 7 A 
.0"n .1I? r, .1A -6A09 Pn007 _.pp .1715 *t0 l7 .1A1 
.1on -. 16"0 .0601 -. 571? .1pp . -. 6".3 .1033 -.'211 .134A 
1-n-.?1qq -.0011 -40??) QQ()l -.7AA7 .o6pR -.7375 **** 














.... I P4; . . . . 












.7in0 -. 437A -. 26?P -. 4010 -. 2386 -. 277R -. OAO0 -. 7 3 -. lq?6 
.O000 -. 0181 0650 .. -. 00A9 -. 0301 .0444 -. 0943 -. 1880 -. 0172 
.9cOn,0100 -. 0367 .0319" -. 0271 
0 
TABLE V1.-TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 






































































































.- P<47 . *30 
;_.PA7 pc-- . 
-P*olq 
.... ,1 ?7c 
--. 71PA - .(,BA4 
-. OA3 -.014" 































TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
ALPHA





CP CP .CP 	 CP - " cp CP CP cp 
IJPFP I ----- I OWFP UPPFP LOWFR uPPEP LOWER 
CSI)PRACF SI'RPAC--------- SIIPFACF -SIiRFACF---------------CESSOFACE SUPFACP 
STATION
X/C STATION . ... . .. .. . STATION 	 STATION 42 	 3 
-.9327 	 -*]3S -. ,0065
.0I?'5 -. ?8A7 .IOPA . . . R7 .. .0?OR 	 .117q 
-. 13 1 - -. 9311 .oI1O ­f)q .1'3;,4 (1 	 ______-0491f" -. 02r6 __.1001 
-.	 
-. 1679 -.- 4-7- .1339
AF*~ c)o---- --172n0?A S___ .0i3-A04_ 004 
- . -. 3o30 -q57A6 I881t087	 -.1071

.100- -..00? .?QA _ _ .0978 4 
-. 5774 .2937
 
-. 1071 -O7 .0144 -.10S9 - -. 1077 -.04P4 
-- -.0139 " 0_ -0360 "" .°OPO. -.201? .0743 -. ,2q .?749 
.3000 -. 0160 .. p .10oo S]-- Z.0;0) -?PC? .1679 -.5914 .?676 
-2393 --. 1173 -. 36q S .2017 -. P72 .?117 
°1500 
*4qno -. 1014 ***** *-
- -,3 19" - 7 f.-1310 	 -.-S77 .1478 -.579? .1397 4O0 -1- 8 _ - ... -.47?Q 0761 	 -.5A33 nA466 . 00 -0- -. 3 8 n -" 7" f-
-. 2641 -. 0047
.9000 - .374( .0586 	 .2r0G 1--- .0208 --. 174A .0029 
... 00.4 	 --1121 -.0188 -.1946 -.0373
9q5O0 -.16P3 "02?3 ...... .0978 

TATION -S STATION 	 STATION
STAT TOM ...­
6 	 7 8 
0o]2 
.0 -7 7T197RP .'17 --. __-4A -4.PR0 PA14 
*ornn -..739 °t13 *Pooo *3667 -.oPq9 	 .3 1 -q45; 3 .?Q34 
.1074 -P5116 .3047
.1000 -. 7A?'> .4P04 	 -.AP67 -- 1*74P -. A728S 
-.8P05 .- 17 	 -. rp(oa *~*** 
.l~n .P0A1, 0061 -. A345 .11A6 

.?25fl -AP4?0 .;77 *.7SP? lpll -. A704 *?8A31 -.- nQ7 .?46?
 
*3000n -. R719 111**** 
 .?7c6 	 -.7P03 .?4-AS -. 4066 .1746 
-.67Aq *00**** 	 .17sr°0613
Iron -,Q077 .22?(A - *0f _.74 .I96A 

-57	 -. P3 

_ 
*F139 .1107 -- -Q7 r; 
7IA 0637 . 0?? .0463 -.6419 -.0008 -.1P3P -. 1152




-.7947 -. 0 ,A1 -.7304 	 -. 1349 -3c;4 -.2165

.9000 - -.47c6 -.0143 

.900 -.4015 -. 6P2 -76 ----. 1319
 















IbIFP9P p L V'FP 
.FAe_ SLJRFACF StIPFACF 
....... STATION 
.. 
-. 0lA6 4 .,1::?4 
. 

















-. ?q47 .117P 







































.4A- - -. A3A) 
~ - C~lF 
*PC 













































TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
"ArH' - ALPHA 
).03 
. . .P .P (P (P (P 
-VPUPPF k ppF LOWFP UPPFP LOWFP UPPFP LOWFP 
tPEACF ClnF ( . . .PFA(FSIIPFACF-- S - - SIJRFACF SIIPFACE SUPFACr SURFACE 
X/C rTAON... . STATION STATION STATION 
. - "3 4 












. . . 064 ".0777- , 3 .0764,O & - .07990& -.--6 
1 0n) 01. P7n- -:AnP :.00" -.027 : A,)
.0171 nl77 -2p=0.0074 --. nos -.0409 -.0;i1 -.oav7 -.0P77 
.1 An0 -. - ,R))7 oA*nq -. 0444 .......--. 0P44 -. Oqo6 -. lI9 -. 1?6?
 
.40 .1202~np -. 1I1I4R -_------1563 -. l1-;3- -. 004 -. )q9]
.6n00 - 2361 - -. 11 9 "h1790 - 1 l) -. 2017 -. ?]A9 -. ?519 -. P4A7 
*7500 -. 2n0 -. 2]A .. 2474 -.?416 -. 7qO -.2719 -. 3071 -.?R76 
-Q0OO -.2104 -.2? - _ .pA?9 "--.pgo- -. 1 -.'?? -.1763 -.16Th 
°no -. 173& -2 2 --------. 116 -. A ... -. 0763 -.0701 -,n904 -. 0913 
CTATTO. STATION -.- STATION STATTON 
6 7 p 
0p0.01-41 -.0?OA -.04,19 - 0950 
.0500 *O0 .00 .. -. M04 -. n054 -.0A45q -. ppO -. 0Pl -. 11? 
.1nn -. AP3 070l 0070 -. ln0l -. 1-40 -. 171 -. s7qn3n  -. -. -. 
1q46 1A6.- ,f7Pt _.r~ I -. 1p00 -. 1461 - . t. .... 0.0 
.4r,00 -_2?. 2?3 SSA -. ;261;1 -. ?7A7 ...?Q? a-p . 
"00 -. 2774 - P-- 60 -134AI -. ]R3 -. 144 -. 4a07 
.*700 -,775 -.l'P - -.1700 -.364q -.?7Q4 -. 377 .1201 .1710 
. -n0 -. 0O36 -. 1274 *0In3 -.n699 .0169 0271 .148 . 31 






























. 1 7 .21I.1 
.. OA * ; 
-. 0474 .JRP4 
-.063; ,* 6-­
?p1 4 , . 1-
-.1106 .InFI 
-. 1700 . o* 
-.2P44 -.0337 
-. 2 O' -.1P44 













-.0706 .1S 1 
?Ops %.;C; 




-.2916 -I .. 












_. 1 A8 .o764 
-. IR=3 .0313 
-. ?611 -. 0474 
-.?PP6 -. 1170 
-. 3716 -. 1778 
-.P378 -. 1987 









-.4?2 .I I 
-. 1016 .1052 
-.3lq .nc3 
-. ?617 .o0P 
-. Q69 -.07?? 
-*346 -. 1444 
-.4143 -.1871 
-,.i;8 -.1644 
-° oc0 -. 0626 
'TATTO' .. 
. . .... . 
STATION 
- 6 
... .... .. .. 
-7 


























































































...CNr T " . . .. ... ..... MArH ALPHA 
6 
- -P . 8.23 
CP C- CP - CP CP CP CP
cV(JPPFO - OVFP IPPFR LOWFR UPPFR LOWFP UPPER LOWFR 
.. SUP C - SI'RFACF. SIIRFACF SiPCACE U(IRFACF SUPFACE SURFACE SCIuFACV 
X/C STATION 
_ 
_STAT ION STATION STATION
 
S .2 3 4 
I PA?77 
.0?0 -° -.5700 I ...... -. 74 " qn .. ..--
A0125 




.*-. IP7 . -.- - 3706 - -.6148 .3173 -.637 1?
.loon -.40? .36 __ -696? f,31-.4?c .;'S66 (.65 079 
.1034 O.713 - *?R5----4 6014 .?r51 -. 68p? .2373;' -. 
pn 
-. SIP P(131 -4 7SR 021 .7308 .208)6 -.7147 .1947 
.00-.1A3A .310Q _ -. 1302 1,C)14 
-.72ni ,1666 -. 7347 .1&Q1
*4S n -. 2447 **** 
-pqS.18 
-. 33;)4 Agc;6 -.7433 D08P9
.6000 - -p I - 07c7 32 - ..0391 
-2P912 
 .0116 -.6172 .0159

*7500 .34n -7Y ..... -. 3R87 -,0104 
-. 3;47 -.0110 *3095 -.0P65
 
.1300 ".O€01 ..




.9500 -. P323 -.074.. -.o?49 -r.0188..... .0q .0431 .0S78 0854
 
TT .
 . ... TTION - ... .. .. STATION STATION 
.. . . .. . .6 . . . .7 8 
-wngr.6PIP -773- 24f- .nqnn _ _ _ 7__.717e -. 7q671 .;)740 .0 
.t000 
-.67Q7 *270 
-7426 . 4.. -.76P9 .?460 
-.464 .0725 
.15P-70 ..... 3... .4 9 -- .?;'0 7' -.7766 .247 .. 47?3 ******O 
, n w.7144 .179P .. 
-7766 ...... 4r44QQP
-. 740c I I3 
-. 74QA Irpi 
-.4359 .1267 
1 - OAl8r, -. -. 6476 --. 1116 -- .0106.4mAbp - -. A - 08
.6000 .7602 -.00pO 
-.7c40'.. .04-- " -.5903 .0621 
- -,R?4 -. OQO3 





.90Q0 -,407? 0.7' 
-*504 -.0044 
 -. 6437 -.1339 
-.2812 -. p0 2
]--
- I0.o-, 




















I n0A o. W31 .ih 
ono 

-. ?7. *l4;4 










- . 930 inpq2





. 7'o Of .t;; . O7F6 
.900~ R66 .f007 
-. 0n .bPC;7AO


































-,77 . ?0.A 






















-. 76P6 ,LA3 




-.. 7943 15 
-. 7713 .3A 
-.7742 .4n016 
-. 7673 .3 














































TABLE Vl.-TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
CO NPTG MACH ALPHA 

















St(JPFACe SFI0FACE SLIPFACF 3uQIIFACF - -- -URFACE SUIPFACE SURIFACE SUPFACV 
y/r STATTO. . STATION STATION STATION 
1 34 
_.r) .r- .410? *.P7A6 *1379 
.. 02n .OP7 n -. 873r ----.-- 6A7 -. A792 .47A1 -.9010 .4n71 
.0500
.7D  ... ...








.ino I ron36P -. 44 AP4 5, o.*49- q . -1 0 5. 6) l " 7.401 -.9646

























. ; 3 
.14 3 
.0120 
.900 - 4.?-0 030 .. . -.. - 001A'.13 -.4009 -.01"-
-. A498 
TAT10N1 STATION STATION STATION 





























.2250~qnp 3Sl- --­ 92 Ir437r -. 7011 .3221I -. r5I9 
.200 .A1 .34c2 .1173 -. 7?30) Pc)?s404 .20 
*4S0Q -].ni-42 .7604 ________ -. 9 .?44c; -.669 . P?45.15 
A ( 0 -1.0P67 - A0~()- - 8.719 .14 -. 5>760 .1394 -. 4200 - 31 















.99;00 -.-. 95,41 - -n 004 * -.5863 - .20 -
7_ 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4*4** 	 .5743 

-1.0310 	 .5268 

































































-. 8262 -.	 0941 
























































































































-. 2852 -.	 0732 
- 0 
STATION -­










































TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(d)Continued 
CONFIG MACH ALPHA 
7 1.03 17.07 
CP CP CP CP CP CP 
UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER 
SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 
X/C STATION STATION STATION 
1 2 3 
.0250 -1.0624 .7640 -1.0603 .6998 -1.0418 .6532 
.0500 -1.0442 .7527 -1.0740 .6998 -1.0501 .6630 
.1000 ****#* .7031 -1.0901 .6600 -1.0513 .6348 
.1500 -1.1249 .6588 -1.1068 .6235 -1.0647 .5938 
.2250 -1.1458 .5896 -1.1211 .5635 -1.0954 b568 
.3000 -1.15a7 .5302 -1.1151 .50?6 -1.0701 .4869 
.4500 -.6364 .4150 -1.1094 .3998 -.9711 .3808 
.6000 -.4603 .3110 -. 8612 .3021 -.9643 .2796 
.7500 -.4498 .214Z -.3777 .1976 -.8Z72 .1815 
.9000 -.2927 .0972 -. 4117 .0927 -.6483 .0776 -
.9500 -.3586 .0333 -.4248 .0598 -.5154 .0336 
.9750 -.1977 .0384 -.3464 .0538 -.4054 -.0088 
STATION STATION STATION 
4 5 6 
.0250 -1.0084 .6092 **$*$$$ .5781 
.0500 -1.0144 .6226 -. 8315 .5927 -. 8819 *5679 
.1000 -.9968 .5962 -.8467 .5769 -.8726 .5569 
.1500 -.9804 .5650 -.9156 .5339 -.8574 .5330 
.2250 -. 9768 .5130 -. 9195 .4983 -.8193 .4828 
.3000 -. 9744 .4640 -. 9278 .4464 -.7975 .4344 
.4500 -.9619 .3645 -.8538 .3517 -.7966 .3370 
.6000 -.8883 .2686 -.8020 .2543 ** .2423 
.7500 -.8218 .1685 -.7787 .1578 -.7247 .1450 
.9000 -.7479 .0639 -. 7271 .0494 -.6895 .0294 
.9500 -.7002 .0197 -.7003 -.0002 -. 6827 -. 0101 
.9750 
STATION STATION STATION 
7 8 9 
.0256 
.0500 -. 7575 .5387 -. 6848 .5016 
.1000 -. 7459 .5282 -.6809 .4974 -. 6230 .4422 
.1500 -.7396 .5046 -.6788 .4732 -.6251 .4111 
.2250 -.7316 .3349 -.6797 .4377 -.6242 .35ol 
.3000 -. 7325 .4159 -. 6773 .3833 -. 6239 .2943 
.4500 -. 7253 ****** -. 6681 .2874 -. 6296 .1483 
.6000 -.7036 .2292 -.6543 .1820 -.6230 .0383 
.7500 -.6803 .1163 -.6514 .0560 -.6201 -.0543 



































































































-. 0169 -. 0303
1,?Q4 -109T 
-.1554 -.1638 
-. 21P3 -. 2333 
-.2 -.27 












































=.119S -. 119Z 
-1525 -.1706 
-.2379 O*o**. 

































-. 1348 -. 1333 
-. 1673 -. 1S 





















-. 1230 -. 1261 






-. 3147 -.3213 













-. 13T0 ,150 

-.1794 -. 1913 


































































































TABLE VI.- TEST DA1A 
(d)Continued 
CONFIG MACH ALPHA 
8 1.03 8.65 
CP CP CP CP cP CF 
UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LC ER 







,OP90 -.727? .*647 -.7371 .,264 -.7439 .5228 
.0900 -.7522 .5124 -.7397 .4934 -.7388 .4744 
.000 .o.o.. .4411 -.7788 .4156 -.7585 .4094 
.1500 -.7305 .3268 -.7580 .3654 -.7734 .3485 
,? 0 
.3000 






.4500 -.3321 .1700 -.2764 .1498 -.6?17 .1400 
.6000 -.3569 .0b3? -.3536 .0654 -.2877 .0476 
.7500 -.4144 .0015 -.4340 -.0124 -.4?00 -.0362 
.9000 -.3709 -.0586 -. 40A9 -.0696 -.4317 -.0649 
.9500 -.0470 -.0041 -.0440 .0122 '.079R .0416 
.9750 .0140 .0390 .0183 .0440 .0367 .0823 
STATION STATION STATION 
4 5 6 
.0?50 -.7433 .5023 .4819 
.0600 -.7522 .4587 -.7210 .4422 -.7898 .4256 









:3000 -.7P86 .2246 -.8149 .2137 -.8304 .2017 
.4500 -.7800 .1272 -.8194 .1175 -.8399 .105 
.6000 -.7138 .0416 -.8313 .0324 ......* .0192 





-.5933 -. 0181 
-.3077 .0350 
-.5346 -.0489 
-. 4726 -.0369 
.9750 
STATION STATION STATION 
7 8 V 
.0250 




















-.5674 -. 0483 
.6000 -.7770 .0120 -.5766 -.0151 -.5376 -. 1504 
.7500 -.6658 -.0850 -.5236 -. 1504 -.5131 -.2325 
.9000 -.6097 -.0952 -.4893 -. 1570 -.4684 -.2116 
.9500 
.9750 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(d} Continued 




















X/C STATION STATION STATION 


























































































































































STATION STATION STATION 




























































.9750 -.5040 -. 110e 
(d)Continued 
CONFIG MACH ALPHA 
8 1.03 17.30 
CP CP CP OP CP CF 
UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPEP LOWER 







.0250 -1.0764 .77A7 -1.0788 .7041 -1.0624 .6S92 
.0'a0 -1.0624 .7716 -1.0520 .7112 -1.0666 .6te 









.3000 -1.178? .5470 -1,0803 .5224 -. 9765 .5029 
.4500 -. 7160 .4421 -1.0123 .4218 -. 9058 .40P7 
.6000 -. 4230 .J388 -.6121 .3261 -. PI92 .3076 
.7500 ..2646 .2404 -. 5943 .2312 -. 7691 .2106 
.q000 
.9 00 
-. 6119 *1479 
-. 4290 .0905 
-.6241 .1357 
-. 3108 .0908 
-. 746 .1149 
-.5268 .0628 
.9750 -. 2222 .0890 -.2323 .0399 -.4925 .0054 
STATION STATION STATION 
4 5 6 
.0250 -. 9341 .6128 oooa .5915 
.0500 -. 9084 .6366 -. 8145 .6076 -.7757 .SPOT 
.1000 -.9037 .6125 -. 8104 .5918 -.7674 .5699 
.}100 
.cS0 
-. 9245 .5866 
-. 9425 .5343 
-. 8719 .5532 
-. 8510 .5209 
-.7614 .5457 
-.7629 .4967 
.3000 -.9263 .4P90 -.8307 .4700 -.7578 .4'15 
.4500 -.8228 .3903 -. 7862 .3770 -.7488 .3537 
.6000 -.7560 .2945 -.7444 .2837 o4*to .2645 
.7500 -.7417 .2026 -. 7196 .1865 -.6960 .1676 
.9000 -.6611 .0929 -. 67S7 .0743 -.6691 .0513 
.9500 -.6190 .0453 -. 6611 .0210 -.6578 .00s 
.9750 
STATION STATION STATION 
7 8 S 
.0250 
.0500 -. 7258 .5442 -. 6691 .5140 
.1000 -. 7166 .5412 -. 6724 5077 -. 6279 .4491 
.1500 -.7190 .5185 -.6712 .4853 -. 6312 .4237 
.2250 -,7154 .3447 -.6599 .4476 -. 6216 .36e9 
:3000 -.7049 .4255 -.6560 .3994 -. 6160 .3010 
.4500 -.6915 **9*9* -.6485 .3022 -.6121 .1676 
.6000 -. 6736 .2463 -.6378 .1993 -.6094 .0557 
.7500 -.6584 .1359 -.6285 .0731 -.5960 -. 0361 
.9000 -. 6452 .0219 -.6142 -. 0226 -.5855 -. 0980 
.9500 
.9750 


















































































































































































































































































-. 439 .3051 
.2146 .Z761 
"15.f1 92 
-. 0558 ,1866 
-.0553 .1550 
-. 0925 .1254 
-. 0836 .1C67 
.0 0 
-. 8 -.0009 
-.16F1 -. C275 
-. -03 
a2 ?3E21.02 






-. 2703 .303? ­
-.2609 .2772 




-. C99 .0856 
-. 1395 922? 
-.1877 -. 0093 
-.2108 -. 0702. 
-. 2358 -. 0865 










-. 296 .3122 
-.2994 .2851 
-. 3168 * 2382 
-. z358 .1594 
-.1159 .1523 
-.,920 .1094 
-. 1232 .0764 
-. 19 .Q24 
.2099 -. 0626 
-.2461 -. 0944 








-. 3067 .3340 
-.31? .2750 
3zt .25a8 
-. 3227 .2024. 
-. Z667 168a 
-. i923 .10 
-. 1583 .0729 
-. LS74 -. 00C3 
-.Z347 -.0639 
-. 2556 -.0955 



































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VI.-TEST DATA p 
(e) Continued 
CONFT mADH ALPHA 






































































































" -. 7364 
-. 475S 


























































































































.95c0 -.6545 .0470 -.56b9 .0453 












































































.1362 ... .. 
" t207 























































































































































-. 11 1'4 
*00.-.V* ' 




TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(e)Continued 
CON JG MACH ALPHA, 
- -. 1.20 - 4 .3 
CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP 
UPPFR LOWER UPPER LONER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER 





















































































































STATION STATION .. STATION STATION 
5 6 7 8 
.0125 





































































.9000 -­1361 -.1.01 -.P714 -,1"5 -.2L23 -.1903 -.2036 -.2548 
.950 -.0605 -.a976 -.0211 -.1134 
TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(e)Continued 
CONFIG KACH ALPmA 

















X/C STATION STATION STATION STATION 





































































































.95c0 -. 1865 -. 037 



















































.4509 .1453 -.29ca .0773 -.6677 .0819 -. 6054,





























.950 -.1035 -.0451 -.1690 -.0475 
-5.c 



























. -.?486 .3792 
-.2786 .2908 
-. 24q2 ,2127 
-.1b39 ,1628 
-. 1A99 .1276 
-.1581 .1059 
.0V**C636 

















-. 3041 .1176 




















































-. 5499 .2q56 
-.5885 - 3215 
-.6136 .327c 
-. 6315 .3054 
-. 6476 .2776 
-. 6865 .2477 
-. 67 .1907
- . 6 4 5 7 .1 4 8 2 
-. 5695 .08E6 
-.3309 .0383 






.6092 - .3291 .-. 
-.61981 .3240 .
-,62533 .3218 . 
-.6492 .2302 
-. 6609 **-*** 
-.6892 - .21497 3 9 5 .1 58 5 . . .. 










-. 6652 .2793 
-. 68±8 '.2414,











-. 6G43 .3022 
-.5736 .2749 
-64775 
3 9 C5 . 0 3 70 




TABLE V1.- TEST DATA 
(e)Continued 





























-3659 * .1766 
-.4018 
.1324 



















































-. 68o .3644 
-. 7'21 
-.6628 .3023 
-. 615 .2544 
-. 5981 .187? 
-.4211 
.1017 
-. 3863 .0726 
STATION 
S6 





























































-. 6644 .3626 
-.6234 
-319B 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.. . -.6354 .4475 
-. 6458 .4.57 
-. 6784 .3896 













-. 6266 .4036 
-. 6256 .36 




































































































TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(e)Continued 
GONFIG MACH. ALPHA 




































































































































































































































.9500 -.7529 .0472 -.6085 0464 









UPPER LOWER CP CP
UPPER LOWER OP CPIPPER LOWER
SURFACE SURFACE UPPE LOWER
SURFACE SURFACE 

















.0250 050 4 .1802
.0 ?85 .15 .lzQ .15T4
.0559 .1683 
. 0500 .0683 .14040939 
.1119 .0953 .1Z33
.(421 . t282.1000 1276 .06M6 .0666 ru100c
















.4500 ***4* -. 012E6 -. 0351
-.0495 
-.0316 -. 0411 -C547
-.0784

.6000 .0118 -. Ca7 -.0629 -.Odg8 -. 0943 -. 104
-.088± -. C191
.7500 -. 1240 -. 301
-. 1069 
-. 1i2l -. 1518 -. ,1423
-. 1433 -. 1235
.9000 
-. 1501 -. -. 1790 -. 15401311 -. 1716 -. 1932
-. 1703 -. 1638 
-. 1841 
-. 1994.950 -.
-. 1213 -. 1013 2138 -. 2i82
-. 0930 
-. 1922 















.0980 .0727 .0598 .0626C603 .05c .







-. C3GO.1500 .0l057 -.0071

.2250 
-.03J43 -.0033 -. 0 16-.0556 -. 0301 -. 02V?
-.0433 
-. 0654 **# -. 075
.3c00 -.0719 -. 0586
-. 0613 




-. 1,46 -.1040 -.iC55 -.
-. 1425 -. 1390 -. 1OU 




-. 1695 ** 
-- 195 
-. 1714
.7500 -. 2u±2 -. 2028-±66 
-.2063 -. 266
-.232L 
-. 2287 -. 247
.9000 -.2547 -.2581
-. 2484 
-. 1995 -. 2740 -. 2821
-. 2797 -. 2360 
-. 3015 -. 2663
.95"0 



































































-. 2597 .2152 



























-. 2931 .2439 
-. 2q3a .208? 
-.3206 .1675 
-.3062 .1203 
-. 2.5A5 .P762 
-.2139 .0315 




























-. ZL6 .1954 








-.0891 -. 0078 















-. 3429 .1978 

-. 3274 .1471 

















































































































































































TABLE VI.-TEST DATA 
(e)Continued 
CONFIG MACH ALPHA 
4 1.20 8.70 
OP OP CP CP CP CP CP CP 
UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER 









.0±25 -.4751 .3562 -.4552 .2961 -.5047 .2457 -.4511 .2527 
.0250 -.4857 .333 -. 4745 ..2855 . . .-. 5109 .251l -. 4666 .2771 ..-. 
.0500 -.3870 .2879 -.4952 .2470 -.5137 .2359 -.474 .2744 
.1000 -.1820 .2665 -.4824 .2077 -.5550 .2066 -.4753 .2446 
.1500 -.1459 .2240 -.3780 .1695 -.5495 .1833 -.5457 .2232 
.2250 -.2±79 .1728 -.1855 .1348 -.4038 .1530 -.6066 .18C1 
.3000 -. 1777 .1326 -. 1227 .1137 -.0382 .1364 -. 5868 .1467 



















.9000 -.2573 -.0298 -.2913 -.0556 -.2763 -.0760 -62193 -.0698 
.9500 -.1681 -.0513 -.1260 -.0722 -. 0692 -.0700 -.0559 -.0492 
STATION STATION .. ........ . .- STATION STATION 
5 6 7 8 
.0125 
.0250 -.4552 .2838 -.4762 .2742 -.5289 .2756 
.0500 -. 4547 .2794 -.4960 .2764 -.5434 .2778 -.5926 .31C5 
.1000 -.4879 .2592 -.4987 .2429 -.5531 .2701 -.5991 .2846 
.1500 -.5075 .2230 -.5080 .2271 -.5567 .2374 .2453 



















.6000 -. 4378 .0219 -. 6426 .0603 -. 632,6 .0601 -. 4275 -. 0628 
.7500 -.2988 -.0097 -.,6603 .0045 -.5790 -.0151 -.4457 -.1353 
.9000 -.1800 -.0489 -.4871 -.0484 -.5240 -.0745 -14680 -.1598 
.9500 -.0524 -.0334 -.3584 -.0312 







































































































































































































































































CP CP Cf cp 
UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER ........-
SURFACE SURFACE-............ SURFACE -SURFACE . .. 
STATION STATION 
t 2 
-.5345 .5350 -.7151 .3651 
-.5674 .5123 -.7822 .4090 
-­5492 .4589 -.8070 .4046 
-. 4317 .4374 -.8271 .3616 
-.4265 .403g 
-.8211 .3569 
-.4540 .3618 -.82'8 .3293 
-.4371 .3323 
-. 6204 .3051 
.734 . -. 2639 _ _ .2199-----------
-°306 .2374 -.3373 .2374 
-. 3716 .2021 
-. 4110 .1.5 . 
-'4V72 .1368 
-.4010 109- -
-. 2783 .0858 
-.2005 .0636 .. 
CP CP 
UPPER LOWER 





















-. 7363 .3317' 
-. 7412 .3T89. 
-. 74C4 .3867 
-. 1594 .3840 
-.8437 *363 
-.8663 .3436 





































































































































. -IA3.1M (*tl7R 
*60 
oc;6q **4*-, n3 
-. Xt1'q' -. flp~ 








_ , 1 °n1 1 

















rA? .01o O1 
;.1 p 014R 









1061-.65466,oqno -.. nl;37 
-.14QA -.13P3 








-. 7020 -. ?4nq 
-. 0496 ng0~n 
.. 1A40a .174c) 

















.0 1 4A 0o08 
I? TfA n7S7











A.0iRA . in0 
-*0AC? -*oSpo 























-. 0a0n66 n.P1 4. 
w1376 -. Agq 
*ODqTQ9S.I3 -.0P63. A 
-.Iq14 -.1699 




n?4 Q ol, 




-. 3103 -45 





 AhP HA 
I.2(1 4.33 
CI (p CI, (p CI,c!Jprr.cr sriPtpI"F rpI0 pSIWF'A qHQr6crL4FP IP  P LrF 1,Of qIIPFACFtIPflFQ SI1FACffLnUIFR IPPFp LIWFP511 ACr SURFACF 















-. , A ,IR3

1 *OIL-n)IPSAr
-. 077 -. 0;'47 ol0A9.074A 
-. 
-Aq I9T *1179 
- 749 o76P Rn3? * 
-in6 
7 8 
-. 1~~~- 170434;lIq0ln 0 
-, 
 l 
.6'4 74Q .t lQ 
-. s3qM 
. o 21-. 











TABLE VI.- TEST DATA W 
(e)Continued 
51 .7 A.64 
/,r 
r'P 
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.q900 -. 2760 .1331 -.­ 970 .n17 
Ir 
TABLE Vl.- TEST DATA 
(e)Continued 






































































































-. 674 1 
_. O.AP' 
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TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(e)Continued 
C(I r Tr. MAI 









/c qTATTON cTATTOM 
I ? 
.164C A.pr n.I7.0706 






.l~fl * l n3i _.. n ? P 
.04 3 -. on I ft0O 
: n.0' n 
-.nO4 .()I




























-; .0IaP14 np090 .061I9 
.00.007? 
n.e " ; 







0 3 " 
-,fl?1Q 
-. oA64 1 





















































-. 2 On 
-. IS?7 
-. 396 









































co CP CP CP rp (p CP Co 
lIPPFP IntP LPPFR LOWFP tPPFQ LnWF tjDPFP LnWFR 
ctPFArF CtIPFACF SIIPFACF StjRFACF CIIPFACF SIJPFACE SIJPFACE SUPFACF 
X/C STATION qTATTON ITATiON STATION 
14 
.0280n -. O086p P10Ah -. 271( * .;)307 -. P2803 *t6r4 P.~.3.767 
-°'i .1096 4A o0? .?07P -. P014 P370 -. pq1o.830 
I.At00 _.fl30 .)494 -f61 4 .1 64P -. 171 A .1062 -. 3111 .21 A0 
.nl09" or.C6G .1rip -. n7A7 .1614 -.7141 IA7A 
'0 ~-.ng *?7I??7 .1087 .1102 -. .0 q 7 -°$q3 .0780 
.Cll34 -. !*a41A A 36Q -)tA--.?OAA A ()3R 















*0800n -,13A7 -. T064? -.0010 -. 017QP -,f1876 -,O060 -.04A -. 1004 
q7T TTON STATION TATTON STATION 
8 6 7 
.03 2 
.A,"- 4q .?7P'; PJ A?~ -4 47-; .7761 
.080 -0 Te .?7AI.40 .?)17 -.4704 .2416 -80 20 
.1n .17P, *1F6p _.4p"W .10114 _.&fPp -. A3AA84 
.1.4A~ 4P 100 .4n4 ..?t -.483? .1fpp..81 09 
.Innn -. Plql l1 ***00 .0l11 -. 4214 .0606 -.5?34 
.6p5O -.?64 -,,0 q -.310? -. 046P -,3767 -.ne3 -. 4156 -.1427 
.7cA -.01'l -nlOA(, - .3c;2q1 -.I010 -. me4 -. I n -. 3161 -. ;)1 a0 
*qonn -.211 -.1 ?7h -. q75 _.1401 -.1P0Alo .1Rn0 -P364 P.473 
*qn *0A -100.04 OS1 -. 1363 

































-. 47Qj1 *1776 
-. 0Q 17l 
- ,087 19 





















































































TABLE v1.-TEST DATA 
(e)Continued rI 




























































.4=64 **~OI C, -. 71?1 .471 7 3 *4P4~ 77 




































































































TABLE V1.- TEST DATA 
(e)Continued 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(e)Continued 
CONFIG MACH ALPHA 













SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 
X/C STATION STATION STATION 















.1000 **4*0** .3892 -.5927 .3795 -.6049 .3960 
.1500 -.460b .3375 -.5364 .3402 -.5663 .3469 
.Z,50 -.3100 .2852 -. 4639 .2930 -.'179 .2o'2 
.3000 
-.2155 .2507 
-. 4121 .2475 































.9500 -.3221 -.0461 -.3651 -. 0417 ' -.3863 -.0466 
.9750 -.1717 -.0425 -.2631 -.0493 -.3610 -.0605 
STATION STATION STATION 
4 5 6 
.0250 
-. 6101 .5006 .**44931 
.0500 -.6177 .4548 -. 5883 .4557 -. 6501 .4533 
.1000 -.6362 .3960 . -. 6204 .3958 
















-. 5418 .2421 -. 5886 .2451 -. 6226 .2467 
.4500 -. 5065 .1684 
-. 5674 .1641 
-. 5930 .1598 
.6000 
















-.4208 -. 0532 . -.4754 - -. 0596 " -. 4188 -.0615 
.9750 
STATION STATION STATION 





.1000 -. 6991 .J941 -. 72-5 .3917 -. 6536 .3860 
.1500 -. 7116 .3478 















.4500 -.6286 $4$44* -. 6936 .1690 -. 6092 .0736 
.6000 -. 6101 .0995 -. 6602 .0982 
-. 5769 -. 0297 
.7500 -. 5927 .0101 -. 5919 -. 0250 -. 5268 -. 1245 
.9000 -.4515 -.0624 -. 5282 -.1117 -.5089 -.1736 
.9500 
.9750 




















































































































STATION STATION STATION 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VI.- TEST DATA 
(e)Continued 
CONFIG MACH ALPHA 













SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE S1;FACE 
X/C STATION STATION ST I 



















.2250 .0074 -. 0024 -. 0062 -.006 -. 0111 -. 01 ' 
,300O -. 03)0 -. 0329 -. 0348 -.04b4 -.0432 -. 04E5 















,q000 -. 190? -.2049 -. 2116 -.2247 -. 2216 -.2432 
.9500
.9750 -. 1719 -. 0473 -.2002 -. 1061 
-. 210? 
-. ]1H{0 -.2334 -16lb -.2314 -. 1912 -. 2552 -. 2070 
STATION STATION STATICK 
4 5 
.?0b .1909 .1372 .*... .1270 
.O fla .1147 .0992 ,e644 .0954 .3030 o~o 
.1000 .07a04 U0fi4 .U574 .D4iu ."003 .03q5 



























.?7)02 1. -. 217F --. 
',I A r I Gh t* tt 





















.300D -,0749 -.0PSo -.0808 -.1006 -. 104$ -. 1202 
.45D0 -.1511 .**.* -. 1O00 -. 1510 -.1924 -. 1714 

















TABLE V1. TEST DATA 
(e)Continued 
CONFIG MACH ALPHA 
8 1.20 8.67 
CP CP CP CP CP CF 
UPPER LCIER UPPER LC ER UPPER LCIEP 
SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SUPFACE 
X/C STATION STATION STATION 
1 2 3 
.0250 -.5897 .5107 -. 5897 .4991 -.6033 .5126 
.0"0 -.589? .4563 
-. 5943 .4593 -. 6071 .4622 





-. 5394 .3444 











-.?7 18 .1223 
-.3120 .0b7 
-. 2808 .1792 
-. 2753 .1164 
-. 3278 .0419 
-. 4260 .157 
-. 3742 .1050 
-. 3577 .0306 
.9000 
-.3416 -.0039 -. 3588 -.0150 -. 3759 -. 0221 
.9"00 -. 1781 -. 0400 
-.2811 -.0379 -. 3791 -. 0426 
.9750 
-.0493 -. 0275 -. 1028 -. 0419 -. 2631 -. 0407 
STATION STATION STATION 
4 5 6 
.0?50 -.6125 .5045 *0**. .4140 
.0500 -. 6166 .4647 




-. 6J40 .3937 
-.6155 .3496 




.2250 -. 5639 .2919 
-.6185 .2935 -.6530 .2973 
.3000 -. 5389 .2515 
-. 5891 .2483 
-.6212 .2467 
.4500 
-. 5104 .1787 -. 5725 .1671 -. 5926 .1647 
.6000 
-.4764 .1023 -.5644 .0947 .*.O* .0947 
.7500 
-. 4484 .02b3 
-. 5546 .0187 -. 5703 .0160 
.9000 
-.4302 -. 0294 -. 5328 -.0399 
-,4795 -. 0472 
.9500 
-.4117 -. 0482 
-.4357 -.0589 -. 3912 -. 0597 
.9750 
STATION STATION STATION 
7 8 9 
.0250 










.3000 -. 7147 .1903 -.6658 .2453 -.6775 .2943 -.6780 .2470 -.6666 .2854 
-.6481 .2254 
.4500 -. 6231 *o*.0* 
-.6378 .1674 -.5850 .0827 
.b000 
.7500 
-. 6100 .1001 
-.5657 .0179 
-.5801 .1009 
-.5143 -. 0189 
-. 5355 -. 0271 
-. 5006 -. 1186 
.9000 
-.4363 -. 0595 -. 4716 -.1093 






































































































































































































































































































X/C STATION STATION STATION 












































































































































































































































nTABLE VII.- SPANLOAD DISTRIBUTION ON THE WING: r­
ave 
(a) Nominal at= -0.0 
MACH = 0.70 MACH = 0.90 MACIL = 0.95 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFTG 2 CONFIG 5 

























































































































MACH = 1.03 MACH = 1.20 




























































































TABLE VIT.- CONTINUED 
(b) Iominal a = 4.24 
MACH = 0.70 MACH = 0.90 MACH = 0.95 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 C0NFIG 2 CONFIG 5 GONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG h COXFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
STA a-=4.05 a-=4.22 a=4.19 c=4.27 STA a4.09 a=4.32 a=4.27 a=4.28 STA a=4.09, a=h.33 a=4.30 a=4.29 
1 0.2741 0.1601 0.0988 0.1395 1 0.2905 0.1655 0.096 0.1519 1 0.2894 0.1803 0.1101 0.1577 
2 0.2558 0.1617 0.1032 0.1376 2 0.286r 0.1714 0.1142 0.1473 2 0.2995 0.1901 0,1259 0.1525 
3 0.2487 0.1625 0.1154 0.1317 3 0.2762 0.1766 0.1287 o.1413 3 0.3064 0.2027 o.1462 0.1603 
4 0.2460 0.1696 0.1333 o.10io 4 0.2766 o.1861 0.1575 0.1530 4 0.2906 0.208i o.1688 o.66. 7 
5 0.2254 0.1637 0,]5h9 o.1468 5 0.2542 0.2828 0.1730 0.1665 5 0.2752 0.2o69 0.190l4 0.1856 
6 0.2079 0.1715 0.1702 0.2037 6 0.2356 0.1908 0.1906 0.2298 6 0.2h63 0.2079 0.2100 0.2302 
7 0.17Yd 0.i%12 0.1686 0.3935 7 0.2104 0.1891 0.1971 0.2226 7 0.2192 0.2012 0.2111 0.2315 
8 0.1249 0.1286 0.1221 0.1562 8 0.1500 o.156o 0.1526 0.1827 8 0.1699 o.161l 0.1679 o.i829 
MACH = 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 1 CO FIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
STA a=4.07 I=.4.34 a7h.30 a=4.33 STA c=4.08 c=14.36 u=4.34 a=4.33 
1 0.2780 0.1869 0.1032 0.1326 1 0.2517 0.1906 0.1054 0.1314 
2 0.2834 0.1893 0.1131 0.1295 2 0.2589 0.1865 0.1119 0.1216 
3 0.2736 0.1846 0.1235 0.1221 3 0.2446 0.1802 0.1102 0.1237 
4 0.2649 0.1961 0.1478 0.1378 4 0.2445 0.1861 0.13o4 0.1335 
5 0.2463 0.2007 0.1891 0-1503 5 0.2323 0.1886 0.1669 o.i-464 
6 0.2238 0.1901 0.1921 0.2117 6 0.2100 0.1954 0.2026 0.2157 
7 0.2095 0.1997 0.2053j0.2407 7 0.2070 0.2044 0.2111 0.2258 
8 0.157 0.1565 o.1433 0.1855 8 0.1476 o.1434 o.1481 0.1697 
- IIII 
TABLE VII.- CONTINUED 
(c) Nominal a = 8.48 
_ _ MACH = 0.70 - MACH = 0.90 MACH = 0.95 
CONFIG 1 CODFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG ICONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
STA v=8.15 w-8. 44  cc=8.40 =8.38 STA cc=8.21 ct=8.62 -=8.55 a=8.h9 STA a=8.19 c=8.66 a=8.59 a=8.53 
1 0.5796 0.3698 0.2603 0.2386 1 0.6305 0.4067 0.2885 0.2649 1 0.6193 0.4032 0.2860 0.2551 
2 0.5825 0.3643 0.2750 0.2408 2 0.6497 0.3983 0.3062 0.2703 2 0.6369 0.4049 0.3037 0.2476 
3 0.5944 0.3720 0.3072 0.2322 3 o.6413 o.4o83 0.3514 0.2628 3 0.6584 0.4225 0.3570 0.2739 
4 0.6161 0.3976 0.3677 0.2787 4 0.6928 0.4413 0.4096 0.3460 4 0.7127 0.4598 0.4139 0.3239 
5 o.6o36 o.4121 0.3871 0.4775 5 o.6724 0.4628 0.4379 0.5115 5 0.6805 0.4746 0.4399 0.5168, 
6 0.5171 0.4299 0.4150 0.4883 6 0.5901 o.4805 0.4672 0.5518 6 0.5422 0.4889 o.481o 0.5683 
7 0.3001 0.4060 0.3973 o.4578 7 0.3278 0.4542 0.4413 0.4562 7 0.3372 0.4894 0.4767 0.5064 
8 0.0930 0.1473 0.1418 0.1679 8 0.1147 0.1640 0.1524 0.1691 8 0.1299 0.1639 0.1736 0.1937 
MACH = 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
STA t=8.19 a=8.70 ct=8. 6 5 a=8.60 STA a=8.19 W=8.70 cc-8.68 w=8.64 
1 0.5911 0.4134 0.2663 0.2093 1 0.5359 0.4157 0.2699 0.2029 
2 0.5953 0.3971 0.2629 0.1934 2 0.5613 0.4066 0.2660 0.2009 
3 0.6052 0.3831 0.2833 0.1962 3 0.5615 0.3981 0.2729 0.1956 
4 0.6520 0.4195 0.3691 0.2032 4 0.5884 0.4185 0.3461 0.2053 
5 0.6377 0.4596 0.3824 0.4383 5 0.5473 0.4366 0.3822 0.4172 
6 0.4947 o.4861 0.4438 0.5301 6 0.4425 0.4497 0.4269 0.4988 
7 0.4022 0.4248 0.4425 0.5555 7 0.3741 0.3732 0.3905 0.3979 
8 0.1503 0.2339 0.2425 0.2701 8 0.1810 0.22g0 0.2262 0.2480 
- -- * - -a - -
TABLE VII.- CONTINUED 
(d) Nominal a = 12.72 
MACH = 0.70 MACH = 0.90 MACH = 0.95 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
STA a=12.27 a=12.67 a=12.63 a=12.55 STA a=12.35 a=12.91 c=12.83 a=12.73 STA a=12.33 q=12.97 a=12.89 a=12.73 
1 0.9335 0.6389 0.4673 0.3551 1 0.9987 0.7233 0.5263 0.4057 1 0.9846 0.7209 0.5426 0.3974 
2 0.9740 0.6347 0.5026 0.3677 2 1.0299 0.7264 0.5914 0.4748 2 1.0154 0.7202 0.5859 0.4684 
3 0.9769 0.6478 0.5895 0.4618 3 1.1350 0.7318 0.6784 0.5414 3 1.0482 0.7138 0.6795 0.5553 
4 1.0247 0.6939 0.6564 0.7816 4 1.0823 0.7918 0.7332 0.8077 4 1.0861 0.7664 0.7303 O.8o16 
5 0.8959 0.6981 0.6806 0.8469 5 0.9866 0.7924 0.7593 0.8812 5 0.9203 0.7894 0.7549 0.8697 
6 0.5432 o.654o 0.6022 0.6469 6 0.6085 0.7246 0.6799 0.6590 6 0.5731 0.6953 0.6664 0.6793 
7 0.2578 0.4069 0.3218 0.3259 7 0.3117 0.4429 0.3471 0.3396 7 0.3384 0.5008 0.4317 0.3760 
8 0.1057 0.1280 0.1050 0.1237 8 0.1410 0.1626 0.1268 0.1437 8 0.1562 0.1510 0.1306 0.1627 
MACH = 1.03 MACH =1.20 
CONFIG I CONFIG CONFIG CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
STA a=12.33 a=13.07 a=13.00 a=12.86 STA a=12.33 a=13.06 a=13.01 a=12.88 
1 0.9318 0.7088 0.4828 0.3275 1 0.8353 0.7110 0.4832 0.2868 
2 0.9633 0.6695 0.5115 0.3502 2 0.8804 0.6793 0.5068 0.3033 
3 0.9791 0.6598 0.5749 0.4561 3 0.8991 0.6793 0.5573 0.3852 
4 1.0191 0.6879 b.6471 0.6709 4 0.9143 0.6874 0.6155 0.6240 
5 0.8686 0.7352 0.6692 0.8143 5 0.7757 0.6903 0.6461 0.6975 
6 0.6574 0.6728 0.6486 0.6867 6 0.6033 o.6116 0.5938 0.6415 
7 0.48Ol o.5109 0.4838 0.4795 7 0.4679 o.46S0 'o.4553 o.4812 
8 0.1749 0.2244 0.2107 0.1920 8 0.2122 0.2438 0.2395 0.2362 
TABLE VII.- CONTINUED 
(e) Nominal a = 16.96 
MACH = 0.70 MACH = 0.90 MACH = 0.95 
CONFIG I CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONfIG 2 CONFIG 5 
3TA ct=16.37 w=16.94 ct=16.84 a-=16.68 sTA a=16.49 a=17.25 ct=17.14 a=16.89 STA a=1 6 . 4 9 w=17.3 6 w=17.20 a=16.97 
1 1.4026 0.9428 0.7370 0.6267 1 1.3477 o.1446 0.8592 0.7250 1 1.4o86 1.0963 0.8B73 0.7060 
2 1.3516 0.9421 0.8477 0.6777 2 1.3796 1.0694 0.9731 0.8186 2 1.4185 1.0548 0.9700 0.7555 
3 1.3687 0.9607 0.9619 1.0323 3 1.3524 1.0123 1.0310 1.0648 3 1.4319 1.0278 1.0378 1.0240 
4 1.06oo 0.9954 1.0077 1.1650 4 1.0889 1.0764 1.0243 1.1566 4 1.2539 1.0219 1.0075 1.1188 
5 0.7225 0.9426 0.8513 0.9614 5 0.7495 0.9823 0.8813 0.9901 5 0.9491 0.9685 0.8598 0.9797 
6 0.4577 0.6578 0.5083 0.5479 6 0.4854 0.7811 o.6085 0.5920 6 0.6067 0.7512 0.6501 0.6927 
7 0.2746 0.3132 0.2427 0.2871 7 0.3051 0.3977 0.2911 0.3250 7 0.3500 0.4633 0.3946 0.3849 
8 0.1322 0.1195 0.0974 0.1266 8 0.1479 0.1588 0.1232 o.1461 8 0.1519 0.1742 0.1423 0.1706 
MACE 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
STA a-=16.48 a-=17.41 a=17.30 a=17.09 STA a=16.48 ct=17.40 a=17.32 a=17.16 
1 1.3219 1.0942 0.8577 0.5768 1 1.1909 0.9784 0.7563 0.4870 0,0 
2 1.3386 1.0571 0.8979 0.6584 2 1.2010 0.9698 0.8233 0.5891 
3 1.3371 1.0468 0.9551 0.8954 3 1.1926 0.9285 0.8499 0.7744 
4 1.2253 1.0293 0.9969 1.0786 4 1.o845 0.9308 0.8788 o.8991 
5 0.9837 0.9403 0.8947 0.9551 5 0.8749 0.8493 0.8044 0.8302 q ! 
6 0.7028 0.7480 0.6956 0.7288 6 0.6550 0.6563 0.6477 0.6603 t 
7 0.4507 0.4958 o.4922 0.4935 7 0.4662 0.5105 0.4788 0.4688 
8 0.2030 0.2292 0.2292 0.2170 8 0.2169 0.2568 0.2510 0.2337 
Cone
 
TABLE VIII.- SPAN LOAD DISTRIBUTION ON THE CANARD: 
c 
ave 
(a) Nominal a = 0.01 
MACH = 0.70 MACH = 0.90 MACH = 0.95 MACH = 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 
STA =0.00 c=0.05 =0.01 c=0.06 =0.00 = -0.01 0.01 -0.O1 0.01 c -0.01 
1 o.o116 o.o164 0.0132 0.0153 o.o144 o.0206 0.0137 o.o168 0.0707 o.Ol46 
2 o.oi44 o.0144 0.0126 0.0119 o.0143 0.0219 0.0174 0.0182 0.0097 o.o169 
3 0.0126 0.0121 0.0128 o.o108 o.o165 0.0192 o.o148 0.0129 0.0091 0.0124 
4 o.0090 o.0167 0.0115 oo106 0.0090 0.0134 0.0121 0.0123 0.0092 0.0092 
5 0.0047 0.0109 0.0089 0.0107 0.0085 0.0171 0.0197 0.0154 0.0103 0.0089 
6 0.0096 0.0125 0.0105 0.0126 0.0107 0.0221 0.0057 0.0108 0.0036 O.0067 
7 0.0080 0.0083 o.0065 o.0067 o.0116 0.0176 0.0103 0.0152 o.0042 0.0049 
8 o.0066 0.0086 O.0046 0.0078 O.o094 O.0084 0.0059 0.0317 O.0056 O.0067 
9 0.0051 0.0033 0.oo44 o.oo58 0.0083 0.0074 0.0035 0.0054 0.0043 0.0051 
- m- l ~-- a a 
TABLE VIII.- CONTINUED
 
(b) Nominal a = 8.58 
MACH = 0.70 MACH = 0.90 MACH = 0.95 MACH 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 
STA a=8.37 a = 8.47 a = 8.53 a = 8.64 a = 8.60 a = 8.59 a = 8 . 65 a = 8.65 a = 8.65 a = 8.67 
1 0.6692 0.7120 0.7360 0.7581 0.7910 0.7861 0.7769 0.7842 0.7035 0.7012 
2 o.68a6 0.7208 0.7612 0.7877 0.8226 0.8249 o.8o44 0.8036 0.7083 0.7088 
3 0,6662 0.7074 0.7537 0.7451 0.7999 0.7939 0.7886 0.7906 0.7084 0.7110 
4 0.6563 0.6970 0.7850 0.7847 o.8o43 0.7715 0.8012 0.8080 0.6921 0.7005 
5 0.6534 0.7153 0.7256 0.7268 0.7979 0.7554 0.7847 0.7948 0.6624 o.6615 
6 0.5484 0.5217 0.5199 o.4836 o.6696 0.5679 0.6762 0.6882 0.5825 0.5801 
7 0.344o 0.3353 0.3581 0.3462 o.461o 0.3941 0.5625 0.5670 0.5008 0.4985 
8 0.2020 0.2028 0.2376 0.2164 0.3135 0.2656 0.3842 0.3609 o.4216 0.3930 
9 0.1016 0.1083 0.1161 0.1240 0.1853 0.1378 0.2346 0.2229 0.2757 0.2665 0 
---­
TABLE VIII.- CONTINUED 
(c) Nominal a = 12.84 
MACH = 0.70, MACH = 0.90 MACH = 0.95 MACH = 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 7 CONFG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 
STA a = 12.51 a = 12.68 a = 12.71 a = 12.90 a = 12.82 a = 12.88 a = 12.94 a = 13.00 a = 12.91 a = 13.01 
1 1.0584 1.1581 1.1445 1.2186 1.1899 1.1871 1.2313 1.2333 1.0920 1.0783 
2 1.1341 1.2299 1.2368 1.2667 1.148o 1.2073 1.2113 1.2176 1.0745 1.0702 
3 1.0883 1.3,722 1.0377 1.0555 1.1813 1.1708 1.2154 1.1940 1.0784 1.0813 
4 0.9030 0.9538 0.8456 0.8815 1.0938 0.9253 1.2245 1.2066 1.0489 1.0107 
5 o.6918 0.7376 o.6648 0.7128 0.8267 0.7357 1.0849 1.o413 0.91911 o.8049 
6 0.5079 0.5473 0.51,56 0.5782 o.6308 0.5625 0.9047 0.8005 0.7816 0.6851 
7 0.3614 0.3963 o.4181 0.4334 0.4752 0.4459 0.7124 0.5775 0.6069 0.5506 
8 0.2491 0.2770 0.2969 0.3097 0.3226 0.3308 0.4662 0.4302 0.4638 0.4230 
9 0.1531 0.1,717 .1827 0.1865 0.2119 0.2019 0.290)i 0.P554 0.1 01 O.P, 
TABLE VIII.- CONTINUED 
(d) Nominal a = 17.07 
MACH = 0.70 MACH 0.90 MACH = 0.95 MACH 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 
STA a = 16.64 a = 16.91 a = 16.90 a = 17.21 a = 16.99 a = 17.22 a = 27.07 a = 17,30 a = 17.12 a = 17.33 
1 1.4547 1.6692 1.531] 1.6584 1.6239 1.6759 1.5419 1.6123 1.4151 1.4419 
2 1.3433 1.5179 1.3735 1.5011 1.5653 1.5231 1.5541 1.6102 1.4171 1.4252 
3 1.1255 1.2728 1.1668 1.2955 1.3248 1.3315 1.4648 1.4191 1.3854 1.2833 
4 0.8934 1.0425 0.9697 1.o618 1.1135 1.1541 1.2704 1.2029 1.2649 1.1072 
5 0.7029 0.8319 0.7949 0.8749 0.9285 0.9337 1.0355 1.0052 1.0793 0.9463 
6 0.5462 0.6541 0.6362 0.7129 0.7504 0.7357 0.8443 0.8199 0.8903 0.7934 
7 o.4131 0.4971 0.4906 0.5515 0.5872 0.5760 0.65o6 o.6431 0.6898 0.6355 
8 0.2941 0.3534 0.3569 o.4o4o 0.4383 o.4331 0.4788 o.4771 0.5210 0.4768 




TABLE TX.- SECTIONAL CENTERS OF PRESSURE FOR THE WING: Y (cm.) 








MACH = 0.70 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
u=-0.03 z=0. O0 a=.00 a=0.0D 
16.87 13.71 16.7o 12.22 
19.01 18.76 20.48 15.62 
-T.81 22.98 23.99 19.2-4 
23.89 24.37 26.33 24.58 
27.82 26.69 29.49 27.93 
















MACH = 0.90 























MACH = 0.95 
CONFIG 1 CONF'G 4 CONFIG 2 
c=-O.03 a-0.02 crO.00 
AO.67 15.57 19.66 
21.98 20.66 23.76 
24.15 22.65 23.60 
27.26 27.57 27.49 
27.84 28.52 29.63 




















































MACH = 1.03 



























MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 











































MACH = 0.70 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
TABLE IX.- CONTINUED
 
(b) Nominal a = 4.24 
MACH = 0.90 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
MACH 0.95-
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
STA a=4.05 u,=4.22 w=4.19 a=4.21 STA w-4.09 w-.32 a=4.27 w=4.2 8 STA a=4.09 a=4.33 =4.30 A=4.29 
1 12.64 13.49 15.14 15.14 1 13.56 14.42 16.31 16.53 1 14.20 15.26 18.43 17.61 
2 15.57 16.58 18.02 17.55 2 16.38 17.40 19.31 18.79 2 17.39 18.63 21.05 19.94 
3 18.89 19.69 20.76 20.48 3 19.41 20.29 21.90 21.47 3 20.74 21.72 23.77 23.27 
4 22.48 22.80 23.77 23.94 4 22.79 23.25 24.56 24.62 4 23.50 24.15 25.55 25.83 
5 26.32 26.14 26.55 26.49 5 26.42 26.42 26.88 27.03 5 26.92 27.03 27.24 27.98 
6 30.66 29.87 29.56 29.79 6 30.56 29.92 29.73 29.90 6 30.61 30.10 29.95 30.02 
7 33.81 33.52 33-62 33.41 7 34.07 33.77 33.77 33.40 7 33.74 33.63 33.68 33.43 
8 38.06 37.99 37.77 38,23 8 38.37 38.26 38.20 38.31 8 38.24 38.14 38.25 38.23 
MACH = 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
STA a=4.07 a=4.34 mt4.30 a=4.33 sTA a=4.o8 a=4.36 a7=4.3 4 u=4.33 
1 14.81 14.23 16.05 16.38 1 14.88 13.39 13.29 15.90 
2 17.73 18.11 19.51 19.33 2 18.14 17.49 18.30 18.73 
3 20.50 20.94 22.91 22.14 3 21.o4 20.80 22.34 22.44 
4 23.67 24.31 26.30 25.99 4 24.12 23.96 25.43 25.74 
5 27.25 27.67 28.33 28.49 5 27.78 27.65 28.11 28.23 
6 31.03 30.37 30.43 30.82 6 31.41 31.28 31.35 31.36 t 
7 34.33 34.38 34.31 34.63 7 34.66 34.75 32.15 34.57 
8 37.71 37.77 37.50 37.94 8 37.79 37.77 37.81 37.87 
0% 
TABLE IX.- CONTINUED 
(c) Nominal a = 8.48 
MACH = 0.70 MACH = 0.90 MACH = 0.95 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 SONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG I CONFIG 4 COFId 2 CONFIG 5 
STA a=8.15 =8.4h a--5.4o a-=8.38 STA a=8.21 a=8.62 a=8.55 a--8.49 STA a=8.19 ca=8.66 c#8.59 =--8.53 
1 12.36 13.60 15.97 16.32 1 13.69 1h.95 17.49 18.73 1 14.25 15.53 18.92 20.01 
2 15.29 .6.64 18.63 19.43 2 16.48 17.68 19.75 21.71 2 16.92 18.hp 20.98 22.80 
3 18.91 2.9.49 21.26 22.95 3 19.53 20.28 21.91 23.75 3 20.34 21.21 23.04 25.06 
11 23.113 22.69 23.44 24.39 il 24.1i 23.16 23.80 24.56 14 24.78 24.o03 24i.52 25.94 
5 28.27 26.49 26.21 26.04 5 28.64 26.90 26.46 26.53 5 29.02 27.44 27.00 27.14 
6 32.54 31.05 30.65 30.56 6 32.52 31.31 30.94 30.93 6 32.22 31.64 31.20 31.31 
7 35.34 35.66 35.46 3540 7 35.43 35.80 35.55 35.28 7 35.13 35.79 35.47 35.54 
8 37.42 38.15 37.86 38.15 8 37.62 38;27 37.81 38.22 8 37.58 38.21 38.16 38.25 
MACH 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CoMFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
STA a=8.19 a=8.70 ac8.65 a=8.6o STA w-8.19 a=8.7 a--8. 68 cr8.64 
1 I4.46 14.77 16.79 17.00 1 14.85 i4.37 15.74 14.95 
2 16.92 18.07 20.33 21.59 2 17.67 17.82 20.07 19.48 
3 20.25 20.95 23.50 25.91 3 20.99 20.85 23.06 24.11 
4 24.75 24.08 25,32 27.72 4 25.09 24.00 24.99 27.60 
5 29.20 27.911 27.46 27.89 5 29.23 28.13 27.82 28.10 
6 32.25 32.30 31.35 31.27 6 32.33 32.68 32.13 32.11 
7 35.45 35.60 35.59 35.62 7 34.i0 32.64 35.68 35.51 
8 37.75 38.38 38.31 38.39 8 3807 3834 38.28 38.40 
'lABhE, IX.- CONTINUEI 
(d) Nominal a = 12.72 
MACH = 0.70 MACH = 0.90 MACH = 0.95 
CONFIG 1 doNFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIO 2 CONFIG 5 
STA ]=12.27 at=12.67 oa=12.63 az=12.55 STA a=12.35 at=12.91 a=12.83 ct=12.73 STA a=12.33 a=12.97 a-=12.89 a=12.73 
1 11.96 14.06 15.97 18.31 1 13.46 14.87 17.16 20.58 1 13.99 15.37 17.71 19.06 
2 15.44 16.62 18.46 21.09 2 16.67 17.61 19.28 21.17 2 17.15 17.65 19.83 21.61 
3 19.67 19.57 20.72 22.08 3 20.85 20.45 21.31 22.52 3 21.28 20.86 21.98 24.04 
4 24.83 23.23 23.58 23.39 4 25.48 24.32 24.25 24.18 4 25.92 24.69 24.77 24.74 
5 29.35 27.62 27.73 27.92 5 29.56 28.38 28.35 28.36 5 29.32 28.91 28.72 28.72 
6 32.41 32.26 32.29 32.30 6 32.02 32.58 32.46 32.21 6 31.79 32.64 32.53 32.35 
7 34.63 35.67 35.21 35.08 7 35.03 35.70 35.16 35.04 7 35.24 35.66 35.31 35.10 
8 37.79 37.57 37.55 37.83 8 38.55 38.21 37.84 37.81 8 38.37 37.89 37.68 37.88 
MACH = 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
STA a=12.33 a=13.07 a=13.00 a=12.86 STA a=12.33 o=13.06 a=13.01 a=12.88 
1 14.26 15.49 17.87 20.85 1 14.86 15.44 16.80 20.33 
2 17.43 18.26 20.75 23.35 2 17.87 18.19 20.26 23.75 
3 21.51 20.97 22.59 23.90 3 21.84 21.19 22.45 24.33 
4 26.21 24.50 25.17 25.82 4 26.36 24.77 25.19 25.22 
5 29.70 28.86 28.56 28.99 5 29.80 29.24 29.08 28.85 
6 32.59 32.79 32.59 32.61 6 32.73 33.04 32.89 32.76 
7 35.46 35.74 35.62 35.42 7 35.62 35.79 35.72 35.62 
8 37.85 37.99 37.83 38.04 8 38.20 38.26 38.16 38.34 
TABLE IX.- CONTINUED 
(e) Nominal a = 16.96 
MACH = 0.70 MACH = 0.90 MACH = 0.95 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
STA a=16.37 az=16.97 a=16.84 c=16.68 STA a=16.49 a=17.25 =17.14 at=16.89 STA a=16.4 9 a=17.36 a=17.26 ct=16.97 
1 12.15 14.03 16.07 17.68 1 13.34 14.72 16.77 18.82 1 14.4o 15.17 17.01 19.36 
2 i16.1o 16.61 18.31 19.50 2 17.18 17.54 19.22 20.23 2 17.86 17.66 19.59 21.22 
3 21.16 20.00 21.20 20.64 3 21.84 21.13 22.20 21.77 3 22.42 21.28 22.67 22.23 
4 25.39 24.20 25.06 24.94 4 25.36 25.24 25.83 25.64 4 26.12 25.44 26.12 25.86 
5 28.92 28.71 28.99 29.11 5 28.94 29.21 29.21 29.23 5 29.10 29.36 29.26 29.39 
6 31.81 32.45 32.09 32.20 6 32.11 32.70 32.06 32.17 6 31.89 32.66 32.25 32.37 
7 34.77 34.72 34.54 34.85 7 34.97 35.20 34.84 34.99 7 35.20 35.35 35.02 35.14 
8 38.00 37.66 37.62 38.02 8 37.91 38.17 37.66 37.95 8 38.14 37.97 37.77 37.98 
MACH = 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
STA ct=16.48 az=17.41 a=17.30 a=17.09 STA a=16 .48 a=17.40 a-=17.32 a=17.16 
1 14.69' 15.60 17.23 21.37 1 15.07 16.01 17.25 21.72 
2 18.8 17.96 19.62 22.20 2 18.45 18.36 19.83 22.21 
3 22.60 21.31 22.32 22.80 3 .22.78 21.67 24.23 23.07 
4 26.45 25-55 25.91 25.96 4 26.54 25.61 26.04 26.02 
5 29.55 29.47 29.60 29.58 5 29.62 29.65 29.67 29.64 
6 32.28 32.67 32.71 32.61 6 32.53 32.93 32.90 32.75 
7 35.27- 35.37 35.39 35.45 7 35.46 35.63 35.64 35.43 99 




TABLE X.- SECTIONAL 
MACH = 0.70 MACH = 0.90 
CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 
STA a = O.OO a m 0.05 c = 0.Oi a - o.06 a 
1 4.46 6.43 7.15 6.07 
2 6.34 6.73 6.34 7.83 
3 5.02 6.49 5.73 7.30 
4 4.32 4.34 4.51 4.88 
5 3.46 4.13 3.47 )1.17 
6 2.93 3.55 3.34 4.13 
7 1.99 3.84 3.07 3.89 
8 1.00 3.08 1.66 2.90 
9 0.91 1.42 1.68 2.19 
CENTERS OF PRESSURE 
(a) Nominal a = 0.01 
MACH = 0.95 
CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 















FOR THE CANARD: x (cm) 
MACH = 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 
c .01a = -0.O1 c = 0.01 a = -0.01 
8.56 8.91 6.8o 10.42
 
6.66 7.59 6.32 8.15
 
5.99 7.59 7.23 7.98 
5.52 6.37 5.50 6.36 
4.o 5.97 3.96 5.63 
4.04 6.47 3.92 4.26 
4.8o 5.06 3.59 3.23 
2.28 4.32 2.26 2.01
 





(b) Nominal a = 8.58 
MACH = 0.70 MACH = 0.90 MACH = 0.95 MACH = 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG'7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFTG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 
STA = 8.37 a = 8.47 ±= 8.53 a = 8.64 a = 8.60 a = 8.59 a = 8.65 a = 8.65 a = 8.65 a = 8.67 
1 3.92 4.03 4.27 11.36 5.17 5.01 5.54 5.41 5.80 5.69 
2 3.33 3.44 3.76 3.84 4.56 4.42 4.91 4.8o 5.24 5.16 
3 3.01 3.13 3.48 3.42 4.o8 3.95 4.47 4.39 4.88 4.83 
4 2.90 3.09 3.64 3.64 3.94 3.65 4.33 4.28 4.51 4.52 
5 3.19 3.57 3.56 3.64 3.95 3.76 4.19 4.17 4.14 4.12 
6 3.21 3.23 3.08 3.19 3.32 3.12 3.52 3.58 3.50 3.47 
7 2.60 2.69 2.53 2.58 2.65 2.57 2.90 2.95 2.89 2.87 
8 1.96 1.99 1.92 2.02 2.10 1.99 2.21 2.20 2.35 2.29 
9 1.33 1.41 1.47 3.48 1.54 1.42 1.6o 1.62 1.70 1.66 
TABLE X.- CONTINUED 
(c) Nominal a = 12.84 
MACH = 0.70 MACH = 0.90 MACH = 0.95 MACH = 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 
STA a = 12.51 a= 12.68 a = 12.71 a = 12.90 a = 12.82 a = 12.88 a = 12.94 a = 13.00 a = 12.91 (x= 13.01 
1 3.94 4.20 4.84 4.92 5.05 5.01 5.58 5.41 5.92 5.71 
2 3.92 4.18 h.72 4.87 4.47 4.85 5.06 4.90 5.37 5.22 
3 4.25 h.49 4.72 4.89 4.51 4.73 4.86 4.64 5.20 5.14 
4 4.24 4.35 4.53 4.6o 4.38 4.55 4.94 4.77 5.04 4.82 
5 3.81 3.89 4.03 4.o4 3.93 4.13 4.45 4.25 4.43 4.23 
6 3.19 3.28 3.36 3.39 3.46 3.57 3.76 3.56 3.73 3.64 
7 2.60 2.69 2.78 2.82 2.91 2.91 3.06 2.98 3.06 3.09 
8 2.06 2.13 2.19 2.21 2.38 2.28 2.33 2.38 2.44 2.46 
9 1.53 1.58 1.57 1.59 i.66 1.67 1.72 1.75 1.82 1.79 
00 
TABLE X.- CONTINUED 
(d) Nominal a = 17.07 
MACH 0.70 MACH = 0.90 MACH = 0.95 MACH = 1.03 MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 CONFIG 7 CONFIG 8 
STA a = 16.64 a = 16.91 a = 16.90 a = 17.21 a = 16.99 a = 17.22 a = 17.07 a = 17.30 a = 17.12 a = 17.33 
1 4.89 5.28 5.64 5.83 5.57 5.82 5.50 5.66 6.03 5.91 
2 5.05 5.30 5.48 5.64 5.39 5.66 5.36 5.55 5.72 5.70 
3 4.8o 5.05 5.10 5.21 5.14 5.25 5.23 5.22 5.59 5.49 
4 4.41 4.62 4.63 4.78 4.77 4.711 4.84 4.79 5.16 4.91 
5 3.89 4.06 4.o6 4.22 4.23 4.23 4.29 4.28 4.5o 4.36 
6 3.26 3.41 3.44 3.55 3.68 3.65 3.67 3.71 3.79 3.74 
7 2.70 2.83 2.87 2.95 3.04 3.06 3.10 3.11 3.16 3.14 
8 2.15 2.24 2.29 2.36 2.42 2.44 2.48 2.48 2.49 2.52 
9 1.61 1.68 1.68 1.74 1.79 1.78 1.85 1.84 1.88 1.87 
9D
 
TABLE XI.- CENTER OF PRESSURE LOCATION ON WING: X, Y (cm.)
 
a) MACH = 0.70 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
X Y a X y a X Y a X Y 
-0.03 23.89 8.73 0.00 22.65 8.15 0.00 27.56 1o.88 0.00 21.60 8.34 
4.05 22.68 9.51 4.22 24.29 10.52 4.19 26.27 11.64 4.21 25.96 11.33 
8.15 23.22 9.23 8.44 24.79 10.33 8.40 26.25 11.02 8.38 27.47 11.69 
12.27 22.52 8.51 12.67 P4.11 9.55 12.63 25.22 9.91 12.55 26.81 10.65 
16.37 21.46 7.64 16.94 23.20 8.73 16.8h 24.27 8.85 16.68 25.27 9.37 
b) ACIi = 0,90 
CONFI]G I CONFIG II CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
aX N a X Y a X Y a X Y 
-0.02 23.68 8.67 0.01 22.27 7.04 -0.01 24.05 7.33 -0.01 21.22 6.57 
4.09 23.51 9.76 4.32 25.20 10.81 4.27 27.42 12.03 4.28 26.70 11.48 
8.21 24.03 9.32 8.62 25.47 10.37 8.55 26.74 11.01 8.49 23.87 11.52 0 
12.35 23.59 8.64 12.91 24.95 9.54 12.83 25.82 9.89 12.73 27.07 1o.47 
16.49 22.26 7.75 17.25 24.26 8.86 17.14 24.86 8.81 16.89 25.76 9.26 
- - --- - - -
7., 
TABLE XI.- CONTINUED 
c) MACH = 0.95 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
a X Y a X Y a X Y a X Y 
-0.05 24.62 7.70 0.02 23.52 7.59 0.00 27.73 9.91 -0.02 20.75 6.99 
4.09 24.24 9.90 l;.3,i 25.72 10.75 4.30 27.97 11.90 4.29 27.31 114 
8.19 2P.39 9.3) 8.66 26.16 10.i8 8.59 27.62 11.17 8.53 28.91 11.77 
12.33 23187 8.65 12.97 25.25 9.59 12.89 26.34 9.96 . 12.73 27.70 lO.61 
16.49 23.27 8.01 17.36 22.29 8.8l 17."0 25.36 8.96 16.97 26.50 9.52 
d) MACHI = 1.03 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
aX Y a X Y a X Y a X Y 
-0.02 29.65 10.89 0.01 24.00 8.25 0.01 32.89 12.62 0.01 25.26 9.09 
4.07 2)4.43 9.84 4.34 25.56 lO.61 4.30 27.97 11.92 4.33 28.02 11.87 
8.19 24.74 9.51 8.70 26.22 lO.46 8.65 28.04 11.41 8.60 29.86 12.46 
12.33 24.73 9.04 13.07 25.56 9.71 13.00 27.20 10.39 12.86 28.94 11.21 
16.48 2..2o 8.42 17. Ill 24.65 8.91 17.30 25.98 9.35 1709 27.76 10.15 
8.91 -7-30 -- - -
TABLE XI.- CONTINUED 
e) MACH = 1.20 
CONFIG 1 CONFIG 4 CONFIG 2 CONFIG 5 
aX Y a X Y a X Y a X Y 
-0.03 25.73 7.45 0.01 21.54 6.07 0.01 25.50 6.87 -0.01 22.23 6.93 
4.08 25.06 9.97 4.36 25.50 10.54 4.34 28.00 12.02 4.33 27.89 11.75 
8.19 25.21 9.59 8.70 25.88 10.21 8.68 27.89 11.22 8.64 29.37 12.21 
12.33 25.26 9.19 13.06 25.54 9.55 13.01 27.19 10.33 12.88 29.29 11.49 
16.48 24.61 8.55 17.40 25.21, 9.)1 17.32 26.42 9.54 17.16 28.12 10.36 
- - -- - -- - -­ p-d 
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17.12 5.83 5.35 17.33 5 79 5.16 
1122 54 2.54 
3o~o!~S V~72540 
51.00 







Figure 2.- Photograph of Close-Coupled Wing-Canard Model Z1
 
